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ASSTRACT

The theory of notÍonal narrowing of spectral li.nes is approached

from the standpoínt of coherence time of the radiation signal rather

t,han, as heretofore, by examining the auÈocorrelation function. It ís

found that, if an oscillator undergoes Markovian frequency modulaÈj-on

due to interaction r¿ith a therrnal bath, then the línewidth of its po\^rer

spectrum is inversely proportÍonal, for rapid enough relaxatíon, to the

thermal relaxation raËe of the bath state.

MeasuremenËs have been made of the Raman spectra of the Dn and)=

vibrational modes in Nr0 gas. The evolution of Ëhe Q-branch lÍneshapes

is followed as pressure rises from one to 50 atm. Evidence is found of

uoËional narrowing, which counÈeracËs the usual collision broadening.

This behaviour is explained as the resulE of an "indirect" víbratíona1

dephasíng process: molecular collisíons, without affecting vibrational

behaviour directly, noneËheless cause vibrational frequency changes

indirectly by inducing Ëransitions in Lhe rotational quantum numbers with

whích the víbraË,ion is coupled. trIhen the rotational transitíon probabil-

it.Íes are calculated ín accordance v¡ith the Gordon J-diffusion model, the

vibratÍonal lineshapes predicted by the,indirecË-dephasing theory dísp1ay

the requisite motional narrowing, and closely resemble the measured pro-

files at lower pressures. At higher pressures, ordinary collision

broadening appears to dominate the experÍmental lineshapes.
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THEORY I:

CHAPTER I

SPECTRAL LINE-BROANENING IN FLUIDS--

AN OVERVIEI^I

Molecular spectroscopy has long been of service in areas such as

the study of molecular structure. These traditional applications focus

on Ehe characterisEics of free (isolated) molecules. hlith rnodern advances

in instrumenËation that have led to improved det.ection efficiency and

resolutÍon, the equipment and Eechniques of molecular spectroscopy have

begun al-so to prove useful in probing the interacLions betr¿een molecules.

Thus molecular specËroscopy has graduated into intermolecular spectroscopy,

which may now assert its claim as an independent body of knowledge, since

the two have little common theoretical footíng.

In the present work, we shall use lJ-ght-scatteríng spectroscopy

as an intermolecular probe. One uodern technical advance that has helped

t.o make this possible is the development of phoËon-counting elecÈronics.

The truly seminal development, hov¡ever, has been the advent of the laser.

As a source of light that is both j.ntense and highly monochromatic, the

laser permits observation of relatÍve1y weak spectral lines and improves

the resolution of spectral measurements. These improvements have led to

detailed measureuents of spectral lineshapes. In fluids, the lineshapes

turn out to be governed, noË by properties of Ëhe free molecule alone,

but by the perturbaÈions it suffers in the presence of oÈher molecules--

in short, by intermolecular effects.



For the traditional purposes of molecular spectroscopy, the

sPectrum ís adequately described as a series of discrete línes, each at

a frequency corresponding to the energy dÍfference betr,¡een tvro well-

defined energy eigenstates of the inolecule. The individual lines are

concej.ved of as ideally sharp. The facË that Eheir act,ual profiles have

finite breadth receives attention only as a nuisance interferíng wíth

Èhe resoluÈion of neÍghbouríng lines and wiÈh the locaËíon of cenËroíds

even of isolated lines. Thís virËual neglecË of líneshapes is usually

noE serious, since the imprint of molecular species and sLructure--the

maín concerns of molecular spectroscopy--is in the spacings and relative

intensíËies of spectral lines, rather than in the lineshapes.

This association of shârp lines vrith properties of the free mole-

cule, and, by extension, of lÍne-broadening with inËermolecular effects,

deserves some attention. For a spectral line to be ideally sharp, the

transj.t,ion undergone by every molecule contribuËing to it must have

exactly the same energy. Failing an Ímpossible coincidence, this re-

quires that the transition occur betr¿een discrete staEionary states t.hat

are identical for all conËributing molecules. For all rnolecules to have

identical ruanifolds of sËationary st.ates, the llamiltonian of each mole-

cule must depend only on its inLernal constiËution, since this is Ëhe

1

exËent- of r¿hat the uolecules Ín a fluid may have in couunon physically.

That is, the conditions for ideally sharp spectral lines hold only for

non-inËeracting molecules. Once interactions betv¡een molecules are

admitted to the llamilËonian, it assumes a stochasti.c nature on accourit

of the randou posi.tions and motions of the molecules: it varies from

one molecule to anoËher, or spatially, and also from one moroerit to the



next for the same molecule. Purely spatial varíatíon r,rill produce a

distribution in energy among the various molecules in the same j.nt.ernal

quantum state; and purely teüporal variation will produce an uncertainty

in the energy of each individual molecule. VaríaLíon of either sort, i¡i1l

therefore resulË in broadening of spectral lines. These tr¿o broadening

mechanÍsms will be examÍned more ninutely in the tr,¡o following secËíons.

1.1 Inhomogeneous Broadening

To gain a qualitative grasp of line-broadening in dense fluids,

we first ignore time variatj-on and consíder just Ëhe effect of spatial

variation in the HamiltonÍan. This varíaËion arises from the perturba-

tions exerted on an "active" molecule--one undergoing the transition we

are observing spectroscopically--by neíghbouring "perturber" molecules,

which do not conËribuËe directly to the Eat,ter-radiatíon inËeracËion thaË

makes the Lransition observable, but which do contríbute Ín a secondary

way by nodulating Ëhe interacËion betr¡reen the active molecule and the

impressed fie1d. The poínt here is that these perturbations depend on

proxinity. Now, the probability thaË a gíven active molecule will be

environed by an n-mo1ecu1e cluster of perËurbers in a given configura-

tion is roughly proport,íonal to Lhe n'th power of densj.ty. With rising

density, perturbative envíronments become more probable in relation to

non-perturbative (.n = 0) ones. To state this with different emphasis,

a wider assortment of perturbative envíronmenËs take on si.gnifÍcant

probability. If the environment of each active molecule is taken as

static, as per our init.ial sirnplification, then thís assortment of

environments inplies t.hat different molecules in fhe same inËernal st,ate

are perËurbed differently and have dÍfferent stationary energy levels.



Liket¡ise, the energy of a transiEion betr,¿een given internal states varies

from one (active) molecule Ëo another. Hence Lhe broadening of spectral

lines in dense fluids.

Our assumption of sEatic molecular environmenËs would seem

unrealisËic in fluids at ordinary temperaËures. From the standpoint of

effect on lineshapes, however, it rnay serve adequately in some actual

systems, partj.cularly liquids r¿ith a high degree of 1ocal order. Line-

shape theories have been proposed on thís pr.ri"..2'3 We may now ask

under what general conditions the assumption of static environments is

Èenable. That is, we may ask when a finite linewidth reflects nothing

more than a variety of perËurbed stationary states, rather than, sây,

a breakdov,¡n of the statÍonary-staÈe description for individual molecules.

tr^Ie recognise two li¡nitatiorrs on the sharpness of energy measure-

menËs for individual molecules. One, of quantal origin, is the famíliar

"uncertainty principle": any measurement of finite duration has an

uncertaín result. This applies even íf the measured system has statÍonary

sËaËes wíth trell-defined energy eigenvalues. The other problem is secular

change in the quantÍty r,/e are ideally trying Eo measure. This occurs

in any real system undergoing a tlme-dependent interacËion r,rit,h its

environment,. Mínímising the overall uncerËainty of the energy measurement

Ínvolves a compromise beLween these two prÍnciples. If one shortens the

measureuenÈ LÍrne to reduce the secular drift in energy due to environmen-

tal fluctuation, then one is ulËimately frustraÈed by Ehe increasing

quant.al uncerËainty in the measurement itself. If instead one prolongs

the measurement, Ehe drift fn energy increases. There is thus some

intrinsic minÍmum uncertaÍnty, in contrast with Ëhe case of ideal



statíoriary staËes, for which arbitrarí1y exacË energy measurements are

possíble in principle by measuríng for long enough. BuÈ íf thi.s intrínsíc

uncerËainty in the energy of individual molecules is much less than t.he

intermolecular variaËion of energy, most of the observed spectral line-

broadenj-ng Inay stil1 be due t.o the laËter, provided that the measurement

duration is chosen judicíous1y. So, after uaking linÍted allowance for

motion in Ëhe environment, one nay someËimes salvage the essentials of

the previous accounË (based on sËatíc environment.s) of line-broadening:

namely, (fairly) definiËe instantaneous eriergies for indivíduaI molecules,

and (-relatively large) varíation of energy from one molecule to another.

To make thj-s idea rnore quantítative, let us set forth the impor-

tanü parameËers describing the situat.ion and try to discover the condj--

tíons Ehey must obey to \n/arrant the statíc-envíronment approximatíon.

The quantal energy uncertainty is

lncl /.\. l- /+\aLlq 'v n / Lh )
.L

where Ï* is the ueasurenent duration. We let Ç typify the spread in

energy among molecules perturbed by Ehe various possible sorts of

envj-ronment, with the environment hypothetically f.rozen in a static

configuration. i^Ie 1et Î"nu be a characteristic time for the environ-

ment to relax, that is to lose its memory of the configuration in r¡hich

it started. Such loss of correlation is typically accompanied by a

secular drift Ín energy on Ëhe order of q. Thus the rate of energy

drift is

\dEd/Àt T
c, I r"nu

(t é
YN

For shorL enough measuring times T"r,,u ) , the resulËanË neasurement



uncertainty is

(lf )* ^/ ort^ /r"nu

As an estim:te of the minimrrm overall üeasurement uncertainËy, we take

the uncerËainry ar rhar value of t,,. ror which (nE)n = (AE)À. To

justify this, \^re approximaËe the overall uncertaínty by the ""r 
(ÀE\+(AEà,

hence by the sum of two positive functions of t*, one monotonically

increasing (for short enough f* ) and the other monoËonically decreasing.

The sum of these tr,ro functíons is always greater than the ordínaÈe at

wir-ich they inËersect, since at any t,* orr. of the two funcËíons ís greater

thên t.hat and Lhe other is always positíve. 0n the other hand, the sum

can cerËainly be as lÍtt.1e as twice the ordinaËe at which they intersecL,

that being the value the sr:n has aL the j-ntersection itself . So the

minímum va1ue. lies somewhere betr.reen the íntersection ordinate and Ewice

EhaË va1ue.. To find t,he intersection, üre equate our previous expressions

r", (ÀE)* and (ÀE)à,

whence

= crt* / T"n,

.f (hr"nu/or)

Evaluating eíther (NEà 
"r 

(NE;, ar rhÍs inrerseerion, and raking rhe

result as the uinimr¡rn uncertainay ( AE)*,.n ,re obtaín

Now, our criterion for applying the static-environment approxímation is

that this intrinsic uncertaíncy should be much less than the intermolecu-

lar energy variaËÍon, that is

l,tf\\aL/l,nin - E
Substituting our present resul-t for (tE) . , we find

¡ALn

h/t*
+
utra



. (1.1)

to be Ëhe condition this ímposes on behavíour of the environment.

The sort of line-broadening discussed thus far, for whích ínter-

molecular differences in energy are mainly responsible, is knoum as

"inhomogeneous" broadeníng. The term is used Eo suggest thaË different

molecules, in undergoing the same spectroscopic transitíon (same change

of internal quantum nr:mbers) contribute to dífferent regions of the

specÈral profile. It is easy to make corrtact between the concept of

inhomogeneous broadening and the "traditional" view of Ëhe rnolecular

spectrum (as a seríes of díscrete, sharp lines) with which we began this

chapter. The broadened spectral profile may be taken as a cluster of

many sharp lineq whích differ slightly i-n energy because the assocíated

transitions occur in different. molecular environmenËs. l{hat on the

traditÍonal vÍew r¡ras a single transition, unambiguously specified by a

given change in internal molecular quant,um numbers, then becomes a

manífold of transitions, each correspondÍng to a different choice of

"bathr" or exËernal, quantum numbers characterising the molecular

envíronment. fn elahorating the tradítional view to take accounË of

Ínhomogeneous hroadening, one need not discard the notion of sharp lines;

one need only introduce more of them.

Inlhen r¡e adopt this, so to speak, updated traditional view, the

physical significance of the inhomogeneous lineshape becomes clearer.

Each bath state contributes a sharp 1j-ne at the associated bath-perturbed

transítion energy of the system, with intensity proporËi.onal to the like-

líhood of the bath state. The overall profile therefore represents the

produet of the likelihood and density of bath states, as a function of

c-"Ü >> hL ENV



Ëhe difference between bath-system ínteracEíon energies ín the upper and

lower system states.

Our choice of terminology suggests that the "system" vrhose quant.um

numbers define the spectroscopic transíEíon is always the act.ive molecu1e,

and that the "environment," spatial variation in whose quantum numbers

broadens Èhe transition, is always the configuration of neighbouring

perturber molecules. This seems a natural way to draw the partition

betr,¡een sysËem and environmeriË, but. ís for all that an arbitrary one.

The concepts of systen and environment must be generalised íf Lhat of

ínhomogeneous broadening is to embrace certaj.n cases to which the term

is customaríly applied. One such case is Doppler broadening. Here,

iL is velocÍty dÍfferences among the active molecules t.hemselves Ehat

broaden the lineshape. Though one is accustomed Lo regardíng transla-

tional degrees of freedom as "external" to the molecule, intuition balks

at theiT inclusion in the !'environment." Still, this is required for

the sake. of consistency with the classification of this phenomenon as

ínhomogeneous broadening. The alternative is to revert, to the "tradi-

tional" description in t.erms of a cluster of independent transitions.

A second example, important in the present work, is the roËational

broadening of vibrational Q-branches. In the limit of free molecular

roËation, molecules in different rotational sËates have different

vj.brational eigenfrequencies on account of rotation-vibration coupling;

this causes line=broadening of pure vibrational (Q-braneh) transitions.

This rnay be regarded as a case. of inhomogerreous broadening 1f the roÈa-

Ëional quanËum numbers are. ascribed to the environment. These examples

i1lusËraËe. the convenience of defíníng the "system" as an abstract



entity comprising jusÈ those degrees of freedom whose quanturn numbers

change in the spectroscopic Ëransition, rather than as a material body

like a molecule. The "environment" is then a similar abstractíon, com-

prising those degrees of freedom responsible for the broadening.

Given these more plastic notÍons of "system" and "environmentrrr

one readily appreciates the arbitrariness in the divisj-on between Ehem.

This has its parallel in the arbitrary distincËion between a single,

inhomogeneously broadened transition and a dense cluster of individually

sharp transitíons. The lineshape may be deseribed in either way,

accordingly as the degrees of freedom responsible for the broadening are

ascribed to the environment or to the sysËeu. Practically, the choice

arises only when the possible assígnments of values to the broadenÍng

quanËum numbers are non-conËinuous and the components of the broadened

profile are discrete Ín riature (,though not necessarily resolved experi-

mentally), as in the Q-branch. example above mentioned. Otherr,¡ise it is

poinËless, though possible in the absËract, to speak of separate transi-

tions. tr{here the choice remains, it \,¡-i11 ordinarily rest on a comparison

beElreen Ëhe transition energy itself and the exterlÈ to r,¡hich iË is

broadened. lüåere Ehe latËer is much. the sma11er, it is usual to speak

of a single, inhomogeneously hroadened transition within the internal

quanËum numbers, and to Ereat the. degrees of freedom responsible for

the broadening as an external "bath." In the opposite case, where

neighbouring componerits of the. specLTum are well resolved, one speaks

instead of independent transÍtions Ehat merely have some quaritum nr¡mbers

in comon, arid inpliciEly tTeaËs a1l quantum numbers j.nvolved as int.ernal .

tr{haË we- would emphasise here, however, is noL thaË the tr'¡o descriptions
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are suited to different cases, but thaE eíther ís possible in any given

case, and that the distinction is just a matter of where one places the

boundary between sysEem and environment. Our other poínt is the essenËial

equivalence between the laËter descríption and the viewpoint of "tradi-

tional" molecular spectroscopy, which recognises only sharp, separaËe

transitions. Thus, inhomogeneous broadening may be underst.ood from the

traditional viewpoint, provided only Ehat one a11ows some leeway in

drawing sysLem boundaries.

I.2 llomogeneous Broadening

The preceding section provides, it may be hoped, a basÍc under-

sLandÍng of the line-broadeníng due to spatial variatlon ín the ll-äñi-l-

tonian. As regards time variaËion, however, all r¿e have done thus far

is Ëo acknowledge the caveat (1.1) this imposes ori our straightforward

reasoning about. spatial variation. trIe know that time variation renders

uneertain the t.ransitíon energy of the individual aetive molecule. Thus,

line-broadeníng rnay occur even if spaÈia1 varíation is suppressed

altogether and every active molecule undergoes the same (time-varying)

hi-sËory of perturbaËion. Under such condiLions, at least from a

lt
semiclassical' standpoint, each active molecule should radiate identí-

cal1y; Íts contribution to the observed spectrum should be represen-

tative of the entire ensemble. tr^Ie apply the term "homogeneous

broadening" to cases where all acËÍve molecules contríbute simiirarLy

to the spectrum.

0f course, it is absurd to assume that the molecules in a fluid

have identical perÈurbatíon hisËories, except as regards externally

applied perËurbations, e.g. a spatially uniforn field. We sha11 not
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s.t"rru

0n the considerations of Ëhe preceding section, thís

rvhich the intrínsic measurement uncerrainat (ÀE)*ar.

be interested in perturbatíons of the latter sort, but rather in the

spontaneous perturbation of an active molecule by its neighbours, which

is stochastic ín nature and bound to differ among molecules. However,

the assumption of identical histories ís far more stringent than is

necessary for homogeneous broadeníng. A1l that is really required is

the condition opposite to (1"1)o namely

is the régime in

= {(hq/t nu)
becomes non-negligíble in relation to O, and begins to dominate Ëhe

lineruidth" If 
Tunu( h e \re can never dístinguish the spectral

contributions from molecules Ín different environments (bath sËates).

ThaË r¿ould require energy resolution well wíthin Q, and hence a

measurement of duration -h/O, . once this time had elapsed, Ëhe

bath rvould J-ong have relaxed and the measured quantity wou'lci have

drífted through its ranee Õl of typical values" Thus the i¡easurement

would reflecË Ëhe r,¡hole gamut of bath states, rather than a bath state

specífic to a given acEive molecul,e" The effect:Ls Ëo "hoiroger:.ise" the

spectral contribuËions from various molecules"

Clearly, homogeneous broadening is apt to occur where the perËur-

bation of the active molecule is strongly tíme-dependent, that is where

the active molecule encounters a wide range of environments in rapid

succession (so that Tunu is small). The obvious example is the sËrongly

time-1ocalísed perturbation that occurs ruhen gas molecules collide,

This produces ttcollisiontt or ttpressurett broadening, a rvell-knorvn sort of
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homogeneous broadeni-ng.

IË is not dífficult to see that line-broadening r¿ill result from

time variation of the HauilLonían. BuE the quantitative dependence of

lineshape on variation of the Haniltonian is not so obvious as it was

for Ínhomogeneous broadening. There, the profile essentíally represented

the density of bath states as a function of perturbed t.ransition energy.

I^Ihere time variaLion of the llamiltonian is imporËant, however, transition

energies (frequencies) are no longer well-defined, and it is necessary

to concent.raÈe on the frequency fluctuaËion of individual molecular

oscillators rather than on Ehe ensemhle distríbution of oscillator

frequencies. The connecËion with the lineshape is made through Ëhe

f orrnalism of th-e time correlation fg¡rct1on,5 rrrd will be developed in

Chapter 2.

Inlhen examining the history of an individual osci.llaÈor, we

shal1 assume its dtsplacemenË varies in rÍme as exp t(rrO.t+I(t)).

Thus, instead of coherenË oscillation at various possible frequencies,

such. as 1ed to Í-nhomogeneous broadening, there. is a single "average"

freq,r"ncy ilo about which. there occuï slow phase flucruaríons n(t).
The tíne average of these. fluctuations vanÍshes--v¡hence the unlqueness

of [,ùo--, but they eventually destroy the coherence of the oscillation.

The algebraîc form just gÍven for the dísplacement is well suited to

use wfth, Lhe correlation-function forrnalism. For the lineshape is t.hen

readily expressed in terms of the staËistíca1 properries of n/L(Ð, as

w-i11 be demonstrated Ín. Chapuer 6 -

' Actua11y, though iE is unnecessary Ín cases of inhomogerleous

hroadenÍng, Ëhe correLat,ion-funcËion formalism can be and is rouËinely
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applied to calculate lineshapes in all siËuaËions. This tends to obscure

Èhe distincËion between homogeneous and inhomogeneous broadenÍng. The

distinction remains of genuine physical sígnificance, however, inasmuch

as experíments may be designed t.o measure the one sort of broadening

independently of the other r.¡here both are present. tr^Ie allude here ro

coherent time-resolved picosecond techniques,6 whích, it is claimed,

permíL the separate study of homogeneous dephasing in a molecular sub-

ensemble selected ouË of an inhomogeneously-broadened distributíon of

vibrational transj-tion frequencies. Our or,m (spontaneous Raman)

experÍ-nents unforËunately lack this sort of versatilíty.

1.3 Motional Narrowing

The two preceding sections have dealt wiEh the behaviour of a

perturbed oscillator in opposite limits with respect to the duraËíon of

its dynamic coherence. In Ehe linit of long duratÍon, the effects of

environmental perturbatíon may be accounted for by assigning the various

active molecules to different quasi-stationary bath states and these in

turn to different regions of the spectrum: hence, inhomogeneous broaden-

ing. The condítion required for prolonged dynamic coherence ís, of

course, that the envirorutrenÈ change slowly enough. Thus v¡e associate

inhomogeneous broadeni.ng with the limit of "slow modulation" of the

bath sËate. With the onset of homogeneous broadening, on the oËher hand,

the "rapid-nodulation" 1Ímit is approached. Here bath transiËions become

so frequenË thaË dynarníc coherence is destroyed before it can transpire

that the bath is in any particular staËionary staÈe. 0n this account,

Ëhe description in t.erms of stationary bath staËes breaks dor,rn.

Sti1l, although no definite region of the homogeneous specErum
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can be associated with ariy one baEh sËaLe, the set of possible bath

states--as defined by "Írozen" configuraLions of t.he environment--

conditions the lineshape in the homogeneous- as well as the inhomogeneous-

broadening r'egime. IE Ís possíble to imagine a passage between these tr¿o

lÍurits during which only the rapidity of bath-sËate modulation changes,

and noË the bath st.ates t,hemselves. In the slow-modulatÍon linit, the

relatíve probabilities and statíc properties of the bath sËates completely

determine the líneshape. As the rate of modulaËion rises, the lineshape

will nanífest a dependence on that as r.rell. As the rate is allowed to

grow arbitrarily large, there may occur a gradual collapse of the line-

shape abouË the unperturbed frequency of the oscillator. We shall see

that, provided the manifold of bath sËates is fixed while the rate

increases, the linewidth rvil1 turn out asymptotically proportional to

the inverse of ¡oodulation rate under raÈher general circumstances.

This is the phenornerron of "motíona1 narrowíng."

To investigate Ëhe behaviour outside the inhomogeneous-broadening

./.râgíme, we sha11 assume Lhat Ehe oscillating system has, at any instarit,

a set of bath-perturbed quasi-stationary states, just those it would have

if the bath were "fTozert" in its instantaneous state. Like any atËempted

reconciliation of quantum mechanics with cormrorr sense, this nust be

regarded askance.. It suspiciously resembles the very assumption whose

breakdor,¡n, we clained earlier, ushered in the homogeneous-broadening

r/egtme.. Previously, however, vre r¡reïe concerned with whether the quantum

state of the bath was r,¡e11-defined; rloqr, al1 we wish to do is apply the
7

adiabatic approximaËion' --in rvhich quantum numbers remnin v¡ell-defined

despite Èj-me. variaLíon of the Hamíltonian--to the tíme evolution of the
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system. This approximation may succeed for the sysÈem where it fails for

the bath, orl account of the much larger energy differences betr¿een system

staÊes. Within the adiabatic appïoximation, each system state \n) has

an instantaneously defínite energy Eft) and a corresponding eigenfre-

quency l¡Ít) = ESt)/h rhe enersy EÁt) is jusr that or rhe

stationary staËe thaE rvould prevail íf the perturbation in force at

tíme t vrere acËua11y pernanenË. FluctuaËíon of the eigenfrequencies

u-(t) leads to "dephasing" of Lransitions betveen the state" ln) --

essnÈially, a loss of phase coherence between the radiative probe

inducing system transitions on the one hand, and the overlap of inÍtial

and fi.nal sys¿em sÊaËes on:the other.

Dephasing is usually the main homogeneous broadening mechanism.

I^Ihere the adiabaÈic approxímation breaks dor,¡n (f or system sËates) , there

is another possibilÍty: energy relaxation--system transiËions noË due t,o

ínËeracËion with the radíat,ive probe--may destroy dynamic coherence

before phase coherence is lost for other reasons. I^/e sha1l not consider

this possibility in our present discussion. For the time being, our

aim is just to demonsËrate the possibility of motional narror,ring in

ideal circumstances, not to accommodate all possíble practical circum-

stances.

1.3 . f Model f or modulat,ion process

InIe novr describe a hypoËhetical physical situaËion for which

moËiona1 narrowÍng may be readily demonstraËed. Our assumptions are

noEívaËed more by convenience than by empirícal consideraËíons. They

are as f ollor,¡s:

(.i) The possihle bath states are discreËe, forming an enumerable
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(thoush possibly infinite) ".. {ßL!.
(ii) TransiEions beLween hath states are instanËaneous; vibraËional phase

does noÊ change significanËly during a bath Èransition.

(.iii) "ModulaËion events"--opportunities for bath-state transiEions (which

conceivably do noË always result in actual transitions)--occur at regul-ar

tÍloe intervals of d.uraË.ion t*. I^Ie sha11 call T* the rrmodulation tímg"

--,X -(q- {Àarrcr l., - \ v* r the 'tmodulatÍon rate.tt'
ífr

The preceding assumpt,Íons are admittedly unphysical, but j-n the

forms strictly as given they are not so much necessary as convenienË;

they could be relaxed considerably without destroying the fabric of the

argumenÈ, at L.he expense. of simpliciËy. One furËher assumpt.ion, however,

is not only ad hoc, but also so unrealisËic as seriously to prejudice

Ëhe physical relevance. of fnferences based on it. Later, we shall try

Èo nake do wiËh- a weaker assumption, but for the time being we jusËi-fy

use of Ëhe preseriË one on grounds that it makes possible a símple heuris-

tic exercÍse that will guide our later, more realistíc treatment. Thus

r^7e, ASSUIIÌê.:

(.iv) At each modulation event,--i.e. at íntervals of 'U^--the bath stat.e

is totally randomised. By thi-s T¡ze mean that. the bath, "forgetting" all

iËs previous hisËory, "choosesil a ne\^r state ("possibly the same as its

old one)- at, random from the thermal disËribution (_which is constant in

tíme.)-., 0r, the modulatiori event destroys all correlation between pre-

vious and subsequent behaviour of the bath. Though unrealistic on some

counts, this assurnption. at least has Ëhe. merit of guaranteej-ng detailed

halance among the- bath. states, an importarrt criterion of physical self-

consistency.
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L.3.2 Heuristic demonstration of motional narrowing

We shall nov/ see how, vzithin the physical context of the preceding

section, narrowing of lineshapes occurs w-ith rising modulaËion rate.

The bath state occupied during the n'th time interval (that pre-

ceding the n'th modulation everit, i.e. (n-tr)t^<t< nT*)wi11 be

n¡ (n)
denoted by Þ In Ehe sequel, the superscípt "(n)" will generally

denote "during the n'th time interval." Under the assumptions of the

last section, the vario,r" ß(n)are independent random events having

idenrical probability distríbutions. ThaE is, the probability that the

n'Ëh even. ß(n) will have the outcor"E. is the same as that E(m)r¿i1l
L

have the outcome$., and. does not depend on the actual ouËcome "t E(^),

for any rl I'n and for all i.

The instantaneous resonance frequency of the system will be

r¡rrit,Ëen as

t¡(t) = uJo .- Uu(n' ,

rvhere t falls within the n'th time ÍnÈerval, LJo is the ti¡oe (or ensemble)

average of td, and t^)(n) r= the frequency perturbation exerted by the bath
1-.¡ (n) , ,(n)in state \1 The varíous LJ- , sr-nce eacn :-s a funct.ion only of the

f)(n)
correspondÍng i) , must be independent identícally-distributed random

D (n)
variables, lÍke the {J themselves.

trühen rhe oscillation is r¿rirren in the form exp t(f¡t+T(t))
a

suggesËed in 3 f.2, we have

?t(tt = \þ't\d(t )-',^)") = \i,' r(n(t')),

where n, expressed as a function of tr, is Lhe rounded-up

"f l'/T^. since D(n(t')) has a consËant value l,'J(i)during

' (L 'z¡

integer value

the jrth tíme
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inEerval, the integral may be replaced by a sum:

ï(t) = tií'È r¡'r'
J-l Yn

=-.t*"^tl (i)Li--^ l^) ' )

¡-À_J-
ìtm

t

. (1.2 )

integer. But by roundi.ng ít to an inte.ger we merely reduce the effective

integration interval by a fraction of T^ from Ehe length Ë intended in

C1.2), and this effect is negligible Íf ttrt*. The suuunand.s tÐ(])rn

(I.2' ) each have. the same. varÍ"n". S2si-nce they are identj-cally distri-

buËed. Further, si¡ce theyare independent, their variances are addit.ive.

Denotfng variances in general by n2, r¡e may therefore r¿rite, Í.or tttT^

where [A] denotes the largest integer value not larger than A. The

first equality is approximate inasmuch "" t/t* Ís not necessarily an

ç-t+;tl zL,=^'-"' = t"t /+^ftnttl = +;"

læar t=T" , i.e. if tc>>t,,,\ ,

{D'(n(tJ) =

That Ís, coherence Ëjme Ís proportional to modulat.ion rate, subject to

rhe. condirior lc))Trn . (Ihe timirarÍons imposed by rhís condirion

w-i1l he examÍned presently. )

Nor^1, the phase coherence.

by whícfLfl has typÍca]-l-y grovm to

Ëhe ensemble average of Ïl is ni1

7t(t) t" its standard devÍatio' rf

tirne ta of the oscillatíon Ís t,hat time

about one radian in magnitude. Since

at any tímer8 a typical magniËude for

Ú(nttll . rhererore, ir (r.3) holds

fr
uc

{(o
-? t1

\,/ lm

"'r /l ) = Iuc-/ Tm'
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The frequency spread

Au¡ ^)

the power spectrum

Zrr / r,

of O-,

is related byof

Lo the coherence time of the radiaËi-on signa1,9 so that

N uJ y 2î'o"2/ +^ (1.s)

(r.6)

That is, the spectral linewídth should vary inversely with modulation

rate, all things else (in particular the distribution of bath states,

whích deÈermine" Ci-z) beíng equal. This is the phenomenon of motional

narrowing.

i,Ie note thaË this result f or Àti cannot be extrapolated to zero

modulaËion rate, where ít makes an absurd prediction of infinite line-

wídËh. It fails f or lowf* O""rrrse the sËipulaÈio* t >>T* is noÈ

aeÈ there. This does not follow trivially from the obvious gro\^rth of

t^as S-*O , since T. is also a function of $,rr. rt can be shornm

as follows, however, w-ith no great difficulty. For t at* , (L.2)

reduces to

a rnagnitude

/v ot.

n(t) = 'uJ(r)t, ,

oE, sÍnce l,ù(À) .rnrcalIy has

lï(t) Ï

Therefore, by the time the first modulation event occuïs, Ï((t) *iff
-,{typically attain a magnitude of üt*. Thís implíes, LÍ. T^) O , that

T(t) riff typically have exceeded one radian in magnitude by the tiine

-!_ _- Ä

U= L Thus íf T >çt '' 
\,¡e expect T-<Ï . In oÈher words, the con-vnh^'ctr

dirion T">>T- attached to our previous argunent is violated vhenever
ç. Yí\
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-À lì
t*> C' ', i.e. when t*(O tr^Ie therefore cannot expect (1.5) to hold as

$**0. Evidently a necessary condition for the validity of (1.5) is
fi

thar [) O

To fÍll the breach left by the breakdov¡n of (f.5) in the slow-

modulat.ion 1imit, l¡e shal1 reconsid.er the pov/er specErum "t tor $*.

hre have jusË seen thar t (T^ whenerr.r $^<Ct. Now, (1.6) holds for

"r,y t(T*, and specifically aË t =T.. since l?lG")l = { , (1.6)

irnplies 6t o,T or Tc È O--^. Applying (r.4) again, vre fínd

ArJ rv z\1 /TL = zfiO ) . 0.7)

independently of { (provided ttrat {*{ O ) . The width of the pof.,rer

spectrum is thus comparable to the statistical spread 6 in instant.aneous

resonance frequencies. Thís is whaL we expect in Ehe slow-modulat.ion

(-inhonogeneous-broadening) limít, where each molecule has an essenLially

permanent oscillation frequency and contributes to the specÈrum at, jusË

thaÈ frequency. tr^Ie note Ëhat the condÍtion {<O, under r¿hich (1.7)

was derived, is really the same as ("1 .1), which \"re prescribed earlier

for ínhomogeneous broadening. For Cf - %/h , and clearly on the
f.-l

presenË model t^ =T* has a meaníng síinÍlar to Ehat of T.nU previously.

1.3.3 Markovian modulation

l^Ie shal1 now do what we can to relax t.he most object,ionable
o (n)

assumptíon made in Ç f.3.1, namely that successive evenEs þt"'a=.

totally uncorrelated. i^/e sha11 assume ínstead that they form a Markov

chaÍn; this ís a more general and realistic hypothesis, and r,rj.ll provide

an adequate theoretical footing for the present. work. Thus, the distri-
.n (n)

bution of outcomes for Ëhe ntËh event i3 is assumed to depend at most
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on the outcome of the ir¡¡ned j-ately preceding event u 
(n-1) 

, and not on any

of the previous history (g(1) , "('), 
..., u(n-2)) once the outcome of

,(n-r) is specified. The random variables 6(n), each bei-ng a function

solely of the corïesponding evenË B(t), have a similar interdependence.

In the arguuenË of the preceding section, where successiv" (.ù(^)

r¡rere assumed índependenl, the specËral narrow-ing with increasing $* r""

seen t.o follow in part from Ehe additivity of variances for independent

random variables. I,Ie should like to be able to invoke a simi-lar rule as

regards variables ín a Markov chain. The situation j-s unforËunately

more complex here. For the time being vie sha1l make do with a plausi-

bility argu¡rent that the variance of the sum IÌ=^ ttn' is asprptoti-

cally proportional Ëo Ëhe number N of terrtrs. This will serve the same

purpose as did the sËrict additivity of variances in the preceding

secËion, and will pernit us to nodel the present argument very closely

upon thaË of the preceding section. l/e sha1l postpone our t.heoreËical

difficulty wiËh combinaËion of variances to the following section, where

our maËhemaËícal lapses will be made good.

We retain Lhe assumpEion that the varíous tr(n) are identically

distríbuted, each havíng the same varí"rr"" 02. (Thís must hold for a

stationary stochastic process.) The other assumptions of $ f.:.1 are

retained as we1I, excepE the independence of the B(tt). The relatj-on

1(r) = +;^ t:]i" ur(ir ?(r.z ¡

is thus preserved, subject to the same restriction

i^le sha1l have to examine the behaviour of

t r>'f* .

o'tnttli as a function
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of time. To nake this

Markov chain 1 Et^'!
of physical stochastic processes. An ergodic process has a scheme of

transition probabilítíes which ensures that, at long times (as n*60),

the distïibution of ouEcou." for B(t) relaxes to the same equílibriun

distríbutíon, no matter hos¡ the initÍal distríbution (thaË of n(1))

night have been prepared. That is to say, for large enough k the

- (1) - (k+1)
events B'-' and B'- are essentially independent. By the same token,

f or large enough (bur stÍl1 f inire) t<, 6(r) "r,¿ 
{^)(k*1) , o.trg functions

respectÍv"ty of a(l) alone and of B(k+f) alone ) are essentially indepen-

denE random variables. The varian""= or b(1) and Cù(k+l) "r" therefore

additi-ve to an approximatíon that nay be made arbitrarily good by taking

k large enough. Further, statíonarity in time of the transition probabi-

lj.Ëies ensures that [JG+l) ana 1¡(2k+t) are also índependenÈ to the same

variables (¡ín) removed from each other

steps are independent a fortiori. Thus

behaviour tractable, we shall assume that the

is ergodic. This assumpËion ís routinely-made

good approximaËion, and so forth.

in time by integer multiples of k

Lhe serie" 0(t) +UG+r) +6(2t+r¡ + ... may be taken as a sum of índepen-

dent random variables, with additive variances on that account. For this

to be of any use to us, we have to assume that. some fixed value of k wí11

contínue to ensure additive variances, however many terms of the series

are included in the sum. 0n this point our present argument is nonri-gorous.

We now consÈruct a seË of k secondary variables

Q^ = uJt?)+ u(?*kl+ N(?*2\ . . . + ti(Î*(m-A)k) )
I

each comprising a seríes of M essenËially independent random variables.

Ilere M is defined by

M = [l*t /v7



The sum Qn+...tQ¡ is
s[f*t]..(i)mates to Lj=^ t! - 

,

fulfilled ir {*t/k >> Å

')/t(t)

t?
where d =
Thus

subject Ëo the condíËion t >>kT*. Thís cond.ition includes and therefore

supersed.es Ehe condition tttT* aËtached. to (t.Z').

tr^Ie now consider Lhe varíance D"(Qn+.. .Qn) By virrue of

the independence of the variables composing .""fr Qg, we have for any p

DttQr) = Ili D'(ui(t*ßk)) = tii 02 = M o'
ô

AlËhough each )(, individually is composed of independenÊ variables, we

have made no case for índependence between t,he vario,r" 1.. Nor need we
r

do so: as we shal1 see, our purposes do not require the Q, to U.

independent, because there is only a fínite number k of them, whích does

¡
noË change as t* íncreases. An uppeï bound may be assigned to D"(Q^*..tQk)

by invokJ-ng an elementary property of varíances that applíes to any seË

XÀ , XZ, . . ., Xk of idenrícally distributed random variables, independent

or otherwise:

23

-',Mk (i)
equivalent to L¡=¡ \rJ ' , and therefore approxi-

provided that M k g t+*,]. This cond.irion is

, rhar is if tt>kT^. Thus, (1.2'¡ b""o*."

o +;^(Q, +. . .+ Qu) , . (1.2" )

x'r'to

^2, \ I LtL
D'(x^+. . .+ xk)

ÚGal , the variance being the same for each single

Ëo

as

This result is a couriËerpart.

the preceding section. For,

the additivity of varíances exploited in
0 -^
il--" CO , M = [f^t/¡1 is asynptotically
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proporËional Eo the number t+^t] of tenns suunned in (1 .2'), and Ehus the

present result implies that Dt(Q^+...Qf) can increase asymptorÍcal1y

no fasËer than Ehis number of terms. This same inf erence was t.he use r!¡e

previously made of the additivity of vari.ances in deriving (1.3).

The behaviour of O"Cttl) f orror" frorn (1 .2'' ). t^re have

f trrttl = +;' ÚtçÀ+. . .+Qk) < +;'f M o" ,

subject to rhe condiËion t>>kr;^ "r $*t/k t>,\ . under rhis same

condítíon, M = t+"t/k] is essenrially equat ro $^t/k , and

Dt(^ft(t) I ko"t /+* (1.: ¡

$ -*co .m

so Út^tttll dÍninishes asymproËica1ly ar leasr as rasr as +;^ when

As before, we obtain the coherence time from t,he criterion

Ú(n(".1) = Å .

Provided rrut T.>>kT* , (1.3') implies

{ ( ko"t./ +^) ¿ À

.Us

The spectral linevridth follows from (1.4):

Àu s zfis"k /+^ i (r.s')

¡-'{ o
i.e. ÀD diminishes asyuptotícally at leasË as fast "" tr,, when l^+C0.

This is essentÍa11y lhe same result as was obtained in Ehe preceding

section, and demonsËrates uot.ional narrowing in the case of Markovian

¡nodulaËíon. The sti.pulation t"ttk^U," now applies, in place of the
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previous condition T">>T* .

0
As before, the lineruidth relation (1.5') must faíl at tor l^.

This may be rationalised in much the same \,ray as before. I^/e note that

the insEantaneous frequency perturbation has a typical- magnitude of C!-,

and that it,s value remains correlaË.ed wíth its initial value for a time

t r,k't*. Typically, theref ore,

It(t)l o ot ror t < k'u* .

This is the same as (f.6) in the preceding section, but w-ith the con-

straint in terms of T^ replaced by a sirnilar one in terms of (kt ).

Sinilar results therefore f o11ow, with t*and { r.ptr.ed by k'U.rna

fu/k r""nective1y. rn particular, \ùe now have q.<k'U^ vzhenever {^/kaC t

that Ís, the condition on the linewidth relation (1.5') is not met for

$*ak$ Thus the catasËrophe predicted by (1.5') as {^----O i" averred,

just as before. In place of (-1.5 ), we again find

Ar¡ rw 21T O

independentty of {, suhject Eo the revised "slow-modulaËion" cond.iËion
0r
+,rr< KC.

\.3.4 Additívity of varíances--problem revisÍted

I^Ie sha1l noT¡r try to repalr our thus far flinsy argumenË that

Dz(çp) = Mg2. This is suspecr, because, srricrly, rhe independence

or t¡(P 
"rr¿ 

(^)Q*k), on which the argument depends, presupposes the

complete relaxation (loss of correlaÈion) of the bath after only a finite

number k of modulation events. We have not squarely faced the possibility

LhaL, as M increases on account of rising {^, the covariance t.erms r.¡e have
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ignored in f tnr) may accumulate ín number fasËer than their índividual

vaiues drop off ruith diminishíng correlatíon.

If the ".a {ßri of bath states is assumed not merely countable

but finite, motional narror+ing ma-5' be rigorously demonstrated under con-

dítions strong enough for Ëhe ergodic th"ot"*ll of probability theory to

apply. This theorem regards the "conditíonal" probabitity f.. . 
(t) that-aJ

,(n+cÑ) = Bj, given 8(6) - ur.t' rr predicrs hor^¡ ,rr tt' a",riri.= from irs

ultimate (n-+CO) value, namely Ëhe equilíbrium probability Pj of state 8.,

as n varíes. That is, the theorem regards the process of relaxation to

equíribrium. rr asserrs rhar rhe residual deviarion El"'= Pl^t-P'J ',J "J
after n modulation steps diminishes rvith rÍsing n at least as fasË as a

cerËain geometríc sequence in n. This sequence is the same fcr all i, j.

t,le consider rhe covarianc. (6(e)"tP+Êk) ¡ . As a funcrion of 13,

this is línear and homogeneous ín the residuals t(Ok) .f: Therefore
\--\ cD

the series L*ä"=n(ut*'t¡
(q), .,(¡tPk)

a geometric series and must accordínglybounded above in magnitude by

converge" We may write

.' ú(Çr)

I,î=u I (*t?'u(?+Þk)> \ = t /z

for some finite C. All the covariance terms

into the double sum

f{-2^¡-,hA-lr

þ--o¿ L ò'=ß+lr

to rewríte the inner sum as

I\-o-[ ./ . .(p>,.(?+Xk)\
ü=/\ \ t' ' t'Ù '/ )

( u(Ì.pt.l 
"t?+xk) 

¡

(1.8)

may be organised

Stationaríty permits us
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a partial sum of Ëhe seríes (1.8). IEs magnitude accordingly does not

exceed C/2 f.or any ß Therefore, the double sum of covariance Èer-ns

is bounded above in magnitude by ,!,Y'?frø = (M - 1)c, and can
l)=u

íncrease asynptotically no fasËer than M as f*-tCO. In Lhis connection

r,Íe riote that C, as defined in (f .B), is not itself a funcËion of [..Yìl

i¡le novr add our present result for the sum of covariance terms c' Î\2/C) \,r v v,P/

to our previous resulL for the sum of varíance terms, and thus obtain

a comptere expression f or Útt¡:

'+C) k/+*

section, but

linewidth obeys

?r

Further results parallel those of the preceding

i^¡ith Cf2replaced ¡y02 + c. In particular, the spectral

Àr¡ 2î'(o

subject to Ehe condÍtion Tc>>k"r. Again, motional narrowing is pre-

dicted "" f*--'co.

From the nature of geometric series, it ís evident thaË the sum

G.S), and therefore Ëhe value of C, DâY be rnade arbitrarily sma11 by
Z rr

choosing k large enough.. If k ís chosen so that U<<O, (1.5 ) reverts

to the resulE (.1 .5t) of our previous non-rigorous aïgumenL. This cri-

terion for the choice of k gives a more subsEantial meaning Eo our

previously vague condj-tíon that k should be large enough fot g(1) and

B(k+1) Eo be "essenËia1ly" independenL.

DespiËe its tfghtened 1ogic, the present argument is sti11 not

very saËisfactory from the sËandpoint of generality. To be sure, the

extension to Markovian modulaËíon represents a marked improvemenË over
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the treatment of Çf.:.2. It is basic to quantum mechanics that the

record of values of a physícal observable consËiEutes a Markov chain

L4process. (At least, thís is the case for observations taken on a

suffícíently coarse-grained tíme scale: at shorË enough times, dynamíc

coherence always dominaËes because Êhe bath-staEe transítions themselves

occupy a finite tíme.) But the restriction to a finite seË of discrete

bath sËâËes is irksome. An extension to infiniËe buË countable B. is

probably possible, but beyond our modest abilitíes. As regards exËension

Ëo a conlinuuu of bath states, Kr'rbol5 has given an example indicating

that this is not generally possible. Once r,re are resígned any!,ray to the

constraínt of discreteness, the li¡nítation to a finiËe set of bath states

may noË vex us furËher ín practical situatíons. For discrete bath states

r¿iIl have finÍte energy separaËions, and so only a finite number of them

may fall w-iËhín Ehe thermal energy range where there is a significant

chance of their occurrence.16 The set of bath states may thus be effec-

Líve1y finite. This wíll prove to be the case in the present work.

1.3.5 Slmthesis of results

There is a close kinshíp betr¿een the liner'¡idth

we obtained on our origínal model, and that (1.5 ) we

kovian rnodulation. That they are in fact the same is

relatíon (f.5)

obtained for Mar-

suggested by com-

paring the eondirions Tc>>T^ and t >> kt* on which Lhey respecLively

depend. In either case, t is required to exceed the time Ëaken by the

bath to relax to thermal equilibrium. If tj:ne is marked off in intervals

of the relaxatíon Ëime T"=k'V* rather than of T^, and if a corresponding

relaxation rate $.='U.^ is defined, then the Markovian linewidth relaËion
t

(1.5 ) becomes ttl(1.s )Àuù I ?116"/ l,
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subject to Î.,ttÏ.. Now, our original ¡nodel, on whieh successi,r. g(t)

are completely independent, is just a special case of Markovian modulat,ion

wíth k = l. We therefore expect our present foruula to include our ori-

ginal resulË (1.5). Indeed, for k = I we have t =1^ "na ! =q, so
ttt

Èhat (1.5 ) reduces to (f.5). Evidently it is not the modulation rate

as such that affecËs the linewÍdth, buE the raËe of thermal relaxatíon.

I{e may surmise Ëhat other details of the modulatj-ori process vzhich do not

affect the relaxation rate, also do not affect the linewidth. Thus the

assumpt,ions made in $ f.3.1 that mod.ulation events are insËantaneous and.

occur at regular intervals appear to be nonessential, as ri/as claimed

there. ile make the fo11owÍng reservation, hor¡ever. Our conclusion Èhat

finiÈe transition duratíon will not affect the liner¡idËh is reached

within Ëhe cont,exË of Markovian modulation. The duraEion of transiLions

is therefore unimportanl only if Ehe time scale on r,¡hich dephasing occurs

j-s also one on which the Markovían description is applicable in the first

place. That is, dephasing should take much longer than the duration of

a transition. (_We. have already remarked that the Markovian descriptíon

breaks down at times comparable Eo the duratíon of a transicion, since

dynaroic coherence. dominates there. )

L.4 Broadening/Narrowing Paradox

It is a bit dfsquieting that the conditions r¿e associaËed v¡ith

homogeneous broadening in Ç f.2--rapid nodulatÍon in particular--are

si.milar to those under which we demonstrated the apparenËly conËradíctory

phenomenon of moËiona1 narrowir-rg ín ! t.r. The paradox is partly semantic

ín origin. The hroadening and narrowing are each comparative, and are

referred to dÍfferent sËandards: the narrowing of { t., is with respect
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Èo

of

the inhomogeneously broadened spectrum one would obtain in the absence

modulation, whereas the broadeníng of Ç t.t is v¡iËh respect to the

ideally sharp transÍtion at fJo which would occur in Lhe absence of phase

flucruation I Tl(¡)= g ¡. Srí11, rhe narrowing rrend v/irh risÍng +* ,
f

which rnras demonstrated. in Ç f.:, ís the opposiEe of what we expect in

the context of Ç t.r. There we j-dentified the homogeneous-broadening

r/egtme as ËhaË in which- the intrinsic measurement eïror 6E)*', =

{ h6r/T"nu ) dominates the spectral linew-idrh. Since t"nu = +;^ ,

we migh-t expect the línev¡ídËh to increase asynptoËica11y fifce {f as

ntr*co'
One reason thís does not happen is that the formula jusË given

for (-AE)_-- fails at high relaxation rates. It will be recalled from
ml_n

! 1.1 that, in derivíng this formula, we assumed (.AE)O and (Àn)O

crossed durÍng Ehe initial línear rise. (iuith slope - CË/tnu) of ( Àn)U.

As is clear fron Fig. 1.1, this no longer happens at higher relaxation

raËes. Rather, (,ÀE)U saturates at a value -%. bef ore Lhe intersecËÍon,

whíeh therefore occurs at an ordinate. ^%. So (ÀE)min should approach

a consËana -5E_ as $a-rcO. With this observation, the linewídth beha-

viour predicted from the intrinsic measurement error no longer diverges

so drastically from Lhat predicted by the motíonal-narrowing argumenË.

It scarcely agrees, however.

The reuraining problem lies in Ehe recursive naËure of the argument

whích we used to find Lhe criteríon (1.1) for inhomogeneous broadening,

and which we then somewhat offhandedly extended to homogeneous broadening.

I^Ie assumed throughout thaË any instant.aneous frequencies through which the

oscillatj-on drifted during the measurement time t- r,¡ould Ëurn up directly
m
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FIG. I.1

ENERGY UNCERTAINTIES VERSUS MEASUR.ING TN4E

(a) slow modulation

(þ) rapÍd modulatíon
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in the por¡rer spectrum and contribute ín fuIl measure t,o Èhe linewidth.

It turns out that this assumption holds under the same restriction as

that for inhomogeneous broadening itself. Thus it was self-consistent

to make this assumption for the purpose of ! t.t, namely eo find the

conditions for inhomogeneous broadening. The same assumpEion may mis-

lead us, however, when r,re try to draw inferences abouË the homogeneous-

broad.ening rágirne (except by mild extrapolation from the inhomogeneous

r/egíme: rhus rhe poinr we made wirh Fig. 1.1, LhaË (au)rr¡ ci, for

rapÍd modulaËion, sti11 holds at least, near the onset of homogeneous

broadening--í.e. where%Qnfr h, or Tr^% /U --, if nor r" f--çg.)
To make thí.s more quanËit.ative, let us confirrn our claím that

frequency drifts turn up direetly in the spectrum under the condiÈions

v¡e earlíer associated with. inhomogeneous broadening. trrle consider the

conËríbuËíon to the spectrr:m frou a time segmenË T¿" during which Ehe

oscílIaËion remains dyna.urÍcally coherenË, i.e. during r,¡hich the insËan-

taneous frequency changes by much less tban 6E/h (We note that

t¿..¿((f,"nu .) fn order Ëo localj.se this conËribution withín a specÈra1

ínËerval <<%/h --in other words, to ensure that each time segment of

coherent oscÍllat.ion cont.ributes to the spectrum in roughly its proper

place--, \,re must have according to the. uncerËainty princíple

rÀ..^ a<q/h , whence {,- = t*j aa q/h rhís \^/e recosnise as the

condition (1.1) we previously attached to inhomogeneous broadening.

FailÍng this condition, and specifically ." $a--CO, the secular energy

drÍft may no longer be expected to affect the línewidth ín the elemen-

tary r¡ray implied by Fig. 1.1, and the appearance of motional narrowing

in this liniË need not alarm us.
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l-.5 InEerpretation of ExperimenÈs

Our intent in the preceding sections has been to shorv, ín the

most general way, how molecular environuents and their mod.ulation affect

spectral liner¿-idËhs. Scant consideration has been given to the physics

of the modulation process; yet faitLy concreEe conclusÍons have been

drawn, at least in Ç t.r, abouË the linewidth behavíour under condítions

that leave considerable leeway for specificat.ion of the physics. trie

have seen that linewidths are determined by quíLe general features of

the modulatÍon process, such as the values of'U" and (f in Çt.¡. This

generaliÈy is not entirely welcome. It renders more díffj.cult the prob-

lem of interpreting experiments, whieh is to deduce the deËai1s of the

modulatíon process from the empírical lineshape. For díverse modulation

processes may coriceivably produce much the same lineshape, and this

nany-E.o-one correspondence may be difficult Ëo trace back from lineshape

to modulation details. One generally has to approach the problero in

reverse, first naking some h¡rpothesis regarding the physics of modula-

tion, then generating corresponding lineshape predíctions via the

correlatíon-function fornalism alluded Lo ir, Ç f.Z, and finally comparing

the result.s to experimental lineshapes. Agreement between the two is at

best a demonsËration of consistency, not a proof, of the physical model.

Withín the framework of 5 t.:, the physics of the theoret,ical

lineshape problen are encoded mainly in the scheme of transition probabi-

litíes among baËh staËes. In the present work, roËational transitions

on the Markov nodel w-il1 be presumed responsible for the líneshape of the

vibrational Q-branch in Nr0 gas, and specifically for its apparent

motional narrowing wíth rísíng densÍty. Thus rve shall be concerned wíth
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the t.ransition probabilities bet¡,¡een rotational staEes during molecular

collisions; this is the partÍcular sort of ínÈermolecular effect probed

by our experiments. Such a scheme of transition probabÍlitíes is

extremely difficult to derive from first principles. We sha1l instead

adopt a simple physical nodel from v¡hich Ëhey may be derived at least

plausibly, if not rigorously.

It is perhaps typical of lj-neshape analyses thaË, as in our

case, the interpreËatíons are model-dependent. Arguably, our faÍIure

to deal with the theory on a more fundamental leve1 is not so regrettable

aft.er all, if all the experiment can disclose an)n¡ray is a few gross

features of the broadening process, usable only as model Paramet,ers.

[rle tend to Ehis pessÍmistie outlook, in view of our findíng that line-

widËhs are sensiËive only to very general features of the broadening

process. Thus, the paEh back from lineshapes to the detaj-led physics

of the broadening process is forked and torÈuous. Still, it is worËh a
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CHAPTER 2

TI{EORY II: LIGHT SCATTERING AND

MOLECULAR MOTION

In this chapter, we sha1l adopt a quantum-mechanícal description

of Raman scatËering, and shal1 deríve the formal relationship between

Lhe spectral profile and the time dependence of molecular variables. By

assurn:ing that the relevant moËions of neÍghbouring molecules are inde-

pendent, we shall reduce this relaËi-onship to one involving only the

motions of índividual molecules, raËher than collecËíve modes of motion.

Finally, vre shal1 indicate how a light-scaËËering experiment níght in

prínciple discern betlveen simulEaneous line-broadening effects due to

rotaËional and vibrational relaxation. tr^Ie shall , however, conEest the

theoreLj-cal basis on which thís separation is usually performed.

It is worth menËion that a classÍcaI description of the scat-

tering process would lead to the same resulLsl as will Ehe present

quanÈum treatment, since we shal1 ultimately treat the molecular vari-

ables as classical quantíties any\¡/ay.

2.L Q.-M. Description of Líght Scattering

Following Gordon,2 *e start r,ríth PLaczek's polarisability

formrrla3 for non-re=orr"rrt4 Raman scattering. These authors give t.he

cross-section5 (probability per unit solid angle Q , per unit angular

frequency h), that an incident photon r¿ill be scaËËered i"to d,QÀDl

AS

3B
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Here, 
" 

: 
"t'- 

t¡(tì rn.r" td(Å)"r,u tù(t)r." the angular frequencies of the

incident ancl scattered photons, respectively, â(%ro ätt)"r" unit vec-

tors along theír respectíve electric vectors; the states lL) ""¿ lf),

wÍth energy eigenvalues Ei and Eçr range over the (many-particle) eigen-

functíons of the scattering system; D{.. t" the Bohr frequency (E+ E,)/h;

Pi t= the probability of findíng the scatteríng system initially in

state li)t ä is the polarisability tensor of the scattering system,

evaluated in the lab frame"

Thís formula presents the conventional Schroedínger picÈure of

the scattering process; ít focuses attentíon on the energy l-evels of

Ëhe system rather than on íts tíme development" It has little lnter-

pretatíve value: since there ís no classical analogue of a siagle quantum

state, it cloes not. allow any classical correspondence to be ex-ploited.

The Heisenberg picture, on the other hand, leads naturally Ëo the expres-

sion of spectral íntensíty as the Fourier transform of a tíme ccrrelation

functiorr, ancl yÍelds the classical result (in which molecular c¡erators

are replaced by algebraic variables with defíniÈe time-dependenÈ values)

iu the appropríate limit"

' '[rle sha1l nor^r convert (2.L) into the corresponding Heisenberg

form. To begin, we introduce the Fourier representation of the Dírac

$-f,rnction:

At exp L r¡t ) whence
r2do'

2-T1 Úd,Rùw I,* p, (i¡ âtn) 6-àt" I 
+> (+l è(\t a. ¿*'l t) x
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x \:dt exp i ((tlEr) lh -,¡)t

The completeness relation

sum over final states:

I *ÌlX$\ = ,{l may be invoked ro remove rhe

x Lex?(,\{t/ïlê,t|4.âtt.*gCiHt/h) I T i> .

The second square bracket. withi-n the scalar product may be recognÍsed7 r"

rhe ri-me-dependenË Heisenberg operaÈor ê.tn'' ä.tt>' àtt' The first

x (+lä,^lA.¿,Ð exp FiE$/h ) IL) ,

where, in the last step, the multipliers exp(iE¡t/h) and exp(-ie. t/h)

have been taken insÍde the scalar producËs. Thís result may be rec¿st

by introducing the llamíltonian II of the matËer sysËem (excluding the

interaction betr¿een matter and radiation) . Since I L) r"¿ I t) .r. eigen-

states of II with eigenvalues Ei and Eç, one nay, as is well knor'm,6

replace the algebraic coefficÍents exp(-iEit/t) and exp(iE+tih) of

these state vectors wÍth Lhe operatoï expressions exp(-iHE/h) and

exp(iltt/h) respectively. Ilence,

# = # fiÀt exp (-Lu\) I,*p.(,.\à'1'4.ð*uxp(LHr/fi)l+)x

x(+ I â 
(\) 

A. È'oexp ÇiHVt) 1 
i).
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square brackeL may be recognised as the same operator, evaluat,ed at time

zero, and may be w-ritr'en as ê,t^'. A (O)' ê(t) . Thus,

dt exp(-iwt) I,, p x

x (i\ [tt*]î.(o).èt*'l LÈ"ì û(t).ât"l TL) .

The weighted sum over iniÈial states constitutes a quantum-st.atistical

average, which r¿e denoÈe ty (')6,

à"cr t¡(^)(u(2)3 (* l+ o.,^. /-ì, r{\
ãçlu¡ \-*dt ex? (-t \'^)\ ) x

x ( [ê,"]a(0) ã("1tt(^lô.(t)'ê(Ðl¿ . (., ?\

rn the classical-corïespond.ence lirnít, <'l may be trrr"tnt".J ;"'u^'u'

classical ensemble aveïage, "n¿ â(t) as a classical algebraic variable.

One thus recovers Ëhe classical description i of th. Raman spectrum as

the Fourier transform of a t,ime correlatíon function.

2.2 Reductíon of PolarísabilÍËy to that of Single Molecule

In (2.2), A is the collective polarisability of all the (possíbly

inËeracting) molecules exposed Eo the exciÈing radiation. It consisEs, we

assume, Í.n the sum of polarisabilíties of indivídual molecules. Thus, the
¿.¡ è

product of 0fOl and d(t) conËains cross-terms between constituent

polarisabilities frorn different molecules. If it is assumed that there

are no correlatíons between the orientations of neighbouring molecules

(nuch less distant ones), then the ensemble averages of these cross-Ëerms

w-i11 individually vanish, and the correlation function in (2.2) will
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reduce to N times the single-molecule correlation function, where N is

Ëhe number of molecules within the "scattering volume." This reduction

acËually requires not only the cancellation of cross-t.erms, but. also

the elemenËary fact that the single-molecule correlation function is

the same for every uolecule--the molecules lose their identit.ies, so

to speak, Ín the course of ensemble averaging. Once cognízance is taken

of the reduction just described,'(2.2) stands as wriËËen above, but

fcr/ÅQð..U is re-interpreted as the cross-sectÍon per scaÈteríng mole-

cule, and O "" the polarisability of a síng1e molecule.

This reducËion is cenËral to our purpose, whi-ch is to derive the

for¡n of the specËrum from the mot,íons of single molecules. More accur-

ately stated, our desire is to infer the motion from the spectrum. But

this, as pointed out aË the conclusion of the preceding chapter, is

difficult to do unambiguously, and by and large one musË be cont.ent wiËh

a conjectured moÈion that, saEisfacËorily predícts the observed spectrum.

The reduct,ion Ëo a single-molecule level of descript,ion was

predicaËed on Lhe absence of angular correlations beËween molecules.

Conveníent though iË rnay be to neglect. such correlations, this can be

done only with strict reservations or as a first approximaÈion. There

is abundant eviden""B of hindered molecular rotation in liquids; thÍs

must be due to torques, v¡hose exisËence irnplÍes thaË the interacËion

energy of neighbouring molecules depends on their relaËive orÍentaLlons.

As a result of this dependence, some relaËive orientations must be more

energeEically favourable than ot,hers, and angular correlat.ion musÈ be

present in some degree. This problem, though widely acknowledged, has

not been squarely dealL wíth in the literature. IE ruay not, however,
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be so severe for gases as for liquids.

The single-molecuIe correlaËíon function in (2.2) v¡í11 now be

further developed. It will be assr:med thaË the scattering sysrem is

isotropic--i.e., that the molecule-fixed axes are randomly oríent.ed in

the lab frame--as w-i1l indeed be Lhe case for a lÍ-quid or gas sample

in the abserice of ext,ernal fields. (.It is v¡orth mention that Ehe laser

light used in Raman scattering experiments is of much too hígh a fre-

quency t,o cause any alignmenË of dÍpoles in the fie1d, sinee character-

istic roÈation frequencies of molecules lie v¡ell below the opEical

range.) The ensemble average ín (2.2) may be performed by averagíng

independently over molecular orientations and over eigenstat,es. The

separation of t.he Lw-o averages is warranËed by the invariance of Ëhe

eigenstates, as evaluated in a molecule-fíxed frame of reference, under

reoríentation of the molecule in the lab frame. They could depend on

orientation only through the interacËion of the matter r¿ith the incident

radiation, and it r,¡as posËulated in Ç Z.f that this interaction may be

excluded from the HamilËonian that determines the eigenstates.

We sha1l fírst cite the results of averaging over molecular

orienËations in an isotropic system. Letting I,, and IrJ' d.enote the

^ 
(,\) A(2)

cross-sections ¡¿here L and ¿ are respectively parallel and per-

pendicular to each oËher; one obtains9 from (2.2):

* In Ëhe sequel, I rr

and t'depolarÍsed" specËra "
and It will be referred to as Ehe "polarised"

respectively.
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r , \ Ð(^)(utz))= (*,- -Lr¡1l,,t') = ïftÐ )_gu e '(f;I,* ¡zo,[ol![t)+Q(o)01[tn)

and lrtu) = *Ë' ! 
-at 

¿t"tG Ð,¡tua.,6olorft)-û:itolorçtt[

where Ëhe components of d tre referred to any fixed set of axes, and

where (') "or d,enotes the usual thermal (Boltzmann) average.

Next, we shall separate ä, ,rrao its t'anísoËropic" (traceless)

and "spherical" part.s:

û,j -ôi1 * Ê,j , where m = åTt Al

I^IritÍng the surnmaË.ions over j and k in tïace (Tr) notation, one finds9

I,,r,,o) = W!þr'K(o)R(t) +åTt6cot.êe$ (2.3a)

It is convenient to define the isotropíc or "Lrace" scatËeríng by

I,*('r)= "'n!ït)= \it ir^¡t(a(o)e(t)> 
,

and the anisoËropic scatEeríng by

l*'.'.çc = *g\j-u'"a*tê(ol'ß(tt> (2.4b)

Comparison of (2.4) Lo (Z.S) reveals Ëhat
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and

Now, I* and f1 m¡y be independently measured in experíments

^ 
(Ä) ll ê.tt) and â(À)r ä(2)using dÍfferent "scaËËeríng geometries" ( ¿' '

respecËively). I^lith (2.5), Ëhis makes possible the separate det,ermina-

tíon of I_--_ and I_._^. This separaËÍon is useful because, as willanr_s lso
emerge in the following section, each of li"o "td Irrris has its own

dístinct physical significance.

2"3 Separation of Reorientational and Vibrational
Broadening Mechanisms

Víbrational Raman spectra will nor¿ be considered in particular.

The form of (2.4) r¿i1l be developed under Lhe assumption thât the oríen-

tation and Èhe vibratíonal phase of the same molecule are statistically

independenË. It is convenËional, on the sÈrengËh of this assumption,

Ëo factor each term of (2.4b) into one componenË dependent solely on

orÍentaËion and anoËher so1e1y on the vibrational coördinate. Although

the resulËs of this separaËion wíl1 be adopted in Èhe Present work, we

submit t,hat the logical basis for ít ís fundamentally in error, and

shall presently criticise í1.

2.3.L Modulation of polarisability by vibration

In Gordon's oríginal treatmen- ,2 it was assr:med that the polaris-
A

abílíty Eensor ü , íf referred to molecule-fixed axes, is const,anE in

tíme. That is, only the "static" polarisability was considered. The

tiJue dependence of A, as observed in the lab frame, $ras thus Ëaken to

I or....t'^l)

l..=o tr^l)

Irc*)

1,, t"r) Irt*) .
_+

3
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arise so1e1y from molecular reorientatÍon, and other line-broadenÍng

mechanisms T¡zere neglected. More recenL authors9'10 ha.r" taken explicit

account, of víbrational broadening.

lollowing Bartoli and Litovítt,LO we sha11 consider ä ,o O.

modulated by each of the Raman-actÍve normal vibrations of the mo1ecu1e.

These vibrations will be Eaken as harmonic. I^Ie shal1 assrl¡ue t.hâË the
lå

-.1component,s of (À are adequately represented by a first-order Taylor

series expansion in the normal coördinat"" q/ (t) t

ûJr.(t) = o]utÐ + I, olr.(t) qP(t) ,

r¿here û."nCal Ís the equilibrium (qP(t) = 0) polarisability, and where

p

ofnru = òûjk(r) / o qnttl ln *, =o
,rto-.1PNow, the qjk, and the qjk are strucËural properties of the isolated

molecule (at least insofar as inËeractions with its neighbours do not

appreciably dj-stort the urolecule), and so are constanÈ in time if referred

to the molecular axes. Their EÍme dependence in the lab frame therefore

arises solely from molecular reorienËation.

It will be more convenient Lo deal vrith separaÉe expansions of

the spheri-ca1 (A) and traceless C6l parts of the polarisability, Ëhan

with the expansion of A ín its entirety. I¡Ie begin by expanding &(t)

in the manner of û.,(t) above:
JK

ã(t) = Ío(t) + EreP(t) qP(t) ,

- 
lJtwhere a'(r) = òd(t) / a{ttl ïq,.r=o

The correlaËion funcËion in (2.4a) may accordingly be expanded:
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( -x(ol -d (t)> =

= ( (-m"C +Ira (ol q(ol ) (m'tu +Io cc'{Ð {(t) ) )

= (Go(o) a'(t)) * In(aP(C X(ol G'(t)> +

+I$aIca'ttt{ttt[$to{totæ"tu,$tl) e. 6a)

-o -P -.o .P
Now, C- and the G' , like û¡¡ and the din , aïe stïuctural properrÍes

and are time constanÈs in the molecular reference frame. Moreover, they

are by definíËion rotat,ional ínvariants (each being the trace of a

tensor) and so must be time consËants in the 1ab frame as we11. One may

accordingly factor t,hem out of ensemble averages and drop the argument. t

in the not.ation. The correlatíon function then becomes

(a(otm(t)) =

= (6' f+ -m" Ina $to)) + a' I"n<{(t) +I, S k-(Cet {fr)
For a harmoníc oscillator coördinate, t.he ensemble average is

(qt(Ð) = o for all 
¡u , r.

A1so, by the assumed independence of different vibrational modes,

({(o) {Ctl) =({col) Çtu) = Q ror y / Ð.

These consideratÍons reduce the correlaLion funcËion to
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The correlaLion function of ß is more complicated, because of

the orienËaEional dependence of t,he tensor components j-n the 1ab frame.

Upon expanding ßr,, (a) as hre prevíously did d'(t) , \^2e get an expression'JK
analogous to (2.6a) for its correlaÈion function:

I r.t,ct uu*, {(t) +I,$ Cucl {o pþ q'(ù I .

. (2 .6b)

^oSince t5 . and Lhe'LJ

constants in the lab

Ëhey can be factored

}J

ß'. are oríentaËion-dependent,
'LJ
frame; nor, Ë,herefore, does it.

out of the averages in (2.6b).

they are not time

directly fo11ow that

(T'-[êto).ê(r)]) : ¡':( Ê,,(o) Qj(t))

- I,il ( e.P A:,*) * Ir( {,ct{cl pi,ttù +

+r

2.3.2 Factoring of correlaËion funct,ions--
the convenËÍonal misdom

The eonvenËíonal argurerrtl0 leading to a separation betr,¡een the

rotational and vibrat,ional analyses of the specËra will now be developed.

Here r,re would emphasise thaË we reject this argument., on grounds shortly

to be stated. The argument rest.s on the claím that the qP 
"t" not cor-

related r¿ith the orientation of the molecule; in physical terms this

means that vibrational phase and molecular orient,ation are mutually

independent at any given time, v¡hich is plausible enough. Furthermore,

it is assr:med that the various normal modes of vibration mav be treated

as independenË oscillators (with random relaËíve phases), .r"rn, r.¡e have

no quarrel. It is then argued thaË, in each terln on the RHS of (2.6b)
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\^/here both p 's and q's appear, the average (') f""tors into two indepen-

dent averages, one containing jusË the (orientation-dependent) ßt", and

the other containing just the (vibrational-phase-dependent) q's. The

independence of víbraÈíonal phase and molecular orientation is invoked

Ëo justify this. It is on this point thaË s/e cont,est the argumenË. i^Ie

shall presenLly contend that thís sort of independence is, by iËself,

insufficient grounds for the factoring of (' > . For the time being,

though, Iet us accept this reasoning. Equation (2.6b) then becomes

<1'têtol.Full) =

+I 
"( 

ri(ù dj(t)X{ft)) .ré dsr d.,(tx{o {(t} I

- I i, i < elc d.lÐ + å { {tor{¡t} (1(cdr)) I

= fü t ^B Tol êTt$ 
" 
rñ r êtol .ê tt¡¡ (qtoCro

(1" [êtot'^r¡(t)l) =

- frr I ( ei¡olÞ;,tt) +Ip( {,(o) eirÐ(qP(o} +

As berore, (XP(Ð):g and ({toldtÐ =o ror p * , .

One is left \^rith

(2.7b)
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The factoring of correlation functions into separate p - and q-componenËs,

it will present.ly be seen, enables one to dÍsent.angle reorienËaËional

inforrnation from víbrational through a fairly straíghLforr,¡ard reduction

of the experimenËal data. ft is therefore v¡orËh preserving as an approxi-

meËionr iËs sleazy credentials notr.¡ithstanding.

I^IÍth our grudgíng acceptance of (2.7b), we obtain the following

formulae for I-_^ and I-_-_ Ín terms of reduced correlation functions byl_so anl_s

using (2 .l ) in (2 . 4) :

Incm'f<qPcc4(r))lI tr¡l --
'uSO

I.ç-w)

and

= W lgt ¿,r^,t l* <ttê"(o) E"ctll) +

* #I r 
(r¡ rê(o) - ê'(-Ðq(') ú*)> I

(2. a' a)

2.3.3 Objection to the facËoring of
correlation functions

trüe nor.¡ t.urn â gimleC eye on the factoring procedure jusE used to

reduce (2.6b) to (2.7b). The usual argument (mooted in the preceding

section and rejected here) in support of that procedure, is thaË

orienËation- and q-dependent varíables uray be independently averaged íf

oríentation on Ehe one hand and the qts on the oËher are themselves inde-

pendently disËributed. This Ís cerËainly true if only one variable of

eíther kind is involved. BuË one canriot, a priori, extend the argument

t.o composites of several varj.ables of eiLher kind. For ínstance, even
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\,zhere z Ls correlaLed wíth neither x nor y separately--so long as thÍs

dual independence Ís not the trívia1 consequence of a definite functíonal

relationshíp between x and y--one cannot generally infer that z is uncor-

related r¡ith the product x'y. Yet just that inference was made in the

passage fro¡n (2.6b) to (2.7b), where qrs were held to be uncorrelated

with products $ (O)'þ Ct) on the stïength of their independence of Ehe

individual varíables p (0) and Ê (tl. Such independence does not pre-

clude a correlati.on between lhe changes with tine ín p and q. Indeed,

since vibraËional frequency generally depends on rotaËj-onal velocity

(quantum nunber J) through rrrotaËion-vibratj.on interactions," these

changes generally are correlated. This may give rise to a correlaËion

between the producËs (3(0).8(t) and q(O).q(r). rn view of rhis pos-

sibility, we sha1l re-examine the fact,orisation of each average in (2.6b)

in turn. Since, as rfas just indicated, inËuiLÍon is apt to be deeeptive,

we shall introduce a rnakeshifü calculus of correlations thaË may serve

to convince, if not Ëo illu¡ninate.

l,Ie consider the case of an isolated molecu1e, which, on a clas-

sical view, rotat.es r¡íth consËanË angular velociËy and vibrates coherently

(wittr constarit frequency and with no phase interrupt,ions) in any of its

normal modes. üIe begin by assembling a seË of kinemaLic variables--rea11y,

boundary conditions on the free motion just described--which rninirnally

suffice Ëo determine all quantitíes appearing on the RilS of (2.6b). A

suitable sel is:

O = phase of f'th oscillatíon at time 0,

ø = phase of )'th oscillation aË time L (Ð+y),

a= orientaËion of molecule aË t.ime 0,
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and t,r) = angular velocity (in uolecrrlat ft"re) 11

of molecular rotat.ion.

At the rÍsk of appearing to succumb to the very fallacy r¡re have just

exposed, we declare it intuitively obvÍous that any combination of these

varíables may be specífied simultaneously with and independently of the

rest. Next, we list, for each quanËity appearíng in (2.6b), the subset

of these kinematic variables on rvhich it depends:

Quantity in (2.6b) KÍnemaËic variables

xn(o) ô

Øicl (u+¡,)

Co ôrñ

ñPii (o) , el,tol

ßî(t)'Pii(t) 8'ñ
The staËed dependence of of(a) orr. 

-tO allows for the aforemenËíoned pos-

sibílity that vibrational frequency depends on rotational state.

Now, we consider a pair of variables, each being a conposite of

some quantitíes in the left column and, Eherefore, being a funcÈj.on of

some corresponding group of variables in the righË column. A sufficíent

condition for these two varíables to be statÍstíca11y independent, is

that the tT¡ro seËs of kinemaÈíc variables on l¡hich they respectívely

depend should be disjoint. For instance, the product
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e f tol qnto) eucl
"$ '$ 

.'+
{ 

'R i {sl li,ñl
may be wrítten as Ëhe producË of two kínem¡tical1y disjoint (and therefore

independenË) couposiËe variables

t P.ltol 
; 

ei ttt I

tnlat

qtol 
,and Y.-

+
Y

lol
wirh rhe resulr rhar rhe averase ({rtol 

dtal Þ,i(t)) , which occurs

Ln (2.6b), does indeed racror i,,ro (d,t0l el,(tl)- ({COl) , as r¡¡as

previously indicated by nore offhand arguments. Sirnílar1y, the average

( oi tol þij(r) {(i)) racËors i,,to (o?'',tol oi,(tl)*(q"ttl) ,

as previously. Also as before, these tv¡o facËored averages vanish if the

vibrat,ions are harmonic. Terms of the last sum in (2.6b) fal1 into two

caËegories: self-terms (Ð=p) and cross-terms ()lP). For cross-Ëerms,

the product

{(tl
+
Y

1øl

nn(o)
T
Y

i sl

ei(ol gl (tl
'tj ' Llr+
I el ld,al

may be r¡ritten as a product of kinernatÍcally disjoint variables
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qt(o) and qu (t
r.Ått{o[ 1øl

whence

(þþ qtol ßì(c d(t) = ( uþ q, (t)).(C(ol).( q"cu)

o!,tol

I

!-' ß . (t)l
t'LJ
+

-l' ¡l
Q, Ul

and )

for Ð*P.

Again, this will vanish if the vibrations are harmonj-c. Finallyr l./ê

consÍder the self-terms. For these, inspecËion discloses that, t.here is

no way to break down the produet

e,{toi qPtc oittl {cu'[ r ¡ It{Yl
1nl {el 1i,ô! {0,üf

into kinenatically disjoint facEors. A separaËion could be wangled if

vibraËiona1 frequency (and henc. qP(a)) were índependent of ô; rhen,

as in \ z.z.z,

( r¡i ro> qycold¡.lqt(t)>

Thj-s is noË, hor,¡ever, Ëhe general case.

IL should be noted that the sort of reckoning just used a11ows

one to shor.r' una¡nbiguously Lhat correlations between composiLe varíables

are absenË, but cannoË be used t.o prove their existence. At mosË j.Ë

shows that Ehere ís no prima facíe basis on r¿hich to factor the average

(dfd{ClÞþ 
{Ct> ) . separarion rnighr nonerheless be possible

because of a fortuitous absence of correlati.on; this could be verified
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only through deËailed consideration of the forms of the component variables.

The presumption, however, must be that separation is not possible.

Several poinËs emerge from Ehe foregoing discussíon. WÍth regard

to Ëhe conditions on (2.7), we note:

(i) The red.uction of the p -.orr"tation function frorn (2.6b) to (2.7b)

requires not, only independence betr¿een orientat,ion and vibrational phase,

but also independence between the time derivat.íves of these quantities.

the latter condítion is generally not satisfied. The factoring of this

correlatíon function is therefore suspect.

(ii) These considerations do not affecË our príor resulË for the cor-

relation funcËion of 6. The red.uction of this correlation function from

(2.6a) Ëo (2.7a) did not require the independence of rotarj.on and

vibraLion.

tr^Iith regard to the irnplications of (2.7), \,¡e note:

(ííí) IE is clear frorn (2.7a) thaÈ (A(O)d(t)> acquires iËs rime

dependence only through that of the vibrational coördinates. Therefore,

bv (2.4a). I. contains direct ínformation on vibrational relaxation.
ISO

It has no explicit dependence on reorientaËion, even r,rhen vibrational

frequency is correlated with rotational velocity.

(iv) In that case, however, no similarly tidy isolation of the orien-

taËional correlation functions (those of p o 
"rra 

tr,. ßP), such as is

indicated by (2.7b), is possible.

Despite Ëhe caveat in point (iv), one adopËs (2.7b) as an

approximation, since the orientaËional behaviour r¿ould otherwise be

quiËe inaccessible. trüe shal1 not examine thís approxímation quant.ita-

tively, since Ehe emphasis in thi-s work will be on vÍbraÈional relaxatÍon.
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We shal1, however, menËíon the present st,ance of theorists on Ëhis matter.

This seems Ëo be as follows. Recognition has been given to Ehe possibility
ê

thaË {3-correlation functions may not be factored. This has been demon-

strated by several authorsL2'I3 under Ehe assumption of certain inter-

molecular inËeracËÍons. These auËhors have presenLed formulae predÍcting

I lineshapes under such condíËions. They have not,tO ot the other
anl-s

hand, been able to give model-independent prescriptions for deriving the

purely reorienËational behaviour from experimental spectra, in cases where
¿-\

ttre $ -correlation funcËions may not be factored. This linits the useful-

ness of the current theories, and jusËifies the conËínued use of (2.7b)

as an approximaLÍon. The objection we have raised here to the factoring

of correlation funcËions is different from and, we submit, uore fundamental

than those raised by Lhe aut,hors just mentioned. Their arguuerit.s depend

on the presence of certain specifíc inËermolecular interactions, whereas

our argunent applies even to the free motion of isolaËed molecules, pro-

vided thaË there is an int.ra:nolecular vibration-rotation inÈeraction.

2.3.4 ldentifícation bv time scale of the

-l-so -anrsI^Ie shal1 no\nr reËurn to the f ormulae (.2.4t ) f or I. and I . '- l-so anl-s -

and shaIl indÍcate the physical significance of the various terms in
a

these formulae. The equilíbríum polarisability ter¡r (do)" itt (2.4'a)

gives rise to Rayleigh scatËeríng. In Ëhe present approximaËions, the
_o

Rayleígh scattering is elasËic. For Cç is a time constariE, and the

Fouríer transform (taken in (2.4' ))of a time constant is just a multiple
c *oof ò(U). The equilíbrium polarisability (3" ttt (2.4'b) acquires its

Lime dependence solely from reorientation, and gives ri.se Eo
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pure-roËational Raman scatLering, with characterístic frequency shifts

much sm¡1ler Èhan those of vibrational scattering, which concerns us

here. ialhen, in dense media, t,he rotational quantuu numbers break dor,¡n

and rhe pure-rotaËional spect,Tum collapses about the Rayleigh line, we

speak loosely of anisoËropic Rayleigh scatËering, raËher than of rota-

rional Raman. rhe rerms in (2.4'a) conrainins <{COlnJttl) give

rise to purely vibrational Raman scatËering, since their time dependence

comes from vibratÍonal mot.ion alone. The corresponding terms in (2.4tb),

however, have a tíme dependence further roodulated by reorientation. Thus

the isotropic Raman specËrurû is broadened only by vibrational relaxat.ion,

whereas the anisotropic specLrum is broadened by reorienËat,ion as rse1l.

2 .3 .5 Anharmonici ty

Some aËtention to the possible effects of anharmonícity is in

order. It will be recalled that, in the passage fron (2.6) to (2.7),

several terms were dropped on the assumption EhaË ( nPttl) = g ,

whieh does not generally hold for an anharmonic oscillator. In (2.7a),

reinstatement of Ehese tenrs merely adds several t,ime constants to

( u (o) -d(t) > , as Ís clear from inspect.i-on of the precursor

equation. This affects the Rayleigh intensity.but not the form of the

isorropic Raman correlarion funcrion Ðntan)t(qrtol{ttl) . rn

(2.7b), inclusion of anharmonicities adds several terms vrhose time

dependence comes just, from reorienËation, and so affects the pure-

rotational Raman spectrum. There is, again, no effecË on the form of

Ëhe vÍbrari onal anisorropÍc c orrelaËion runcrion IÑt pPC.¡-êttÐ(t lnkù
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2.3.6 Angular correlations and their detectíon

trrIe have seen thaË, ín (2.4tb), boËh the pure-rotaËional and

vibraÈional parts of lrrri" are broadened by reorientational relaxation.

This phenoüenon may therefore be suudied through either, part of the

anisot,ropic spectrr:m. Comparísons of the tl,ro can in fact be illuninating.

It will be recalled thaü our present, result.s presume the absence

of angular correlaËÍons among neighbouring molecules. If such correla-

tions r,/ere to be reckoned with, cross-terrs betv¡een the polarisabilíties

of different molecules would survive Ëhe process of ensemble averaging.

The correlation funcËÍons that we have reEained ín (2.4' b) r.rould con-

stituÊe only the "self-" Eelns of a sum over al1 pairs of u.olecules. The

appropríate generalisaËion of (2.4' b) would include also the "dÍstínct"

terms involving products like those that presenË1y appear, but taken

between differenË molecules. An important difference would then arise

beLween the Raman (vibrational) and the Rayleigh (or rotational Raman)

terms. It could sti11 be argued that the "distinct" Raman Lerms vanish,

even though their orientaËÍonaI parËs may not do. Each such term con-

rains a racror (qn (O) qT (t)> , where i and j select distinct

molecules. This Í.aclor is neglígíb1y smal1, insofar as the vibrational

phases of differenË molecules are independent,. Any residual contribution

from "dístinct" Raman terms, which persisËs because the víbratÍonal fac-

Ëors do not vanish altogether, w-il1 be less significant (ín relation to

"self-" terms) than the "distíncË-" term contribuLion afflicting the

Rayleigh spectTum. This is because the Rayleigh Lerns depend on reorien-

Èation alone; angular correlaËions canriot be hidden behind the indepen-

dence of some other degrees of freedom, as Ëhey are in the Raman terms.
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The reorientatíonal broadening of vibratj-onal Raman spectra, then,

is a more reliable indication of the motion of single molecules than is

the anisotropic Rayleigh spectrum. This is noË to depreciate the useful-

ness of the Rayleigh spectrum. Indeed, comparison betrveen the tr¡/o sorts

of spectrum may serve as a semiquantitative probe of angular correlation.

rf a difference in reorientatíonal broadening is observed, it rnay be

attríbuted. to angular correlations that. affect the Rayleigh specËrum but,

presumably, not the Raman. Attentíon must be paid, however, to Ëhe

symmetry species of the vibration vrhose Raman spectrum ís used in the

comparison" Only for a totally s¡rmmetríc víbration nay one be sure that
¿-su _ 10p'fras lhe same form as l3-, "ttd therefore the same correlation func-

tion. Otherwise, the observed difference betrveen Raman and Rayleigh

spectra may be due Ëo dífferent orientational- variables ín the "se[f-"

terms, rather than to non-vanishíng "distinctrr terms in the Rayleigh

spectrum,

2.4 Recoverw from Raman Spectra of Information
on the Separate ì4ot,ions

Fínally, rve shall índicate hor.¡ Raman spectra rnay be used. to

obtain separate arralyses of the vibraLional and reorientationei- =otions,
given that (2"4' ) holds. I^ie focus aËtention on a single Ra¡raa víbra-

Ëiona1 line corresponding to the lr'aft normal mode. Provided that Ëhis

1íne does not overlap any other to a significant extent, \^re rta.y simplify

(2.4') to

l.$td)

and lt.çlqnts

#I=Gr"!þd**(qtorqt$)
tt

. (2.4 )

= 
pH- 

å Ij- ¿t"tG [F'rol.Fp(tn) (qrcol qp(Ð



îi**(Ð c( (çr6nol.êP(tn)-(tt,{(tù,

5_ ¿ " e*p (iurr) I (or) ,
D(p)

the regio" D(¡) of integration being confined to the vicinity of rhe

¡J 
tah line" Defining the "reorientational spectruur" to$w)bV

(-r' t ßtol .FPull )

(,c

for I,J in the region of this line. If r.¡e ignore the slorv variation of
, .(2)
Lù - 'across the breadth of thís lÍne, and regard the factors ín front of

the integrals as constants, then the spectxa are essentj.ally Fourier

lransforms of the correlation functions occurring in the integrands.

Conversely, Ëhe correlatíon functions are essentially inverse transforms

of the spectra:

îl.ttt cc ( {torit.)) (2. Ba)

(2 
" Bb)and

r+here
Aul'(t) _

I'(t) cr
Õr

(the nomenclature follorvs from the exclusíve dependence

taËion), vre get frour (2.8)

of Ffl

" (2"e)

on oríen-

. (2. rOb)

I areanls

+f à1, r àt¡
l.r(ti ü Lo^-,*(t)/ t,JÐ (z.roa)

The corresponding relation in the frequency domain, by the Fourier con-

volution theorem, is

I**.t") c( I,ro r(

where * denotes the folding operation,

*U
li. tol ,

and where boËh I. and
ISO
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agaír. confined to Ëhe vicínity of the y'ah line. EiËher of equations

(2.10), Eogether with (2.5), enables one Eo extracË ïf,- and the attendanr

informaËion abouÈ molecular reorient,ation from Ëhe experímental data

(f,, and Ir). The information on vibrat,ional relaxaËion is directly

accessíble from li"o, as is shor¡n by (2.8a). The vibrational information

is less secret.ly encoded Ëhan Ëhe reorientational; we have seen thaË

fewer assumpÈions are required to obtain (2.8a) than Eo obËain (2.8b)"
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CHAPTM. 3

EXPER]IMENTAI ASPECTS

In all essentials, the design of Ehe experiment was typical of

laser R:man vrork. The experimenË was performed as fo1lows. A beam of

laser light vras directed through a gas sample. LighË scattered at

right angles to the beam was analysed accordíng to frequency by a norro-

chromator. The inËensity of the light at any frequency selected by the

monochromator r¡ras measured by a photornultíplíer and recorded by photon-

counting electronics.

I^Ie shall break dornm our díscussion by dividing the experimental

setup ínÈo sections thaË each functíon wíth some organic uniÈy, and

examining each sectÍon ín turn. The sequence will follow the optical

traÍn of the âpparatus (Tí9. 3.1). Points of nethod that cannot

logicaIly be localised to a particular sectÍon of the optical traín

wí1l be dealt $iith separately later.

3.1 LÍghE Source

The light source used for excit.atíon \^ras an argon-ion laser

(Coherent Radiation Model 52). It was equipped with a Brewster-angle

window to polarise the beam, and wiËh an inÈerna1 prism that, could be

adjusted to restrict the output to a single laser frequency. The line

at 4B8O R *"" selected over the equal-Ly bright líne at, 5145 I because
/,

of the )--dependence of the scattering inËensity. The spectral r¿idth

of the laser line was abouE 0.1 cm-l. The laser \^/as run at. an output

63
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Frc. 3.1

SCHB,IATIC DIAGRAM OF THE EXPERN,IENTAL APPARATUS
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po\'¡er of about 500 nW. To stabilise the output porùer, the laser-Eube

current. was regulated by feedback from the externally-monitored intensity

of the beam.

3"2 llh:mination (Pre-sample) OptÍcs

The laser beam was sEeered toward the sample cell by a series of

glass prisms. The beam polarísation \./as rotaË.ed t,o the correcÈ direeËion

by a half-vrave p1ate, and Èhen triuuned by a Nicol prism to eliminate any

depolarisation. It was essentíal thaË the E-vector of the benm, as iE

entered the sample, be (at least roughly) perpendicular to the direction

in which the scattering was viewed. This r,zas because no isotropíc

scatt,erj-ng is visible when these two dÍrections are parallel, as is

explained in 6 ¡.g below. Hovrever, purity of the beam polarisation

r^las not ímportanË: a sma11 component of the wrong polarisation night

introduce an extra anisotropic component to the observed scattering,

buË thís would be nuch smaller than the admíxture of this conporÌent

already present even in the. ideal measurement.

JusË before entering the sample cel1, the beam was focussed by

a lens of 10 cm f.1. to increase the illumination in the "source region"

from which the scaË.tering was detected. A ninimum focal lengËh of about

10 cn r,ras díctated, in this case, by the consËTucËion of the ce11 mount-

ing. Stronger foeussing night otherwise have been used to enhance lhe

iIh:mination withín the source cylinder. This advantage would not have

been cancelled by the concomit,anË decrease in size of the cylinder, since

t,he enËrance slit of the monochromator T..ras always kepÈ so narror¡r as to be

overfilled anyway. Just as puríty of beam polarisation vras unimportartt

in the first instance, the degraded beam polarisation resulLj-ng from a

stronger focus would not have been a problem.
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3.3 Gas Sample and Gas-handling ApparaËus

The sample v/as held -in a high-pressure cell--essentially a

stainless-steel block cross-bored with 1" holes--buí1t by American

Instn:nent Corp. (AMINCO), as vzas the assocíated plumbíng. The cell

was equipped with a blackened aluminr:¡r liner to reduce stray light.

The windovrs T¡rere of fused silica, which does not câuse depolarÍsatíon.

The ce11 was designed to r,riËhstand a pressure of 750 aÈu. The pressure.

wiËhín it vras measured by a Bourdon-tube gauge (Heise Model CM-11170).

The ce1l r^ras not furnished with any means of sample tenperature control;

all experiments were performed aL room tenperature.

Before enteri-ng the cell, the gas sample passed through a series

of síntered-metal filters, which blocked any particles larger than 5pfil

in diameter. To reduce further the problem of scattering by dust par-

ticles, the sample r¿as left undísËurbed overníght after gas r¡zas let into

or out of the cel1, in order that any dust particles uright settle out

before experiments vTere begun. This also allowed the sample temperature

to stabilise. IE r.ras riot. a complete solution to either problem, sínce

loca1 heatíng in the laser beam could perturb the temperature and could

câuse convect,ion currerits ín the sample. The elastic Tyndall scatEering

by dust particles can be a serious problem in measurements near the

frequency of the laser 1ine. It was therefore a possible source of

er.ïor in our measurement of the slit function (cf. $ 3.10 belov¡). Ilow-

ever, no elaborate precautions are required for measurements Eaken far

from Èhe laser li-ne, as r,{ere our Raman measurements.

The sainple itself was of chemical-grade puriry (99.07") NrO Bas

supplied by MaEheson. The cell was first flushed with NrO several tímes

to remove traces of oËher gases, and then charged with NrO aE full bottle
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Pressure (about 50 atm). Gas was allowed to escape in stages as experi-

ment.s were performed at successively lower pressures. Like the dust

problem, and for much the sâme reason, sample puriLy was not critical

during Raman measurements. The scattering by inpuríties, though trouble-

some near the Rayleigh líne, is unlikely to affect Raman BeasuremenËs,

since an impurity generally will not scaËter at E.he same Raman frequencies

as the sample. Not even ín measuring the slit function (essentia1ly, Lhe

ínstrumentally-broadened Rayleigh line) would a gaseous irnpurity prove

Eroublesome, since any Rayleigh scattering--from sample or impurity--

ansrders t.he purpose equally rve11 . From this standpoinË, dust. scattering

is objecËionable only because iËs Íntensity flucËuaËes as dust parËic1es

float randomly through the laser beam. A gaseous ímpuríty, on the other

hand, will have uniform conceritration throughouË the sample, and its

scatËering intensiÈy will not fluctuate on account of eonvection in the

sample.

3.4 ColIecËÍon 0ptics

Light scaËtered from the source region of the sample \^ras collected

by a 20 cn f.1. collirnating lens and then focussed onÈo the entrance slir

of the monochromator by a simílar lens. Thus an image of the source region,

with unj-t magnification, was f ormed on the s1it. Now, the slit-v¡idth was

always kept below 30 fn. 
The focal cylinder of the beam, on the other hand,

had a diameter of at least a0ym (its díffraction limit) and likely somewhat

nore (because of aberrations). The entrance slit was therefore always

overfilled. Thus t,he signal strength could have been increased rvith a

stronger beam focus, as v/as stated earlier. The signal mighE also have

been improved by enlargíng the co1lecËíon angle. The scattering would
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have lost some polarisatíon definít.ion, but this effect, similar to

that of beam depolarisaEion menLioned prevíously, v¡ould have been

unj.nportant. rn our setup, however, little increase in collection

angle would have been possible before the size of the ceI1 windows

proved lj-uitíng.

3.5 Monochromator

The scattered light r"ras dispersed by a scanning double mono-

chromaËor (Jarrel1-Ash Seríes 25-100). This insËrument has a diffracÈion-

lírnited resolutj-on of about 0.3 cn-l; Èhe presenË work r¿as done close to

this límit. Even so, Ëhe spectTa suffered serious instruuental distortion,

since their widths were only on the order of 1 cm-1. Thís problen will

be examined in detaíl in Chapter 4.

The ínstrumenE compríses trio grating monochronators in tandem,

in the czerny-Turner configuration. The tandem arrangement greatly

improves stray-1ight rejectionl over a single monochromaËor. This is

important when one is studying a weak spectral feature near in frequency

to a much more j-nEense feature. Thus it is indÍspensable in order to

prevenË the very intense Rayleigh line at the laser frequency from

obscuring the weak, nearby collision-induced spectrum. It is not so

crucial in Raman work such as this, however, since the measurements

are well-removed in frequency from Èhe laser line.

The gratíng advance of the monochromator is designed to be

1ínear in wave number. A cosecant-arm mechanÍcal linkage is actuated

by a stepping notor, whích divides an advance of 1 cm-l into 20

mechanieal steps. The linearíty of the graËing drive may be somewhat

inexact on account of backlash in the mechanical linkage. This is mosË
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pronounced just after reversal of the dírection in which the gratings

are moví.ng. Accordingly, before inÍtiating a scan, we took cåre to slevr

the drive back well beyond the íntended starting point and then return

to the starting point by a slow advance in the scanning direction, so as

Ëo take up any backlash before data acquisítion began.

This precauÈÍon was taken noË only Ë,o reduce deviaËíons from

linearity, but also as an assurance that, by sËarting every scan at, the

same indicated r¿avenumber (es read ouË by the monochromator), üre vrere

índeed starting at t.he same physical wavenumber every time. Our hope

was thereby to discern any frequency shift of the spectrurn with changing

pressure. Relianca on the fndicated value vras somernrhat. r,rhimsical,

though, even given our precaution againsË backlash. The proper meËhod

fs Ëo ca1íbrate the wavenumber axis for each scan individually by

includÍng one or more fiducial lines within the range of the scan. Our

omissÍon to do so proves of no parËicular conseguence, however, since

our theoretÍcal analysis is noË sophÍsticated enough to deal with pres-

sure shífÈs.

3.6 Signal Detection

Líght emergÍng from the monochromaËor \,ras focussed onto the

photocathode of a photomultiplier tube or "?14T" (RCA C31034) mounted

in a refrÍgerated (to -40oC) housÍng. This tube was selected for its

low dark noise, high quantum efficiency, and flat spectral sensitivity.

RefrígeratÍon greatly reduces thermionÍc emission from the phoËocathode,

which. is responsíble for most of the dark noise. By filtering the out-

put of the PMT in a manner presently to be explained, the rernaining dark

count rat.e T¡/as reduced to about 0.6 Hz. This rate r,üas measured every day
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spectra \üere recorded, and was subtracËed from the spectra before Ëhey

were subjecLed to further analysis. Signal counË raEes at spectral

peaks, on the other hand, ranged from a very Eargínal 10 Hz Íor the )),

line at 1ow pressure, to an ample 1000 Hz for the ), tin" at high

pressure.

Comparíson of the figures jusË ciËed indicates that, in the

wings of the less int,ense specËra, fluctuations in the dark count rat,e

and in the light sígna1 itself vrould contribut,e similar amounËs of noíse

to the spectral measuremenLs, where Poísson counting staËisÈics are

assumed for both. This ís the "rn¡eak-sígna1" rágime discussed by Young.2

../In this rêgirne, photon-countj-ng (digítal) detecEion methods may be

turned Ëo account. It becomes advantageous here t,o sorË the pulses

from the PMT according to amplítude. Dark pulses generally have a

different pulse-height spectrun (-wiÈh lower mean voltage) from actual

photon-deËectÍon pulses. So, by discrírnÍnating against pulses of lower

height, one rnay reduce the signal relatively less than the noise, and

S/N uay be improved. This advantage does not persíst, aË high signal

levels. There, the noíse N is domínaÈ,ed by flucËuaËions in the sígnal

S itself , and varies "= {S. Thus s/fq æ{S, and all that can be accom-

plished by rejecti-ng part of the pulse-height sPectrum is to reduce S

and Ehereby to reduce S/N. In thís work, however, we designed to maxj-mise

S/N for weak signals, since noise is not so great a problem for strong

signals anyr¡ray. After anplification, the analog pulses generated by the

PMT r.¡ere fed into a síngle-channel analyser (.SCA) for pulse-height

sorÈing. A dÍscri.minator leve1 v/as seL as reconmended by Yo,rngz to

m¡ximise S/N tn the vreak-signal 1imít. For each pulse arrivíng from
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the PMT with anplitude above the díscriminator 1evel, the SCA produced

a digital output pulse to be recorded as a photon counË by the data-

handling electronics.

3.7 Data-handling Electronics

Pulses designated by Lhe SCA as photon counts were fed to t.he

count input of a multi-channel scaler (MCS), part of a Nuc],ear Data 1200

Analyser system comprising an analog-to-digíta1 converter (not used

here) , a data-handling unit wit,h L}Z4-channel memory (used here as MCS),

a display oscilloscope, and a paper-tape output interface. The channel

advance of the MCS was dríven synehronously wÍth the grating advance of

the monochromator by a crystal clock. Thus spectra were recorded

linearly in wavenumber. The dispersion was adjusted by alteríng the

relatíve frequencies of clock pulses senË to the channel advance and

Ëo Ëhe grating advance. Al1 spectra in the present vrork r¿ere recorded

at. a dÍspersion of 10 channels n"t "r-1.
The MCS, with a deadtíme of. 2.52 y s, limited the rate at which

pulses frou Lhe PMI could be processed. Since the count rat,e was kept

below 2 kJli,z througtrout these experiments, deadtine losses could not have

exceeded A.57., and are therefore not a signifÍcant source of error.

3.8 Prohlem: Variab.le Efficiency of Spectrometer

We have already menËioned that some lineshape distortion result,ed

from the inperfecË resolution of the spectrometer. This problem is most

severe for sharp, narror^7 spectral features. We now consider a type of

distortíon Lhat may occur even when resolution is not a problem. This

is the variable spectral response of the insËrument: it. deËects photons

of differing frequencies ¡,¡ilh dÍffering efficiencies. The measured
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spectrum is the producÈ of the spectral response and the Lrue spectrum

of lÍght incident on the specËrometer. The resultant distortion tends

to be important only for broad, flat spectral features, since the spectral

response varíes only slowly with frequency. Thus, forËunately, the two

sorts of dísËortion tre have ment,ioned are un1íke1y both to be serious aË

once. In our case, the response of the spectrometer varies at a rate of

some 257" per 10OO "r-l in the region of inËeresË. The data int,ervals to

be analysed span only 13 c*-1, so that Èhe response does not vary signi-

fÍcanË1y across them. AccordÍng1y, no correcËíon has been applied.

The detection efficiency of the spectrometer also varíes with

the polarisation of incidenË photons. This polarisatíon dependence musË

be taken into account, vrhen one calculates Ehe isotropic scattering spec-

trum, in the rnanner of $ 2.2, from the difference of Lwo measuremenËs

taken ín different polarisatíon geometries. As will be seen in the fo1-

lowíng section, this subtracËive correction is unnecessary in the present

work. Polarísation dependence is Ëherefore unimportant here.

3.9 Problem: Choice of Scattering Geometrv

The líght scattering at righE angles has four basic components,

vrhich can be individually observed in separaÈe experiments. The four

corresponding experÍmental geometríes are shown in Fig. 3.2. Idea1ly,

three of the four--name1y, lIV, VIl and HH--forbÍd observation of the

isotropÍc scattering. The parË of the índuced dípo1e responsible for

isotropic scattering is parallel to the incidenË field. The scattered

E-vect.or ís therefore a scalar times that component of the incident

E-vector r¿hích is normal to the direction of propagation of the scattered

líght. From inspection of Fig.3.2, it is clear that this component is
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FIG. 3.2

POLARISATTON GEOMETRIES

The incidenÈ beam travels in the y-direction and is either
vertically (V) or horizontally (II) polarised wirh respecË Lo Ëhe
scaËtering p1ane.

The scatËered light is observed in the x-directÍon and either
the vertíca11y or horizontally polarised component is selecËed.
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nil for the IIV and HH geometries, and j-s perpendicular t,o the scatËered

E-vector selected by Ehe VH geometry. The isotropic spectrum should

therefore be observable only ín the W geometry. Practically, some

isotropic scat,tering will "leak" into measurements taken in any other

geomeËry, to the extent that it is not ídea11y implemenËed. For in-

starice, focussing of the laser beam, depolarisÍng reflect,ions v¡iLhín the

ce1l, and finite collection angle all cause some loss of polarisaËion

defÍnition and allow such leakage t.o occur. This is, indeed, a major

problem in measuremenËs of the anisotropic scatËering. But, the deliber-

ate measurement of the isotropic spectrum cal1s f.or a W geomeEry, or

at least for the j-nclusion of a W component in the geometry.

In thís v¿ork we chose a W*VH scattering geometry to study the

ísoËropic speetrum. fts impleuent.ation differs from the W only ín Ehe

omission of the polarísation analyser (.needed for pure W) from the

collectíon arm of the opËics. Although a sheeÈ-polaroíd analyser may

serve Eo block the extraneous VII scaËtering component, iL also absorbs

half the desired W signal. Thís signal loss could not be tolerated

in the present work. 0n the other hand, Ëhe VH sígna1 admitted by

removal of the analyser could do little harm. In the first place, ever!

if measured ideally, the W signal ítse1f already contains an admixture

of the unwanted ani-sotropíc spectrurn, as follows from (2.5). The pro-

portional anisotropic content of the measured spectrum was increased

only by about 401l ín our experiments by removal of the analyser.. Even

r,7-ithout the analyser, anisotropic scaEtering constituËed only abouÈ 5Z

of the measured inËensity. For this reason, and because a separate

measurement--in Èhe VH geometry, say--of the anisoËropic comPonenE would
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have been relaÈively difficult, we simply used the W+VH measurement as

afÌ approxímation to t.he ísotropic specËrum, and made no attempt to

renove Ehe other by subEracËion.

3.10 Problem: Measurement of the Slit Function

tr^Ie have mentioned that the resolution of the uonochromator lras

inadequaËe to prevent seríous distortion of the 1íneshapes. To compen-

saLe for this, an analytical correctíon was requíred. The details vri11

be given in the following chapter. A necessary input Lo this correction

is Ehe "slit function" of the spectTomeËer. This is tre spectral profile

of finÍte width índicated by the specLTometer when Ehe incident lighË is

physically monochromatic. The slit function contains all the required

ínformation about how the spectTometer distorts líneshapes.

In this work, a measuremenË of the Rayleigh line, taken at the

same slit adjustmenËs as the Rarnan line in questíon, served as t,he s1ít

function. Apart from some slight Doppler broadening, the Rayleigh line

is physically as monochromatic as the excit.íng laser líne. One drawback

of usíng the Rayleigh line was iËs removal ín frequency from the Raman

lines to which the resolution correcÈíon was to be applied. At fíxed
')

mechanical slít-width, spectral slít-width varies as )' (at least for

wide s1its, to ¡,rhich geometric optics apply). 0n this account, spectral

slit-width uray have been overestimated by as much as 257". Thís lends

weÍ.ght to Ehe suspicíon (cf. Ch. 6) that our resolution-corrected

línewidths are systematÍca1Iy narror¡/.

It r¿as observed in the course of thÍs work that the measured

slit functi.on could vary markedly everi at fixed mechanical slit-l.rídths,

presumably in response to drífts in aubíent temperature and huinidity.
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tr^Ie therefore adopted a rouÈine of measuring the slit function ane.r{ every

day spectra -v/ere recorded (even if nothing had been adjusted in the mearì.-

tÍure), as r^zell as every time mechanical adjustmenËs \^/ere made on the

monochromator.
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EatËer unless Ëhe source of the stray light is a spectral line much
more inËense than the neighbouring line one is trying to measure. The
difference therefore does not affect otdinary resoluEion.
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CHAPTER 4

DATA REDUCTION

The pressure dependence of lÍnewidth l¡il1 play a crucial role

ín Chapter 6 vrhen üre compare theory to experiment. In the present

chapter, we sha1l detail our lÍnewÍdth analysis of the experimental

data, and shall give the results. Mainly, we shal1 discuss the data-

reduction problem caused by instrumental distortion of the lineshapes.

l^Ie shal1 perhaps overshoot the rnark by discussi.ng other approaches Eo

this problem besides our orrn, but it may be hoped that this sha1l con-

tribute something in the way of motivaÈion for our parËicular approach.

Since our concern is to study liner¿idth as a function of pres-

sure, we hope to resolve the width at any single pressure r'¡ithin an

error smaller than the change in width over the contemplated range of

pressure. The detailed sÈrucËure of the lineshapes will also prove

J-rnportant at a later stage. Apart from presenËing two sample spectra

to i11usËraËe the linewidrh analysis, however, we sha11 defer the pre-

senËaÈ,íon of detailed profiles until Chapter 6, where they will be

compared to theoret.ícal lineshapes.

Henceforth, the unqualified

w:Ldth at half-naximum ('-FI^nM).

term "linew-idth" will denote ful1

4.L Resolution Correctíon

Any serious lineshape analysis should give

ínsËrumental distorËion, if only by acknowledging

some account of

iE and estirnatíng

BO
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the damage it does. I^Ie are more ambitious than Ëhat in Lhe present work;

here r¡e aim to compensaËe for instrumental effects by deconvoluting the

spectrometer "slít functíon" out. of the measured lineshapes.

To clarífy the relatíon1 betîreen thê distorËion problem and

deconvolutÍon, we begin by considering how distortion arises when spec-

tral measuremenËs are taken v¡iÈh a dispersíve instrunent. trrle first

suppose that the enËrance slÍt of a monochromaËor is illurainated by

perfectly monochrouatic light. of r,¡averr,-r*t"r Ð 1 Somern¡here in rhe plane

of the exit slit, there wÍ11 then appear a monochromatic image (i¿íth

finíte r^ridth) of the eritrance slit. By adjustment of the grating angle,

this image nay be swepË across the exít slit. Duríng the sweep, sre may

record the power passing Ehrough the exíL slit as a funct,ion of the

indicated wavenumber ) of the monochromat,or (which depends on grating

angle). This will be non-zero throughout a finiÈe range of graÈÍng

angle, on accounË both of the finite width of the entrance-slit image,

and of the finite w-idth of the exit slit across v¡hich this irnage is

slrept. The "bandpass function" thereby recorded will be practically
I

Ëhe same functj-on of ), irrespectively of the illtminatÍ-on frequ.rr"y D ,

apaït from being bodily shifted along tne )-axis by the amount of any

../
change in ) . Thus, when recorded as a functíon of displacement (t-)/)

from the illuminaLion frequency, Ëhe bandpass function is independent

of illunination frequency. IË depends only on the design and adjustment

of the spectromeLer, and, once suitably normalised (to unit area), is

called Ehe "s1it function" S(t-t1 of the instrument. The point here

ís that monochromatic light will not be measured as such, but rather

with th-e finÍte spectral breadth of the slit function.
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Next, we consider what happens when the incident light is poly-

chromatic, with spectral distribution f(t'). The measured. response

In(t) nay be realised by superposÍng the instrument response to each of

the monochromatic constituents of I ()i. For each incremenËal interval

dD of physical frequency, the inst,rument response as a function of

measured frequency is ¿D'r(t'lsCy-t'l . Superposing conrriburions frou

such inÈervals, vre obtaÍn a convolutíon expressÍon for f*(r) t

I^(u) = I ¿ u'I(r,) S(, -l:, )
The recovery of I())1 from tn(t) is, ín princíple, a maËËer of solving

this integral equaËion, that is "d.econvoluti-ng" the kernel S(t-U/) out

of the convolution. Explicít deconvoluËion is Ehe most comprehensive,

buË also the most radÍcal ueans of correcËíon. ldhere adequat,e, simpler

methods are preferable.

At Ehe lowest 1evel of description, the effect of convolving

I with S is just to broaden Im. As a rough-and-ready approxÍmation,

the widths of the convolved functions are often taken to be additive,

and the "true" liners-idth Ís estimated by subtracËing Ehe width of the

sliË funcÈion from that of the measured profile. This relationship is

neÍther rigorous nor, in cases r,¡here I and S differ greatly in width,

remoËely accurate. ft is. at least simple--in this respect,, iË and

deconvolution represent opposiËe poles. trIe sha1l shortly examine

several approaches to resolutÍon correction lying between these po1es.

First, we should explain why we must resort to any sort of

analytícal correcËion in the present work. irle find Lhat the linewídth

varíaËion over the range of pressure sËudied is only comparable to the

spectral slit-r'ridth (SSl,\i) used in our experimenLs. Given that
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1Íner,ridths are roughly additive under convolution, the SStr^I is a typical

value for the instrumental error i-n each of our measured linewidths.

Thus the instrumental errors are similar in nagnitude to Ëhe pressure-

dependent variatíon we had hoped to discern in the línewidth. The

pressure dependence therefore cannot be obtained directly from the

measurerDerlts wiËh any confídence; some sort of resolutíon correcËion

musË first be applÍed.

In some cases where one is ínterested just in linewídths rather

than in complete lineshapes, Lhere are methods chat give resolution-

corrected values more simply than by deconvoluËion and more accuraËely

than by the prirnitíve device of subtracËing the SSI^/. We sha1l now

discuss several such methods, and Índicate why--apart from the fact

that we shall at length be interested in complete lineshapes--they are

unsuitable in this work.

4.L.L Reliance on measurements aË low slit-r,ridËhs

i,rlhatever else one uay do to enhance resolution after the facE,

co on sense. urges that Ëhe measuremenEs be taken at the lowest prac-

ticable slit-qrÍdths in the first place. ft therefore seems incongruous

to Ereat thís policy on a footing with, and as an alEernative to, the

analytîcal correcËion methods we sha1l be díscussing. Rather, it

sLrikes one as a sensible precauËion Ëo lighten Ëhe task of any of

Lhese oËher methods. However, some authors, preferring to place the

burden of lÍnewidth- correction on Ehe experimenË itself raLher Ehan

on the subsequent analysis, have used low-slit-v¡-idËh measurement.s in

a systenaLic way, purportedly Èo correcÈ for (not just mininise)

insËrumenËal effects.
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Such an approach has been elevated to the st,atus of a "method"
,)

by Gríf.f.Lths,- who advocates linewidth correctiott by "zeto slit-width

exËrapolation" (ZSE). It involves recording the measured (uncorrecËed)

linewídth at progressively narror,,rer slít-\,¡idths, and Lhen extTapolaÈing

these measurements to zero slit-vridth.

There are several dÍfficulties here. One is thaË the ZSE nethod

rnay sysËenatically overest,imate linewidths. For reasons unclear to us,

its practitioners2'3 h"rr. chosen to exËrapolate linewidths to zero

L,
mechanical, rather than spectral , slíE-rrridth. In our view, they thereby

incur a serious error. Even in the linrit oÍ. zero mechanical slit-v¡idth,

there should remain some ínstTumental broadening--potenÈial1y on the

order of 0.4 "r-1 in work like this--due to the diffraction limit of

the spectrometer and the finiÈe vr-idth of the exciting laser li-ne. Thís

rnisgiving is confirmed by a compari"orr5 b"a*een results obtained from

ZSE and from anoËher method.

this problen night be obviated by sËudyíng linewidth as a func-

t,Íon of spectral slit-w:i.dth, at the expense of having to measure Ëhe

latËer aË each new mechanícal setËing of the slits. The SSI^I is readily

found by measuring the vridth of the Rayleigh line. Apart from some

slighË Doppler shift, the Rayleigh scatteríng is physically elastíc;

therefore the apparent broadenÍng is al¡nost all of instrumental origín.6

By extrapolating the measured width of the Raman line in question to

zero SStrnI, orre mây compensate simultaneously for the spectrometer dif-

fracLion linit and for the fj.nite laser lÍnewidth. For both broaden

the. measured SS"[^I as well as the Raman line: therefore, the lirnit in

whictr- SSW+0 is the (-desíred) linit i-n whích the several types of
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insËrumental broadening of the Raman line simultaneously approacln zero.

In fact., it is iuimaterial where in the optj-cal train Ehe instrumenËal

broadenj-ng originaEes, provided that ít enters both the SStr^I and the

Raman measurements. All instrumental effects are absorbed in the single

measurement of so-called "spectral slit-w-idth." Practically, only the

combined effect mâtters.

We may seem to have belaboured this refinement of ZSE, which we

do not propose to use anyÍ^ray. But the point just made, that ínsÈrumental

effects can be complet,ely characterised by a single overall measurement

w-ithouË regard to their several origins, is relevant to the deconvoluti-on

method as wel1. In applying that method, we shal1 treaË the measured

Rayleigh profile as a convolutíon kernel, representing all instrumental

effects, which may be deconvoluted out of the measured Raman lineshape

Eo restore the true. lineshape in a síng1e operation.

Even refined as just proposed, ZSE is uriaËtractive for our

present purposes. fË obviously íncreases several-fold the number of

spectTa Eo be taken. Also, the additional spectra are Índividually

urore dÍfficult to obtain, because the lor.rer slit-widths at whJ-ch they

are Eaken conduce to vzeaker signals. Fínally, jusÈ where the resolu-

tÍon correcLion b.ecomes most crftical in this v¡ork--at 1ow sample

pressures, where our spectra exhibit sharp cusp-1ike structure--,

the Raman signal becomes too weak Eo allow tneasurements at the 1or,¡

slit-widths required. Wê concede, Ehough, that this last problem is

not a comparative disadvantage of ZSE as against deconvolution. The

same. combinat,ion of conditÍons, namely sharp structure and low S/N,

Ís equally perverse from the standpoint of deconvoluËion. In Lhe
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upshot, our choice of deconvolution over ZSE probably reflects to sone

extent a personal preference to invest extra effort in the analysÍs

rather than the experiment. Also, while the ZSE method could ín prin-

ciple be extended to finding líneshapes rather than just widths, vre

are unaware of any prevíous experience ín doing so and prefer to follov¡

well-trodden paths

4.L.2 Curve-fiÈtíng techníques

NexË we consider a class of correctíon methods that, like

deconvolution, rely on analysis after the fact rather than specj-al

experimental design. They greaË1y curtail the effort of deconvoluÈion,

hor¿'ever, by not aiming to do so much in the firsË place. Occasionally

the physical broadening mechanism is well understood, and the spectrum

is expected to have some defÍnite analytÍcal form as a functíon of

frequency. This knov¡n form may have only to be supplemented by a few

parameter values, obtainable from experimenË, in order to deËermine Ehe

specËrum compleËely. A frequenËly-encountered example is lifetime

broadening, whi-ch acting alone produces a Lorentzían lineshape. Con-

cei.vably, one mígh.t be quÍte sure this mechanism prevailed, and wish

only to find the lifeËÍrne iËse1f from experimenË. The lifetime is

essentÍally the inverse \,r-idth of the expected LorenEzian lineshape.

Ilere iË r.¡ould be wasteful to reconsËruct the complete lineshape from

the data by deconvolution; the width or other parameters needed could

tie solved just by curve-fiËÈing. A second mechanism leading Eo a simple

lineshape. formula fs Doppler broaden:ing, whÍch acting alone produces a

Gaussian lineshape..

trrre distinguish three. cases according t,o the. staÈus of our
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knowledge about the slít function. In all three, knowledge of the

analytical form of the true lineshape is assumed"

Case (i): convolved profile has closed algebraic form--

fn the sinplesË case, Èhe slit funct,ion as well as the true

líneshape has a kno'n¡n analytical form, and their convoluËíon--as nay

happen but does not follow--ís again expressible in a closed algebraíc

form, which conËaíns the parameters of the two component functíons.

Thís form constitutes a "test funclion" thaË can be fit to the measured

spectrum by adjustment of the parameËers. If the slit functíon can be

measured independenËly, then it,s parameters can be found in advance and

t,he number remaining to be solved by curve-fitting can be reduced.

As a fírst example, the convolution of a true lineshape and a

sliË function that are both Gaussian produces yet another Gaussian.

The squared width of the resultant profile equals the sum of squared

r¡idËhs of its Er¡ro components. Thus it is a matÈer of fittÍng the

measured lineshape to a Gaussian by, sây, least-squares Ëo find íts
f-1

úr:idth I , and then a maËËer of simple algebra to find the true line-
m'

width :

¡-2 - 2 r-\ 2
l=l-l\lmls'

rn¡here the wídth \-- of the slit function is presumably knor,m from a
S

separaËe measurement.

A similar example is the case of trnro convolved Lorentzian

The result is again LorenEzlan, and the widths are símp1yprofiles.

addÍLive:

r _T I-
- I -lItrS
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Case (ii): slit funcËion is knov¡n in closed form;
convolution is not. VoÍgt profiles--

More generally, the convolved profile rnay be expressible only

as an íntegral, even if the two componenÈ functions have closed alge-

braic form. This can render the curve-fitting procedure very cumbersome.

ApproximaEíon by an analytical expression may someËimes be u".d7 to

regain the Case (i) siÈ,uation, in which ordinary curve-fitËíng suffices.

A1so, even barri-ng an explícit algebraic relaËion between "measured"

and "true" parameters, there may be a definite functional dependence

that can be set forth numerically in look-up tables.

Both approaches have been used in the importanË case of Voigt

funct,ions. These aïe corlvoluËions of a Gaussian with a Lorent,zian

functíon. They are widely applied, for instance, to Doppler broadening

Ín astrophysics and to Mössbauer spectTa in workaday terresLrial physics.

Tables have been ptepar"d8 that yield any of the three widËhs--Gaussian,

Lorentzian or composÍte--once the other trùo are specified.

Case (iií) ¡ slit function is not known in closed form--

Stíll more generally, the slit functÍon, though measurable, may

be analytically nonde.script, and the convolution may admit. only numerical

evaluatíon. Pract.ically, Ëhe situaËion is equÍva1ent. to Case (ii),

except that slit functions, lacklng analytieal form, are not so readi.ly

caLalogued according to parameËer values.

Look-up tables could conceívably be prepared, but would be a

waste of effort unless the slÍt funcÈion \^rere reproducíb1e over the

course of uany experimenËs. trüiLhouË a filing systen for slit functions,

rqe. cannot systematÍcally cover Che manifold of possible slit functions

by just varying one or tr^ro parameË,ers, and r¡re cannot compile a
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comprehensive look-up Lable once and for all. Rather, we have Ëo begin

anerár every time the elit functíon changes, convolving the newly-measured

slit functÍon with the entire gamut of candidate "true" lineshapes. This

is worËhwhile only Íf the same slÍt funcEion is to be applied to numerous

specÈra before being replaeed by a new slíE funcEion.

A straighÈforr^¡ard but inelegant approach is cut-and-try inquiry.

One guesses at the lineshape par:meters, generates the lineshape from

onets estimates, convolves it numerically with the slit function, com-

pares the convolved profile wiEh t,he measured one, and revises one's

initial guesses accordingly. The mechanics involved are rea11y the same

as fot conpiling a look-up table, except that the parameter values will

tend Èo be sampled in haphazard sequence from the ståndpoinË of con-

structing a look-up table wiËh any degree of efficíency. The cut-and-try

approach is probably more efficient than compiling a systematic look-up

table, however, unless one has to treat many spectra wíth the same slít

funcËion.

Fina11y, \,'re menËÍon the possibiliLy of Ëreatíng the convolutíon

like an ordinary least-squares test function for curve-fiËting to the

measured spectrum, even though it lacks a closed algebraic form. This

Ís the approach we dismissed as cunbersome in Case (ii). IË is just as

much so here; but here the alÈernaËÍves are less attractíve. So long

as the Ëest funcËÍon (-convolution) and íts derivaË.ives with respect to

lineshape. parameters nny be compuËed, one can in principle fit the

parâme.ters to the data by applying iEerative least-squares Eechrriq.r""9

in much the usual way. The nuisance of numerical integration does not

hy any means prevent, onets computÍng the test function. Furthermore,
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fínding its parameter derivatÍves turns out to be no ruore complícated by

the numerícal integration than is finding the test function itself: the

derivatÍve of a convoluEion with the slit function is just the same

convolution of the derívaËive. This approach ruas elaborated and success-

fu1ly applied in earlier work by the author.l0 IË is cr:¡nbersome in com-

parison to ordinary least-squares fíEËing, buË not in comparison to the

cut-and-Ery approach above menticned. In fact, it amounts to the same

thing as cut-and-try inquiry, except that the iteraËive refinement of

parameËer est,irnates is automated and businesslike. One advantage of the

presenE method is that error estimaÈes for the parameters are readily

obtainable. These are routinely calculaÈed in standard least-squares

fitting programs, and Ehe program rnodifications needed to implement the

present method do not interfere with this calculation.

4.L.3 MotivaEion for deconvoluti-on

None of the curve-fitting techniques just discussed could be

applied ín Ehis work. The reason is just thaË no analytical form was

knovrn in advance for Ëhe true lineshapes (except in Ëhe limit v¡here

pressure approaches zero, Ehat is ín Lhe free-molecule lirnit). Though

such a form ¡¡i11 be proposed in Chapter 6 and found to agree passably

r,ríth lo\nr-pressure measuremenÈs, it is ill-suited to use with these

curve-fit.Ëing technÍques. For, despite its concise mathematícal expres-

sion (,involvÍng matrix inversions)-, it entaÍls immense computations,

whích v¡ou1d have to be performed repeatedly in an iÈerative least-squares

procedure.

Even íf the lineshape formula of Chapter 6 were suitable for

curve-fiËting, there would remain a good reason for explicitly
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deconvoluËíng our spectra. Merely solvÍng the parameË,ers in a lineshape

formula is an adequate treatment only if the formula itself may be taken

for granted. That ís not. the case Ín the present work: the líneshape

formula is instead controversial, and ultiraately more interesËing than

the linewidth per se. Thus we set some store by a comparison between

the conplete, resoluËion-corrected experimental lineshape and its theo-

reËical counterpart. The former can be recovered from the data only by

explicit deconvolutíon.

4.L.4 Aspects of the deconvoluËion meËhod

The method we have adopted is based on Lhe Fourier convolution
11

theorem,-* already encounLered in Chapter 2. This states that the

convolutÍon of Lwo functions has a Fourier transform given by the product

of transforms of the tr,¡o component functions, Ordinarily iË is under-

sËood that functÍons sub.jected to Fourier transformaËíon should be

defined, and ab.soluLely integrable, on Lhe l¡hole of the real axis. llere,

on t.he other hand, we deal with discre.te spectral data restricted to a

fÍnite interval. Ilowever, by replacing integrals w1th sums and Fourier

transforms with finÍte FourÍer series, we have found it easy to derive

a relationship formally identical to the convolution theorem, provided

thaË the missing values of the spectrum just beyond the edges of the

data interval actually vanish. Once the theorem is thus reinstated,

deconvolution b.ecomes sÍmple in princi-p1e.: one gets the Fourier coeffi-

cÍenLs of the. true lÍneshape. by divíding those. of the measured spectrum

by the corresponding ones of the slit function. The lineshape itself is

then rest,ored by inverse. FourÍer transformation. There emerge Èr,ro Prac-

Lical problems, which we- shall now discuss.
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(i) Edge-effect correction--

The lesser of these problems is that the spectrum generally does

noË, as just stipulated, vanish beyond t.he data margins. I^Ie have found,

though, Ehat the simple form of the convoluEion t,heorem can be preserved,

províded that the data are nodified by adding a correction teru t.o those

just. inside the margins. This "edge-effecL" correction term has to be

calculated from Ëhe estimated behaviour of the true spectrum just outside

the margins. This is required because spectral informaËion "spi11s over"

the data margins--measured intensj.ties just ínside depend partially on

true intensities just ouËsíde, on accounË of the finíte widËh of the sliu

function. As a resulE, it ís impossible Ëo close the system of equations

relating measured and true intensitíes without making an estim¡te of the

sorË just mentioned. Thus Lhe deconvolution problem is inherently under-
1^

determíned.-' In thi-s work, the estimate was obtained by linearly extra-

polaËing the measured spectrun beyond the margins. Neither the linear

approxirnation nor the subsËiEuËion of measured for true values should

cause serious error, if the data margins are located in regíons of little

spectral structure. In thj.s work, care was taken to truncate the data

interval at. points vrhere the spectrum had fa11en afunost Eo background

1evel. I^Ie found thaÈ even suppressing the edge-effect correcËion

entirely affected the deconvoluted lineshape.s only near the (unínËer-

estíng) edges of the data Ínterval. Therefore, further refinement of

the correction could not be expected to change the linewidËh results

much., and the shortcomíngs of this procedure \"rere noE regarded as a

sÍgnificant source of error.
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(if) Mathematical instabilitv--

The second problem ís less tractable, and severely lirnits the

quality of deconvoluted spectra. This is the mathematical instability

inherent in any deconvoluËion procedure. Even a,sm"11 amounË of random

noise in the data will produce spurious, rapíd oscillations of large

anplitude in the strict rnathematj-cal "solution" of the deconvolut.ion

problem.L2'L3 This happens because hígh-order Fourier coefficients of

the data array (¡,rhich Eend to be domínaÈed by noise) become aurplified

in relatioÐ. to their lor.r-order (signal-dominated) counLerparts during

the deconvolution process, when they are divided by corresponding high-

order coefficients of the slit functíon (lrhích tend to be sma1l in

relation to low-order coefficients). FailÍng counterÐ.easures, one

ordinarily finds that the deconvolution resulEs are unintelligible,

Ëhe true lineshape trend being swamped by the noise-induced oscilla-

tions. This may occur even when the measured spectra look quite smooth

and noise-fre.e. It is especially prone to happen at large spectral

slít-w-idths, where resolutlon correctÍon Ís indeed mosË important. For,

the broader th.e sliL function, the. faster its Fourier transform fa11s off,

and the more exacerbaLed is the. problem of noise amplification. Thus,

perverse.ly, deconvolution tends to be either unstable or unnecessary.

In thrs work we have dealt with the problem of instability by

suppressing high-order Fourier coefficienËs (setting them equal to zero)

during ïeconstruction of the "tTue" lineshape. I{ith any deconvolutíon

rnethod, roughly equivalenË measures nust unfortunately be taken. I^Iith

the present. method, the problem reduces to deciding in an objective

manner which Fourier components to excise from the reconsËructed lineshape.
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This decision r"ras made as follows. Rather than consider each

Fourier componenc on iEs indívidual meriLs, \,/e set a cut-of f beyond which

all hígher-order componenEs \^rere rejecËed and below v¡hich a1l lower-order

components w'ere reËained. To fínd a suitable cut-off, repeated attenpts

\^zere made Lo reconstruct Ëhe lÍneshape, wiÈh progressively higher cuÈ-off

levels. Each time, the resultant líneshape \,¡as reconvolved \,rÍth Ëhe slit

functíon and eompared to the measured spectrum. The cut-off was deemed

acceptable when the reduc"d-t2 statistic for the match beÊween the

reconvoluËion and the daËa r¡/as close to unity. ("{-2 was calculated on

the premise that the data contaín {N noise.) Values of X2 much greater

than unity were taken to indÍcate systematic error in the reconstrucËion,

presumably due to the excision of FourÍer components that had contributed

significantly to the lineshape Ë,rend (as opposed to the offending oscilla-

tions). Values much less than unity, on the other hand, were taken to

indicate that the reconstruction was signl-ficanËly degraded by noise in

the data. The data oughÈ, after all, to display random flucËuations

about their expectatÍon values, that is, about the reconvolution of the

correct li-neshape. So when the. reconvolution of the conjectured line-

shape agrees too closely w-Íth the data (as indicated by a low value of
)

t'), the conjecture evidently includes an unT¡ranted parÈial deconvolution

of the noj.se as ruell as Ehe deconvoluted trend sought after. The remedy

here is presuur,ably to reject more high-order (noise-infested) Fourier

componerit.s. IË should be. recognised that deconvolution always entâi1s

a compromise beËween resoluËion and freedom from oscillations. This is

because the cut-off cannoË afford a crisp separation between Erend and

noise: the two inhabit the same Fourier components to some extenË.
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trle have achieved satisfacEory results w-ith the cuË-off technique.

The deconvoluted spectra show significant resoluÈion enhancement over the

daËa, as evidenced by raised peaks and reduced widËhs. Oscillations have

t,urned out to be Lroublesome only at the lowesE sample Pressures studíed.

The low-pressure spectra pose a severe test of the rnethod. 0n the one

hand, they have been measured with relatively poor S/N; this promotes

oscillaËions. 0n the other hand, Èhey have sharp structure, the accurate

restoration of which calls for the ínclusÍon of relatively high-order

Fourier components; this exacerbates the oscillatíon problem. SËi1l,

usable deconvoluted lineshapes have been obtained at all Pressures

studied.

Figures 4.1 and 4.2 shors typical results for Ehe )r tnd )), lirr."

respectively, aÊ a pressure of 4.4 aËm. In each figure the measured

spectrum (dots) is shown superimposed on the deconvoluted profile (1íne),

and the two are normalised to the same area. The resolution enhancement

is apparent: deconvolution raises the peaks by about L5% artd reduces the

lÍnewidths by about 0.2 "r-1. These deconvoluted spectra display some

oscillatÍon Ín the wings, especially in tn. t" example. Both exhibít a"3
pronounced asyÍrmetry, characteristíc aË low pressures, which results from

rotaËion-vibration interacËion. It is important to be able to resolve

Ëhis asymetry clearly, since íts disappearance at higher pressures is

an important confirmation of our indirect-dephasíng hypothesis.

4.2 Results of Linewídth Analysis

In Table 4.1 we present Ehe resolution-corrected linewidths

(FI^ITIM) of the individual spectra. These values were obtained by inspec-

tion of graphs of the deconvoluted sPectra. In instances rnrhere
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Frc. 4.7

sAMpLE DECONvoLUTToN oF \ lrNrsHaer

dots: measured D^ tirrestlape at 4,4 atm

solid line: deconvoluted líneshape
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FIG.4.2

SAMPLE DECONVOLUTION OF 

' 
LINESHAPE

3

dots: measured D= lineshape at 4.4 atm

solid line: deconvoluted lineshape
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TABLE 4"1

DECONVOLUTED Q-BRANCH Ln'¡EWTDTHS FOR N20 ÃT 294K

-1FI,IHM (cn t¡
Pressure

(atn) ))"
J

)),

1.3

4.4

11.

22.

35.

45.

46.

49.

.76

.73

.81

.80

.80

.77

70

.70

.73

.69

.77

.77

.89

.90

.92

1. 3s
1.13

L.56
L.45

1. 61
1. 68

L.70
1. 85

l. 9r
r. 91

2.00

tno
2.09
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noEiceable oscillat,ion appeared ín the deconvoluËion, it v¡as smooËhed

with French curves before the linewidth was read off the graph.

No atËempt has been made to assign "internal" error estÍmates

to Ëhe linewidËh values obtained for individual specËra, since the

statistical errors in the origínal d.ata prop agate through Ehe linev/idEh

determínation in a very complex way. InsËead, âîy error esËiuate must

be based on the spread among índividual results at a given pressure.

This is unforËunaËe, since our sample of línev¡idth results i-s rather

scanË for that purpose.
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CHAPTER 5

VIBRATIONAL R.ELAXATÏON

In Chapter 1 we surveyed the varíous sorts of líne-broadenÍng

ín very general t,erns, emphasizing the distincËion between homogeneous

and inhomogeneous broadenÍng. We shall now discuss parËicular vibra-

tional relaxat.ion mechanisns Lhat may cause broadening of one type or

the other. Our aín will be to identify the mechanísms that figure

promínently in our own experíments. Our method r¡i11 be a straightfor-

ward process of elimination. We sha11 try to cull as uany ProspecËive

mechanisms as possible on simple considerations before examining the

oËhers in greater physical detail. For t,he mechanísms that escape

outright eli-mination, r¡re shal1 try to give the general sense of how

they affecË the lÍneshapes. Detailed lineshape calculations, hor¡rever,

r,¿-i11 be postponed to Chapter 6: Ehe presenÉ chapcer r,rill be essentía11y

free of arithmetic.

The only inhomogeneous mechanísms we shall consider expliciÈly

are Doppler broadsning and rotation-vibration coupling. Our reason for

dismissing other inhomogeneous mechanÍsms is that qre are inËerested in

the gas phase, where molecular environments change freely and quickly.

Thís fluctuaËion in the hístory of the individual active molecule is a

more importanE determinant of lineshape than is the assortment of "frozen"

environments abouË the various molecul"".1 Our reason for not dismíssing

the two mechanisms just mentioned on the same grounds will be given

presenËly.

103
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Homogeneous broadening mechanisms may be sorted into two broad

categories:

(i) inelastic inËeractions, r¿hich, in the Present eontext, redis-

tribute energy from the vibrational mode in question among Ehe other

degrees of freedou ("energy decay" or "depopulatíon. processes) , and

(ii) quasi-elastj-c inËeractions, which cause random fluctuations

of vibratíonal phase w-ithout inducing changes in quanËum number of the

vibrat,ional mode in questíon (."dephasing" processes)

IE is processes of Lhe latter sort to which the tïeatmenË of $1.3 applies.

VIe shall argue from quite basic consideraËions that type (i) effects are

unÍmportant in our experr'ments. This was anÈicipated in $f.3, where it

was pointed out that our uodel precluded energy decay. Dephasing effects,

on the other hand, will turn ouË. Eo be quite imporËant. We shal1 postpone

our discussion of dephasing until inhomogeneous mechanisms have been

disposed of. For it v¡i1l be helpful to know whaË, if any, inhomogeneous

mechanisms are importanË, when we later consider "indirect" dephasing.

This is the sorË of dephasing mechanism contemplated in Çf.:, which

always has an inhomogeneous counterpart: Ehe same interaction (set of

bath states) gives rise to inhomogeneous broadening in the slow-, and

homogeneous dephasing ín the rapid-inodulation límÍt. Such an interaction

is easier to identify experinentally ín the inhomogeneous rágime, where

Ëhe lÍneshape is not, complÍcated by details of the modulation process.

Thus it is natural for us first to examine Ínhomogeneous mechanisms in

the light of experimental evidence, and only then to concern ourselves

wiËh Ehe corresponding indirecË-dephasing processes.
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5.1 Inhomogeneous Mechanisms

To begin, vre consider Ëhe inhomogeneous broadening due to Doppler

effect and rotaÈion-víbraËÍon (RV) couplíng. We have argued that, as a

ru1e, inhomogeneous mechanísms are ígnorable in gases. The argument

appealed to the rapid change of molecular environments in the gas phase,

"environment" being construed as that whÍch is beyond rhe maËeria1 boun-

dary of the molecule. This qualification of the environment is required

because gas-phase properties allow us to assert only t.hat variables

aEtached to different molecules are uncorrelated and relax freely and

independenËly of one another. Gas-phase propert,ies disclose nothing

abouË intramolecular behavíour, and do not rule out correlations among

various motíons of the same molecule, whÍch may persist long enough to

cause inhomogeneous líne=broadening. I^Ie make the present exceptions to

our general neglect of Ínhouogeneous effects because, for boËh Doppler

effect and RV couplíng, the perËurbation responsible for the broadening

actually aríses within the materíal boundary of the active molecule, and

need noË be susceptible to the rapid modulaËion undergone by intermole-

cular configuration variables. These two mechanisms are just the ones

|^

discussed in !1.1in connection vr-ith the arbitrariness of the parLitíon

be.Lr,¡een system and environment.

5.1.1 Doppler hroadening

The Doppler lÍnewÍdth in a light-scattering experlment is on

the order of (.v/c) I , where T is a tlrpical molecular speed and ))o is

the frequency of the incident 1Íght.2 In our experiments a typical

speed would be 4 x 104 crn/s and the incident (1aser) frequency was ^./

2 x LA4 "r-1. The resultant Doppler width should be -.03 cm-l, which
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is much less than our observed. liner¡idchs ( -1 cm-l) and therefore insig-

nificant.

5.L.2 Rotation-vibration (RV) coupling

A vibrational Q-branch spectrun of a free linear molecule com-

prises many discreE,e component 1ines, one for each value of the rotaËional

quåntuu number J. Specifically, for each J the corresponding líne is

shifted bv 0t-J(J+1) from the band origin, where CÇis the empirical''e s

rotatÍon-vibration (RV) inÈeraction constant (cf. Chapter 6).3 The

inÈensitíes of the various lines are proporLional to the Lhermal weights

of theír respecËive J-levels. fn fluids of moderate density, the dis-

crete componenÈ lines become broadened to the point where they overlap,

and the observed spectïum ís a smooËh envelope of the free-molecule

spectrua. ft is Lhen practical to treat the Q-branch as a single,

inhomogeneously-broadened vibratíonal transition rather Ëhan as a

multitude of independent transitíons, and to treat the rotatíonal

degrees of freedom âs an external bath. InIe choose thís approach because

Ëhe single-Exansition viewpoint j-s the only one admissible at higher

densities where Lhe díscrete lines undergo motional collapse, and thus

the only one allowing any contínuity of líneshape interpretation betr.reen

the cases of low and. high density. trle shal1 see in Ç0.f.5 that these

tv/o cases--acËually, the slow- and rapid-modulation limiËs--may indeed

be handled as opposite lirníts of a unÍfied líneshape formalism.

fn NrO at room temperature, the free-molecule Q-branch spectra

of modes !a and )a ha.re envelopes with widths rul 
"*-1, roughly r¡hat is

observed in our experiment.s. ì4oreover, Lhe detailed shapes of these

envelopes are in excellent agreement with the measured lineshapes at
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the lov¡est pressure (1.3 atrn) studied. Fig. 5.1 shows, f.or each of )),,

and l)_, the rotational envelope of the free-molecule specËrum, íts con-
5

volution with the measured slít function, and the measured lineshape

(prior Ëo deconvolution) aË 1.3 atm. Comparison between the tr,ro last-

mentioned curves leaves no doubt that the free-molecule t,heory, i.e.

inhomogeneous RV broadening, accounLs for the observed lineshapes near

RTP conditions.

It is another maËter at higher pressures. trdhereas the free-

rnolecule theory neglects densiLy-dependenE effecÉs altogeËher, the

measured lineshapes change markedly \,rith rising pressure. Although the

measured linewidths do not change gr¿atLy Ccf. Table 4.1), there is a

definíte, progressive symmetrisation of the profíles as pressure rises

(cf. ChapLer 6). fnhomogeneous RV broadening cannot. accounL for the

trend--indeed, for any trend--of change in Èhe li.neshape !üiLh rísing

pressure. 0n the other hand, sj-nce in our experirnents the measured

linewidth never becomes much greater than Ëhe inhomogeneous RV vridth

as pressure rises, we may surmÍse that the RV broadening is never

swamped by any homogeneous process that broadens the several rotat,ional

componerrË li-nes independenËly. We sha1l have more to say on this poínt
azin!5.3. iühat nay be happening ínstead is that the RV broadening itself

is changÍng in nature, from an inhouogeneous to a homogeneous mechanism,

as inEermolecular effects become more pronÍnent and rotaËional transi-

tions become appreciably frequent--or, in the parlance of Çf.:, as bath-

sËaËe modulation be,comes more. rapid. Ttr-is r¿ou1d be consistent v¡ith our

ohservation that the measured linerridth does not increase greatly r^rÍth

rÍsing pressure. For, as \¡re. argued in ft.4, Ëhe RV linewidth oughc never
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FIG. 5.1

COMPARISON BETI^IEEN MEASURED LOi^I-PRESSURE LINESHAPES

AND FREE-MOLECULE THEORY

(.a) )À

(b) ))3

dashed line: rotaEíonal envelope of free-molecule sPectrum

dot.Ëed line: convoluÈion of above with measured s1íË function

solid line: measured líneshape at 1.3 atm
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greatly to exceed its ínitial (inhonogeneous) value during the passage

from the slow- to the rapid-rnodulation rágine.

In summary: wê find evidence that RV coupling is of exclusive

importance at 1or,¡ pressure, and of continuing iraportance at higher

pressures.

5.1.3 Other sorts of inËramolecular couplíng

The tr¿o broadening neehanisms just considered--Doppler effect

and RV coupling--each rely on an Ínteraction between the vibrational

mode of interest, and some oLher degree of freedom--t,ranslational and

rotat,ional, respectively--of the same actj.ve molecule. To show thaË

these particular sorts of ÍnÈramolecular coupling T¡zere not singled out

aË random, we sha11 brÍefly consider the other internal degrees of free-

dom with which- the vibraËion of i,nterest rnight conceivably interact, and

sha1l índicate why they have no actual ímportance as sources of inhomo-

geneous broadening in our experiments.

The first possibility is eoupling wíth the electronic quantum

nunbers. Differences in electronic quanËun numbers produce such large

dj-splacemenÈs of vibraËj-ona1 frequencies thaË the contribuËions to the

vibrational spectrum from different elecËronic states are totally non-

overlapping: v/e may be sure thaË our measurements involve only a single

elecËronic state. fn any case, populatÍons of electronically excited

states are negligible in NrO at room temperature, and this alone l.rarrants

the dismissal of coupling wiËh electronic staËe as a broadenÍng mechanism.

The second possibiliËy is coupling of the vibrational frequency

of interest v¡ith other vibrational modes. This would turn up as a "hot-

band" structure superlmposed on the maín líneshape. There is indeed a
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hoË band of considerable intensity near each of the lines (the ), and )-4ó

fundamentals) studied in these experíments. This arises from the appre-

cÍable thermal population of the (0 1 0) vÍbrational level at room

temperature. These hot bands pose no practical problem, however, since

their Q-branches do not overlap those of the main bands at all, and

since their 0- and S-branches are too weak to matter, Eheir int.ensiËy

being disËributed over vríde spectral íntervals.

i^Iith this our survey has exhausted the ínËernal degrees of free-

dom of Ëhe molecule (.conceived as a system of point masses and charges),

and hence all prospective intramolecular coupling mechanisms that nighË

broaden tre vibrational Q-branches. Among t,hese mechanisms, only RV

coupling appears to be important.

5.2 llomogeneous Processes: Energy Decay

Here we shal1 tTy to assess the importance of energy decay as

a source of line-broadeni-ng. Energy decay may resulÈ either from spon-

taneous emission by the active molecule (thís causes "na¿ural" line-

broadening) or from interacËions wilh neighbouring molecules.

5.2.L Natural 1íne-broadening

We uray estimaËe the natural línewidth from an order-of-rnagnitude

calculaËion of the Einsteín coefficíent A^ofot a hypothetical vibra-

Ëional transition. As is well knor,m,4

and

À - gî'h . 13 B4ohro T'
D -gÎf,=tO \zÞro = æ I Klol ,

where ! is the transiÈion frequency, ana R^O Ëhe transition dipole moment,
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beËween states 0 and 1. For an elect,ronic üransitiorr, R^o is on the

order of the electronic charge times a characteristíc molecular dístance:

Ehís works out at 10-18 - 10-17 esu-cm. For vj-brational transitions,

which involve less electronic rearrangement, thj-s value is reduced l0-

to 100-fo1d. For a vibrational frequericy ^.,103 "r-1, a radiaËive life-

time T = Arl ^, l0-9 s results. The corïesponding natural linewidËh Àt

follor¡s from the uncertainty prínciple: expressed in terms of inverse

wavelengËh, this is

-À
\)) = (rfct)'^,lo-3 "*-1

for the contemplated lífetime T^' lO-9 s. This linewidth is utterly

negligible in relation Lo the widths (-1 
"r-1¡ observed in our experi-

menËs. So natural líne-broadening is of no corlsequence here.

5.2.2 Collision-induced energy relaxaËion--
V-T and V-V processes

I^Ie nor^r consider the line-broadenÍng effecË of energy decay

rnediated by interactions beËween molecules. IE is r,¡e11 knovm that mole-

cular collisÍons can cause vibraËiona1 transitions.4 By an elemenËary

resulË of time-dependenÈ perturbation theory,5 ,h" likelihood of a transi-

Lion n-+m is expressible in terms of the corresponding matríx element of

the time-dependenË inËeraction potential:

,_z I ((D rr LN^r.t\ ,2
þ ]=-t\ dt L,r,r, r(^iÐ\ ,Fn**- n I J_*

where {..,J*- is the Bohr frequency of the transition. If the perturbation
mn

V (t) arises from a collisíon process, it rvi11 be confined to the Eime
mn

interval during which the collision partners renain \"liËhin roughly a

molecular distance of each other. For a significaflL transiÈion
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probabilíty Eo result, this tíme--during which r¡re assume Vmn(t) to be

smoothly-varying--should not be long in comparison to [,fi Otherwise
rnn

the behaviour of the integrand will be douÍnated by the oscillatory

exponential faeËor, and the íntegral will subsËantia11y cancel out. tr^Ie

may estimaËe the collislon duration by dividing a typical molecular

diameter (-5 x l0-B cn) by a typÍcaI molecular velocity (^r5 x 104 cm/s
7 -1 )at 300 K)'; the result is n¡10-'" s. On the other hand, for a typícal

vibrational transitÍon frequency )r, - to3 "*-l we have 
";þ 

lo-14 =.

EvÍdenËly the prospecËs for collision-induced energy decay are lÍkelíest

aÈ relative.ly low vibrational frequencies. In fact, collision efficíencies

on Ëhe order of t0-1 are realised for the lowest vibrational freqrr.rr.i.s.4

lie sha1l use this value of co11ísion efficiency t,o estimate the

line-broadening effect of col1ísÍon-Índuced energy decay. In a gas at

STP, the Ëime betr^¡een collisions is typically - 1O-9 s. A collísion

efficíency of 10-1 irnplies that an excj.Ëed molecule endures on average

l0 collisions before decaying. I^Ie Eherefore anticípate a vibrational

lífetime T- 10-8 s and a resultant linewidth, in i.nverse wavelength, of

-l
A,) = ('rfcl) ^" lo-3 "'-1.

ThÍs is again neglígible in relatíon Eo our observed liner,zídths, noË-

r¿iLhstanding an exËremely generous estimate of the collisÍon efficiency.

Unlike the naËural liner¡idth, however, the collisional linewidth

depends on pressure and temperature. The binary-collision frequency is

proportional to densJ.ty at fixed temperature. Thus, at fixed temperature,

Ëhe collísion-lirnited vibrational lífetine varies inversely w-ith density,

and the collisÍonal linewidth- directly. Raising density to the highest

value (-".,,80 anagaË) realised in our experiÌnents only increases \) to ^,
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-, -]4 x LO-'cm-'. This verges on significance, buL (in vier'¡ of our high

estimate of collision efficiency) represents only an upper bound on the

actual collisional linewidth, and in any case obviously does noË dominate

our experimental linewídths.

Upon passage to liquid densitíes, natÈers raay be altogether dif'-

ferent. Roughly a tO3-fold inerease in density is then realised wiËh

respect to STP gas condÍ-tions. From the foregoing consideration", A)

rnigh¡ be expected to increase Lo ryl 
"t-1, whích in the Present context

would indeed be sígnificant. Moreover, Lhis extrapolation from gas

conditj.ons underestimates the actual increase in collision frequency

upon liquefaction, because as liquid density is approached the free

volume per molecule dirniníshes much fast,er than density increases, on

account of th-e finite volume of the molecules t.hemselves. So collision-

induced energy decay may figure promÍnently in the vibrational spectra

of liquids.

Our discussion thus far applies to decay processes in which the

lost vibrational eneïgy is dissipated as translaEíona1 kineLic energy

(V-T energy transfer). This restricËion was implicit when we assumed

that V (t) varies smoothly ín time during the collision. This smooth
nn

behaviour presupposes thaË processes faster than translation8 do not

modulaËe the inÈeraction potenËiaI signíficantly, and therefore do not

participate in the energy exchange.

Actually, however, there. is a possíbility of vibration-to-

vibration (V-V) energy transfer, wh;ich. r^7as not allov¡ed for in the

preceding discussion. IIere the. quantum lost from the vibrational level

undergoing decay is largely re-absorbed through excíËation of a nearby
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level of the perturber mo1ecu1e. The transition probability for a V-V

process involves a product of Ër,¡o vibraËional matrix elements and is of

second order on Ëhat, account. Sti1l, for rrear-resonance transi.tions,

in which the two vibrational energy changes nearly cancel, this disad-

vantage may be sw.âmped by Ehe counËervaí1ing effect of a smal1 energy

denominaËor. This is nost apt to happen in large molecules, since the

number of possible decay schemes, and so also the chance of finding one

that fulfÍls the near-resonance condítion, increases with the number of

vibrational modes. Further, V-V processes Eend to have their greatest

relaËíve importance in the relaxaËion of higher-frequency modes, which

are Ëhe least likely to be deactivated by direct V-T exchange.

In the present. work, r¿e deal with a small molecule (NZO) having

-1only three fundamental vibraLíon frequencies (589, 1285 and 2223 cm -) ,

none of wh-ich is especially near ariy overtone or combínation of the

oËhers. Thus there is no near-resonance decay scheme for either the

(f 0 0) or the (O 0 f) 1eve1, and V-V processes are unlikely to figure

in the relaxation of the I ot tn. )= fundamenLal vibrations.

In sunnnary: wê doubË whet.her energy decay causes significant

line-broadening in our experíments. trüe have found the natural líne-

widËh due Eo spontaneous emissÍon to be neglÍgible. Nor does either

of the recognised channels (V-T and V-V)- for collision-indueed energy

decay seem likely to affect the. vihraËional lÍnewidths appreciably.

Among homogeneous broadening mechanÍsms, therefore, ü/e are lefÈ ¡v:ith

only those of the dephasing Eype to consíder.

5.3 llomogeneous Processes: Dephasing.

Generalising from our remarks in !S.f .2 about RV coupling, \,re
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note that any coupling mechanism effectÍve in producing inhomogeneous

broadenj-ng ís potentíal1y also a source of homogeneous broadening as the

bath-state modulation accelerates. The converse is noE true, hoqrever:

there are ín fact homogeneous mechanísms, notably a1l sorts of energy

relaxaEion, that have no inhomogeneous counterparts. Even among dephas-

ing mechanisms alone, there is a class thaË have no inhomogeneous coun-

terparts, aË least not any that manifest themselves in gas-phase

experiments. (This is what r¿e shall presenËly characËerise as "direct"

dephasing.) So we must take care not to restrict consideration to the

dephasing mediated by RV coupling, even though that rsas the only mech-

anism that proved to cause significant inhomogeneous broadening.

t\In !1.1 we poínted out the convenience of treating any variable

thaË perturbs the vibratíonal resonance frequency--whether attached t.o

the acLíve molecule or Lo its surroundíngs--as part of an external bath.

This perrnit.s one to use the same lineshape formalism, irrespectively of

the source of perturbation. l,Ie shall adhere to this approach in

Chapter 6, where the roLat.íonal state lqi1l be ampuÈated from the active

molecule and treaËed as a bath staËe. For present PurPoses, however, it

is useful to suppress our zeal for unJ-tary lineshape formalisrns and

divide the bath varíabIes into tr¡ro classes:

(i) those internal to Ehe active molecule, which affect the system

resonance frequency through ÍnËramolecular coupling like that described

in {s.2, and

(ii) those involvíng the disposition or motion of other

molecules, and affecting Ëhe resonance frequency through

coupling.

(per turber )

intermolecular
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The distincËion is useful because of the different time scales on which

Lhese two sorËs of variable relax in gases, Class (.ii) vari.ables exert

a perturbing effect on the resonance frequeney only duríng collisions,

and can have at mosË a homogeneous, dephasing effeeË. It was such

variables r,¡e had in ¡nind when, in the ehapter introduct,ion, we claimed

that fluct.uations occur too fast in the gas state to al1ov¡ inhomogeneous

broadening. Class (i) variables, on the other hand, conEinue to perËurb

the vibration between collisions, whíle the molecule is essentially free

and tb-eir values remai.n constant. Even in the absence of collisions

these varÍables will have an inhomogeneous broadeníng effect. Collisions

remaín iurportant. insofar as they cause these variables t,o relax. BuË

this now occurs r,¡iËh a characteristic tÍme on Ehe order of the time

between collisions rather than of the collision duration. Thus class (i)

variables nay give rise to eíther dephasíng or inhomogeneous broadening

in Ëhe gas phase, accordingly to Ëhe. time of free flighË between colli-

sions.

We recognise, then, Ewo sources of dephasi.ng: intramolecular

perËurbation of the vibratíon by class (i) varíables, and intermolecular

couplíng wíth e1ass. (_Íi) variables. In either case, class (ii) variables

are responsible at least for modulating (lmparting tÍne dependence to)

Ëhe perturbation, if not for the perturbation itself . tr^Ie nov¡ draw a

distincËion accordíng Èo the extent of the râle played by class (ií)

variables. hrhere these cause both the perturbat.ion and íts modulation,

we speak of "directn dephasing: here the resonance frequency at any

moment ís determined by the instanËaneous staËus of t.hese variables.

On the oËher hand, where the ròle of class (ii) variables is onl-¿ to
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modulaLe the perturbat,ion, which is exerted in the first instance by

class (i) variables, we speak of "indirecË" dephasing. The term connotes

the indÍrect dependence of the resonance frequeney on the intermolecular

variables: it is determined noÈ by their instantaneous status, but by

their cumulaËive history, and then only ín a statisËical sense.

I^Ie sha1l conclude w-iÈh a s.emiquantÍtative discussion of direct

dephasing and its signÍfÍcance in our experimenËs. Indirect. dephasing

will be given its fu1l due in the following ehapter.

5.3.1 Direct dephasing

To maÍnËain that the dephasing ís purely direct, we should have

to assume eít.her that RV coupling ís negligible (.ivhich, as r¡re saw in

ÇS.f.Z, it is not) or Ëhat Totatíonally ínelastic collisions are ínfre-

quent. fn the laËter case, RV coupling stÍ1l causes inhomogeneous

broadening. This we may easíly t,ake in our stride, however. The com-

posiËe lineshape resulting from simultaneous inhomogeneous RV broadening

and direct dephasing should be just a convolution of the hypothetícal

profiles resulting from each nechanism acting a1one. This is because

the differenË regions of the inhomogeneous RV profile should be broadened

independently of one another by the direct dephasing: they are associated

!üith separaËe groups of molecules, so that Ehere is no question of quantum-

mechanical int,erference among them. Their lighL scaËËering should be

addítÍve. Thus the composite profile should be realised by replacing

each sharp J-componenË ín the RV profile with a corresponding direct-

dephasing profile of the sarne int.ensity and centred at t.he same frequency,

and by superposing the 1ot. of them. This amounts to convolving the RV

and direct-dephasing profiles. Quite generally, when an inhomogeneous
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and a homogeneous broadening rnechanism operate simultaneously Ehe com-

posite lineshape should be the convoluËion of the separate profiles.

Let us investigate whether our experimental lineshapes might be

accounted for in this fashion. This wouLd have Ëo be reconciled $,:iLh

our finding (cf. Chapter 6) that the measured Q-branches become increas-

ingly synmetric with rising pressure. We should have Èo conjecture some

form of pressure dependence for the direcË-dephasing profile that squared

wíEh this trend. Novr, the dephasíng profile could signi-ficantly affect

the overall lineshape only by attainíng a r.¡idth at least comparable to

that of the sker,¡ed RV (lovr-pressure) profíle. This is because the con-

voluËion of a broad profile with a narrol,r one essenËía1ly just reproduces

¡he broad one. Since widths are roughly additive under convolution, the

overall lÍnewidth lvould have to reach nearly tv¡ice íts low-pressure value

before synmetrisation would become noticeable. Thj-s does not happen.

The widths change only slightly as pressure rises, while almost complete

symrnetrisation occurs. So the ansatz of exclusively direct dephasing ís

inconsistent v¡ith our high-pressure experinental results. The dephasj-ng

Èhat seLs in as pressure rÍse.s is evidently at least partially indirect.

Thus the RV mechanÍsm uust change Ín nature from inhomogeneous to homo-

geneous as pressure rises.

I^Ie do not intend to argue that dÍrect dephasing plays no part

at all in our lineshapes; on the contrary, we find evidence Ccf. Chapter 6)

that iË dominates the linewidths at the highest pressuTe (49 atn) studied.

Nor do we intend Eo give a quantitative treatment of the lineshape problem

for simulËaneous direcË and indirect, dephasing. trIe have found it possible

to develop a lineshape formalisur taking accounÈ of boËh; but actual
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application involves evaluating a Dyson series of inËegrals of time-

ordered products of matrix operat.ors--an eloquent argument for letting

sleeping dogs lie. trrlhat røe can do, hor¿ever, is to estimate the line-

broadening effect of'direct. dephasing acting alone, and to assume that,

thís does not differ greatly from the incremental effect it has acting

together with indirect dephasing.

Let us sketch the way this effect was estimated in the present

work. The results r,rere inconclusive, and so Ëhe calculations will not

be reproduced in detail. Designating the lower and upper staËes of the

vibrational transition as lO)."¿ [,\) , and the inËermolecular potenËial

as V, we have for the perEurbation of vibraËíonal resonance frequency

We expand

\ r^¡ = h-^ ((¡ IVì ,r> - (ol v I o>) .

V in the relevant vibraËional coördínate Q about Q = 0:

= v(0) + v'(0)'Q * ...,
so thaË

h rr¡ x ( ,r I v (o)' e\ À) - (o\V'(o) 'Q To)

= V'(o) ((À\ QT,\)-(ola,\o)) .

Ilere vre assume:

(i) the Classical Path Approxímation, wherein perturber molecules

follow classical trajectories independent of the state of or changes in

Lhe active molecule, so t.hat the vibratíonal sysËem undergoes a "pre-

described" perturbaËion, ¡¿hich can be specified as a function of time

before solving Ehe system behaviour--i.e. lre neglect the "back-reaction"

of the acËive molecule on the perturber;

(ii) V(Q) is aE all times closely línear in Q over the range of Q withín

which the wave functions for \O) ""¿ I À) "t. non-negligible; and
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(iii) although (" I q I ") vanishes for id.eal SHO wave functions l") ,

the f irst-order (in Q) term of V makes Ehe dominant contribution Ë,o À \,J

f.ox actual anharmonic wave functions.

The matrÍx elements (" I q I ") may be calculated from the known

anharmonic force consÈants of the actÍve molecule, properties of Sl10 wave

functions, and elementary stationary-state perturbati.on theory. In this

work, estimaEes of Vt (0) were made for various sorts of long-range türo-

body intermolecular coupling: dipole-dipole (p-p), dipole-quadrupole

þ-0), quadrupole-quadrupole f 0-Ol, and d.ispersion. Each int,eraction

was tïeaËed separately. Now, Vtlq¡ for any mult.ipolar interacËion is

the product of the desígnated perturber Eonent, the Q-derivative of the

designated moment of the acEive molecule, and a geomeËric factor. Cal-

culation of the Q-derivatives of the molecular moments vras attempted by

whaÈever means could be dredged up for the occasíon. In descendíng order

of respectabiliËy, these r.^/ere as fo11or,¡s:

(i) Values of dp/dQ were obtained from ab initio calculations reporËed

in the literaËure, and checked against experimental daËa for infrared

intensiËies, wíth which they are in reasonable agreement.

(ii) Esrimates of d0/dQ were considerably harder to obtain and less

reliable. The equilibri,un (Q = 0) value of @ is itself rather inacces-

si.bIe experÍmentally, still more the Q-derívatíves. ife estímated dO/dQ

by comparing publíshed experimental values for the equilibriuu quadrupole

moments of tr.ro isotopic variants of the NrO rnolecule. The differerlce

betr,reen them vras attributed to the change in nuclear geometry thaÈ results

from a change in inertial properties (due to isotopic substitution) if the

internuclear potential (which does not change) is anharmonic. To get
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¿0¡¿q, r¡/e essentially divided the observed change (upon isoËopíc substi-

tution) in @ Uy the calculated change in bond length. The calculations

r,¡ere of epic length buË straíghtforward. Unfortunately, the difference

between Ehe tr.¡o equilíbri,* 0 -values \.las not signif icant r.rithin Ëhe

experímental errors, and the calculation furnished aË most an upper bound

o" \¿@/da\. I,Ie have chosen noË to rely on thj.s result. No ab initj-o

calculaËion of ¿@¡¿q ís avaÍ1ab1e for NrO at the present time, however.

I^Ie have t.herefore borrowed an order-of-magnitude result. from ab initio

calculations on CS, and N' the only molecules for whích we have been

able co find such calculations reported in the literature. The ab initio

results for these two molecules differ by a facËor of 20, whÍch hardly

shores up eonfidence in the suit,ability of "borrowed" values of ¿@¡aq.

These results are much closer together, however, Ehan is either to the

upper bound obtained by the prevíous method--the latLer ís v 103 times

greater.

Gii) Fina11y, in resignation, we estimated the Q-derivaËive of t,he

dispersion coeffícienL CU by dividing its equilibrium value by a charac-

teristíc molecular length, ,ramely d.

All this served to provide aË least rough-hernrn values for the

strengÈhs of the varÍous inËermolecular interacÈions. Once an esËimate

was thereby found for the frequency perturbatÍon Adas a function of

intermolecular disËance R (orientational dependence r,ras ignored, in view

of the inexacËÍLude of all other phases of the calculatíons), it was

íntegrated over a collision trajectory t,o determine Ehe phase drif Ê"!'tfbl

that accumulates during a co11Ísion wíth impact pararneter b:

1(Ð = \ + À0(R) - 2 (*r- R.lr¡(R)
v )uoK TR.F
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where ds is a path-length element, and r¿here the relative motion is

assumed to be ïr, . "tt"íghË line at constanÈ (mean thermal) velocity 1.

The integral was soluble in closed form for any of the ínt.eractions

under consideration. (A\i(R) was always an inverse por.üer of R.) This

enabled us Eo solve algebraically for a cri-i-ícal value of b smal1 enough

Ëo produee a phase drift of one radian, that is to effect dephasl-ng.

The calculation of criËical impacË Parameter was performed

separately Lor each of the above-mentioned interactions. The fact that

this critical value turned out much larger (.-68 for Ð,; -58 for D-)- t\' 5'

for one interactíon ( @" dp/¿Q) than for any of the others, rrarïants

our having taken thís particular value as the actual critical diameËer,

even though it was calculated on the assumption that this partícular

interacËion acted alone: Ehe other interactions are evidently qui-te

r¿eak at this diameter, so that the assumpÈíon was virtually true after

all.

ElemenLary kinetic Ëheory r,7as next applied to work out a "mean

- .,.îfree path" '1. beÈween dephasing collisions (i.e. collisíons within the'"c
crítical diameCer). The coherence time (for vibrational phase) was

then esrimared "s t. = t rU. Fina11y, the corresponding linewídth (in

reciprocal wavelength) À!= ({ff,^C)-1 tt" calculated. For a critícal
c

dephasing diameter of 53., we obLained a line\,7-idth -0.2 cm-l (FI^ÌIM) at

1.3 amagat., too much to pass unnoticed if added Ëo our observed low-

pïessure linewidËhs; and -10. "*-l 
(r*tÌIvt)--clearly much larger than

the measured widths--at our highest experimental density (82 amagat).

These results are someülhat distressing, since the @x dp/dQ

interaction is one for which Ëhe molecular moment estimates should have
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been quite reliable. The probable explanation is that \de systematically

overestjmated the dephasing effect by taking the orientational maxímum

of À\ìaË every poinr on the collision trajectory over which we integrated

Eo find the phase drift. I^/ith such inattenÈion Lo the distribution of

iniEial orientaËions and the change of relat.ive orientation during the

collision, we eould expect our calculat,íon to give aË besE an upper-bound

esËimate of the broadening effect. In view of Èhe apparent supremacy of

a single interactio" ( @ x dp/dQ) over rival forms of coupling--this

removes Ëhe cornplication of havíng to treat several mechanisms simul-

taneously--, it might be feasible to carry out more detaíled calculations

taking orienËation-dependence ínto account.

An alternaËive \,¡ay to reconcile our large calculated direct-

dephasing linenrÍdth with. our measurements is to conj ecture t.hat the

liner¿idth contribuËions from direct and indirecL dephasing become

exËremely non-addíËive once. the RV mechanism becomes homogeneous. trle

demur aË Ehis inËuiËÍvely. It fails to explain our success (cf.

Chapter 6)_ in predicting lineshapes over a broad range of density

despite total neglect of direct dephasing. IE would seem safer to

assume that, where direct dephasing is not in evidenee, ít sirnply is

not there, raLher than to assume that its potential effect is somehow

suppressed hy interference from the indirect-dephasíng process--

apparently, wê might add, wiËhout reciprocal interference.

5.4 Summary

Any homogeneous broadening in our measurements arises from

dephasing! since. energy relaxaËion is negligible. Any ínhomogeneous

broadening, on Ëhe oËher hand, musË arise from inÈranolecular coupling
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mechanisms, since intermolecular mechanisms are inherently homogeneous

in the gas phase. Among the various molecular degrees of freedom wíth

which the first kínd of coupling is conceivable, the electronic and the

vibrational nay be discount,ed on elementary grounds as sources of

broadening. This leaves the translational and rotational degrees of

freedom. The former produce Doppler broadening, whích upon calculat,ion

proves negligibte. Coupling wiËh the roËational state (RV coupling),

on the other hand, turris ouË to be significant, and in its inhomogeneous

form appears to domínate the experimenËa1 lineshapes at low pressure.

The ¡nechani-sms that have continued thus far Ëo T¡iithstand scrutiny

are ínhomogeneous RV broadening, and homogeneous broadeníng due to de-

phasíng in general. tr^ie must surmise that dephasíng occurs, at leasË at

high pressures, to accounË for Ehe change--any change--of the observed

lineshapes with pressure. Dephasing ruay be "direct" or "indirecE." If

iÈ were purely direcË, the lineshape would be a convolution of the

direct-dephasing profile" with the inhornogeneous RV profile. But the

evÍdence indicates othen¿ise. Therefore lre surmise that the dephasing

is at least partly indirect. The only possibility here is the indírect

dephasÍ.ng rnediated by RV coupling. If direct dephasing is negligíble,

then RV coupling is at the. root of all the broadeni.ng, homogeneous or

inhomogeneous. This Ís úre mos't attractíve hypothesís. The mosË general

hypothesis we need consÍder is thaË of símulËaneous RV coupling and

direct dephasing.
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CHAPTER 6

INDIRECT DEPHASING

fn the preceding chapËer we argued that indirect dephasing,

medíated by RV couplÍng, is implicated in our Q-branch lineshapes.

It is sti1l uncertain whether Ëhere is any direct-dephasing mechanism

involved as wel1. It is simpler È,o assume that there is not. Accord-

ing1y, this chapter will be devoted to the hypothesis Ëhat RV coupling

alone is responsÍble for the observed lineshapes. We sha1l begin in

ç6.1 with a rat,her lengthy mathematical derivation of the appropriate

lÍneshape formalÍsm. The resulLs of that section rvi1l be of a general

nature, and inadequate by themselves to yield quanËitaËive lineshape

predictions for the NrO Q-branches. To that end, we shall have al.so

to specify a scheme of transiËion rates between rotational sËates.

These vril1 be predicted from a simple physical model, which vri11 be

a
discussed in 3 6.2. To lend plausibility to the formalism itself--as

distincÈ frou t.he physical model used to generate the EransiËion

scheme--, we shall apply it in Ç U., to a simpler case than our ovm,

one in ¡vhích th.e lineshapes may be predicted from the formalism a1one,

wiEhout ambiguíÈy due to different possible choÍces of transition

scheue. This sirnple case is the vibration of the I{D molecule aÈ

lÍquid-nitrogeri tenperature. Here., only two rotational levels have

significant populaËions, and the relative transition rates between

Èhem are de.termined by the requirement that thermal equilibrium be

L2B



preserved. Finally, ín Ç U.O, the formalism will

junctíon with the transition scheme developed in

of our measured NrO lineshapes.

be applied,

\u.r, ro Ëhe

L29

in con-

analysis

6"1 Lineshape Formalism for Markovían Modulation

6.1. 1 Concepts

i^Ie begin by introducing the concepts and vocabulary of the

lineshape analysis to fo11ow.

The "system"--a single vibraËional normal mode, absËracted

frora the other molecular degrees of freedom--víbrates with eigenfre-

quencíes thaÊ are randomly nodulaËed by interaction wiÈh an exËernal

t'bath." The bath is, in an abstract sense, the environment in which

the vibraËion occurs. lË need not be external to E,he vibratíng mole-

cule in the maEería1 sense. Here, in fact, Ëhe "baËh state" is assumed

Ëo depend only on Ëhe rotational quantum number J of the vibraÊing

molecule ÍtseIf. By thís we mean thaË there is no significant coupling

of th.e vibrational frequencies to any oÈher external quanËum number

besides J. The ÍnËeraction between system and bath is assumed adiabatic:

changes in internal quanturn number--that is, in quantum number of the

vibratÍonal mode we are studying--are ruled out. This presumes that

energy relaxation of this mode is negligible.

The. process of hath:-staËe modulation is envisaged as fo11ows.

I¡ühen the active molecule collides physíca11y with another (perturber)

mo1ecu1e, iE undergoes a rotational Eransitíon. Its vibrational transi-

Lion frequencies change as a secondary result, because of the J-

dependence. of vibratÍona1 frequency, EhaL is, because of RV interaction.

Neither the. t.imes of occurrence nor the ouÈcomes of the collisions can
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be predicted othen¡-ise. than sËatistica11y. The Eine development of the

bath state is accordÍngly treated as a sËocháétic process, since our

knowledge is inadequaLe to support any higher level of description.

Rather than try Ëo predict the exacE ouEcone of a collision, \"re recog-

nise that there is a certain probabilfty of any ouËcome (resulÈant

J-level-)_ for any given hísËory prior Lo the collision. I^Ie sha1l assume

thaË the scheme of such probabilities Ís Markovían. That is, the probabil--

ities of various outcomes depend at mosE on the J-state just before

ehe collísion, and noË on any antecederit hístory.

FÍna1ly, vre examine the. irnplÍcations of assuming that there is

no direct dephasing during collisions, and that RV coupling accounts

for all the dephas.ing. In our idealised tTeaËment., collisions are

assumed instantaneous, and the. molecule is assumed to vibrate as though

it were free throughout the. interval marked off by two collisions. The

only way to accoûmodate direct dephasing wiËhin this Ëreatment is to

1et the vibraËional phase. be dÍsconLinuous at Ínstants of collision.

ResËricting our compass Ëo indirect dephasing, though, r¿e ínsi-st that

the phase reslrme jusË aft.er.a collÍsion with- the same value it had just

before.; ËhÍs precludes any direct. dephasíng, Actually, of course,

collisions have finite duraËÍon. This should rnake líttle difference,

however, prov-ided that.: (-l) successive. collÍsions seldom overlap ín
1Ëime,- so Ehat their effects are usually independent; and (2) our

experimenË probes Ëhe. dephasing on a sufficienË1y coarse-grained t,ime

scale that de.ÈaÍls of the. collision process do not show up.2 Then we

may treaË collisions as insÈantaneous for practical purposes.,
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6.L.2 The relaxation function

tr^Ie now begin our maËhematical treatmenË. Apart from the parti-

cular derívations employed here, the material presented in the reuainder

of 9 0.f is unorigínal and norf-coritroversial. It is rnainly directed aË

establishing formula (6.L4), which we shal1 at length use to generate

ÈheoreËícal lineshapes. Details of interpretation are all contained

in later sectíons. Thus, if nothing more is carried forward from Ëhe

I
remaínder of ì 6.1 Ëhan the formula (6.L4) and the definj.tions of its

constituent terms, understandíng of the followíng sections v¡il1 not be

seriously ímpaired.

Our start,ing point is

(2.4

Our objective is to find the autocorrelatíon (q(olq(t)) from Ëhe con-

sideraÈÍons in the preceding section.

As in Chapter 1, we write q(t) in terms of the analyËical signal:

1,..f") o !:ùt t'"t(1(o) q(t)>

i (i¡"t +rl(t)qft)= R"{A"tu"*? )l

Itere A is a real consÈant, and 0 i" rtt initial phase selected so that

Tt(Ol nay be set equal to zero without loss of generality. The random

phase drift Yl(t) a"f."s account of the modulatíon of the resonance fre-

quency about the mean value [JJo. The partícular modulation scheme is

ímrat,eríal for the tíme being; only later sha11 we specialise to

Markovian modulation.

To place Lhis in the physical framework of the preceding section,

\^/e note ËhaÊ the constancy of A implies that the oscillation does not
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decay, which is consisLent. r¡ríth the neglect of energy relaxaËion as a

determj-nant of líneshape. In the same connect,ion, T¡re note that by

assuming ({(t))= O for all t, v/e ensure that the ensemble average

resonance frequency

( * C,¡"! +Tt(t)) = Do * * (t(t))
remains const,ant in time at the value (¡Ò.

i,Ie now examine the auËocorrelation implied by (6.1). tr^Ie have

( {o) q(t)> = Ñ( R" ì iu i.R"l .'n .*t u(r$+rl(t)) l>

cc (ex? L (\¡"t +\tt)) + c.c.) +

+ ( Jtoex? L (,¡.t +t(t)) + c.c.>.

If the iniËial phase O í" r.rrr"orrelated *afr Î(t), and Ís random in it,s

or"m right, then

(Jtn.*p i(u}+rltt))) =(u"")G-piGJ,nvt(tl) = o ,

whence ({o) t(tù cc (exp L(u"t+t(t)) + c.c.)
tt¡$ / ir¡(t) \= \ø- - ,ì + C.C.

Thus the autocorrelatíon of q is cast in a form that clearly exhibits

its dependence on phase relaxatíon.

The lineshape problem can now be reduced fo finding the

ttrelaxation f uncËiontt

ø(t) = 4uutltt)¡



for rvhatever modulatíon scheme applies. In terms of. Ø, the líneshape

formula (2.4' ') ,"

¡c'l) 
tt"t(ot*ñøtt) + c.c.)[,=ot'ut) cc \_*dt

Lerrins S{(t¡) denore rhe Fourier rransform !}rrtt(t) or a runcrion

f(t), and noting the following general properties of Fourier transforms:

3(u,"ot ÇXu) = S+( \,J -il.)
and

S(+o)(o) = (G+)"(-u,) 
,

rve obËain

l,rotr,t) cr 1ø(u-u") n (Sø)"(-" - uJ. (6.3)

wíll be expedient to express thís result in terms of half-

ranse rransrorms" Lerrins t$c"l denore 5l+tð"t+(t) and q+,"1
'çoo

denoËe )o"". , we obviously have

I,.Sd cc î-d ( D - uo) + qø (\i - uo) + (â. ø)"C tr - Ð) + (+.øfe,u - \ÐJ

To elininate the â a.t*", \^/e nor,ü assert thaË
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(6"4)

(0. ¡')

Ø( t) = fitc{L) 
"

which rvill be verífied in the next section. This iurplies

$-ó (t^r-r,l) -= (qrø)o( u -uJ
(î-ó)?^r- ÐJ : qø(-,r-uJ "

Thus, in terms rf $* transforms alone,

lno(ù c( Re 1løt,¡-uo) +$*øCrr-D.)f .

So far, our result is merely formal. It stands Índependently
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of Ëhe physícs of the modulation process, which remain to be specified

before a quantiËaLive result can be reached. Even So, on at leasÈ one

point,, our result may be questioned on purely physical grounds. We

shal1 deal with this point in the following section, and shall verify

(6.4) in Ehe process.

6. f.3 Stationarity

Any actual physical system must satÍsfy the principle of sta-

tionarity, namely, thaË no choice of time origin is special. One

Írnurediat,e consequence Ín the presenË case is EhaL the auÈocorrelation

(q(o)qCt)) must be an even function of tibe t. Since the behaviour

vre have Ëhus far aËtributed to q(.t) has been contríved Eo suit our

maËhemat,Ícal convenience as much. as derived from empírica1 considera-

tÍons, we ought not t,o take its physical self-consistency for granted.

Thus we ought to check ¡,zheËher staËionaríËy is implícit in the assump-

Ëíons we have ai-:eady made., or must ba appended to Éhem. (tde discount

the horrifi-c possibility thaË they are conËradÍctory. )

ft turns out that sËatÍonarity is not implicit in our earlier

assumptions. InIe can readily discover a corollary of stat.ionarity that

cannot be deríved from Ehose assumptions. To demonstraËe thís, we

consider

"Yl(t) = dt'( u(t') - tn") . (L.2)

the perturbedfi"t" (,J(t') t" the ínsËantaneous resonance frequency of

oscillator. In símilar form,

(*
Jq

- !iùt'(r¡(t') - t¡.) .rict) = \"t¿t'(r¡(t')-uo) =
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ct (o
Now, the integrals \¡ . . and \' ' ' differ in form only by equal displace-rô /_t

ments of the upper and lower tj-me linits. Moreover, stationarity of the

stochastj.c process LJtr') implies that such a Èime shift d.oes noË affect

the statistical distríbutíon of the value of the integral. Expressing

equality in distribution of Ewo random variables by å, r" h"rr.

?L(-t) 4 ntÐ ,

r¡hence -iltÇt) À ^tÏ(t)z =Q,

and (¿inctl) = (utG') 
.

sínce { is rea1, this becomes

/ -t1t(-t)\x / Lt(t) \
\ø 

.^-'/ = \¿ /

ø 
*Ct) = ø(t) .

Thrs, incidentally, is the resulE $.A), which we anticipated in the

last sect.ion. Having seen that, (É.4) follows from stationarity, vre rlor¡I

show that our prevÍous assumptíons of staËistical nature could be

fulfilled without satisfying (6.4). We had assumed. that initial phase 0

is random. This squares wiÈh statíonarity, provided that the phase

renains random at every subsequent time as we11. The latËer is assured3

by our second assumpËion, that the hisËory "f 1(t) ís uncorrelated

with 0 A randon (uniform) dístribuËion of 0 is in fact the only

phase distribution that will remain constant in Ëime (as required by

srarionariry) for non-Èrivial distributions of ?t(tl , if Ï.(t) and O

are independent. This is reassuring aL first blush; it vaguely suggests

that our assumptions r¡rere the minÍmal ones required for stationariËy to
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ho1d. They turn out not to be sLrong enough, hor¿ever. The second

assumption is tenable even for read.ily imaginable distributions of ?ì(t)

ín which tíme symmetry is perversely lacking. One need only take 7t(t)

to be identical for all oscillators ín the ensemble--this guarantees its

índependence of 9; it may be specified arbitrarily othervrise" In parti-

cular, iË may be consËructed so that 1(-t)É -I(t). rt iruoediatety

follows that (6.4) does not hold idenËically.

Thus we have found something that is implied by stationarity,

yet not by our initial assumptions" Stationarity is therefore not

implicit in those assumptions, and must be appended to them.

6"I"4 Markovian modulation

InIe resume at the point we had reached before our digression on

stationarity, rrameLy at (0.¡t). Our next task is to find an expiicit

form for ø(t) ""d.r conditions of Markovían bath-state modulatíon. The

lineshape problem under such conditions r^¡as formally solved b-v Ander"orr4

and the solutíon ruas rendei:ed comprehensible by Kubo.5 t^1" shail be

guided b)r Kubots treatment here. It will be amplified somewhaÈ, in

order to make this account se1f.-c.ontained.

Firsts r^re resurrect some notation from Chapter 1:

{tO re*, " ".f = enumerable set of discrete bath states---

in our casee rotational levels;

\Ð¡ rti¿r."" = deviatíon from average resonance frequency tùo

of system, for the particular baËh state

8,,8.r...,
q(t) = probabilíty rhar barh is ín stateBj r. tÍDae Ë;
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lk(t) = conditional probabílity that bath will be it B¡ at

time t, if it occupíed B¡ at time 0.
U

Any staËionary Markovian scheme of transítion probabilities

between the S., obeys the Chapman-Kolmogorov (CK) equation6
L

for any positive'E . The essentía1 Markov proPerty is implicít in this

formula: rhe probabilirt ?*t(t) for the Ëransítion B**EU to occur

between Ëj¡res t and t*t has no reference to any hÍstory prior to Eime E.

The CK equaÈion has the obvious initial conditíon

lutol = E¡o .

For shorL riues t, rhe P¡*tti may therefore be expanded j.n the following
7manner:

Pjj (t)

luttl J
Ék

(6 .6a)

(6.6b)

IIer

?¡n

and

is Ehe

e C, is the decay corisËant (.inverse lÍf etíme) of state E¡ , and

, normalised according to

Bk.

f u,*i, ?¡t : 'l '
probabiliEy thât, upon feaving E¡ ,

an incremental value At in Lhe CK

substítute the short-time formulae (6.6) for ÇU(ltl

condi-tional

If \^re gl-ve U

the bath enters

equation, and

Ehere, we find

?ntt +Lt) +,-tr) (À- cnñ) *Ireufi*(t)c*p*n ñ + o (Nt)
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This uay be recast more compact,ly

defíne the matrices

as a maËrix equaEion. If r¿e first

r.¡here

(t) = (?ju(t))

and

we obtain

Dik= ] 
ci' i= k

JK [-.¡?in, jtk,

Expressed as 1 equation, Ehis becomes

G.7)

Really just Ehe CK equatÍon in a ner^r form easier to apply, this equation,

along w-iËh the inÍtia1 condÍtion (6.5), contains all the ínformation

abouË relaxat,Íon of the baËh thaË is available at a sËatistical Ieve1

of description.

In parti-cular, expressing the probability disbribuËion of bath

srares as a ror¡r vecËor ñ(t) = (1(t)r?.(t)r..'), *. may rind irs ríme

development from the. solutíon of (þ.7) and from the relatíon

fi(t) = fr(o).P(t),
l¡hich follows sinply from the meanlng of conditional probability. At

thermal equílibrium we have

for all times Ë, where

for all Ë,

(t)=T
lìÐtj is the thernal rveight for state IJ¡. Thus,

a different,ia

å?(t) /Àt

Tf

D

P(tr\t) = ?(t) - P(t)D nt + o(nt) .

_Þr r\ 1\L \U) IJ ,

î=î?(t)



subsLiruring from (.6.7) for d.P/dr, and recognisi"* Î'P(t) in the result
f,as T, we geL

as a constrainË that helps us con-

a physically self-consistent form.

separately each constituent

To thís

quantíty

tI l-s
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constant, we findDifferentiating rvith

¡
î

t and noting that

a\
U

respecE Eo

dPldt

From thís point forth., all further physics Lhat enËers the

lineshape theory is embodied in. the stochastic matrix. For the time

beJ-ng, we leave D unspecified, and complete our derivation of the line-

shape in terus of D: this Ís the business of probability theory rather

than physÍcs,

Our irmedÍaËe concern is noË \^I-ith. the time developmenË (6.7)

Èhe bath. distributÍon as such, but with the furplied time developmenE

ÈÎre. re.laxation funcËíon

iï[(t) \e-/

of

of

Ø( t) =(
Ø(t,+rt)
consider

1-\tlere \- /¡rn;t clenoËes an

the 6at1r- is ín "."." E3

tions v¡ill be ca11ed th.e

Ëhe average is Laken over

average taken under the joint conditions Ëhat

at time. 0 and :.r, B^ at time t. These condi-

"events" j (-o)- and n(-t). In statistical parlance,

+.D = 0
This equaËion will be useful later,

struct the "stochastic uatrix'r D in

i^Ie shall try co evolve

end, iE is expedienË Ëo

from ø(t) f or sma11 Àt.

rhe subse. 1 i(Ò) n rn(t)l or Lhe ".'*! space,".J
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l¡hích laËter is the set of al1 possible histories of the bath. The

subset contains all historíes marked by the joint occurrence of j(o) and

n(u) . The relaxation func t:'or- þ is a weighted average of Ehe sub-ensernble

averages Øj*t

Ø(t) = I j,,^ Pj(o) B"(t) øt^(t) ,

rhe srarisrical weighr ltolPr*(tl being jusr Ehe joinr probabilíty of

j (o) and ur(t). For an ensemble at thermal equilíbrium we have of course

Pcol = {, . so rhaËJ 'J

Ø(Ð = I,,*{,P,*(t) Ø,*(tl

To make any Progressr r¡re must break dovm þ

We define

. (6. e)

stil1 more minuËely.

. 1.where \

Novl,

Ø¡^k(t, nt) = ( utt(t+Àt) ì*u ; t, rt

ø,*(t,rt) = ("r i\t¿t'(o(t'')-uJ x exP

is rhe averase over rhe subspace {¡tolnvn(t)nk(t+¡Ð|.

)

. çtr-ut \L\ "'{*k;t,ur.

!: åt'(w(t') - tù,) n t-^'

The tr,¡o exponents are statÍstically índependent within the evenL subspace

I l(ol n rn(t) nk(t+Àt)f . rhis rollows rrom rhe Markov property: Ehe

hisËory (rJ(t') on rhe Ínrerval t<t'< t+ lt is independenr of all bur

the lasE preceding event m(!), whích we have contrived to make the same

for all preceding historÍes in Lhe subspace under consideration. The

independence of the two exponenLs enables us Ëo factor the last average

ì*r. ìt,at

1(t+lt) =

so that
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as f ollorr¡s:

, rt r' ' '- r\ , . f At

ø,*uG,Nt) = (.*? i\"dt'(ur(tl-UJì*,t x (exp t\;' ' '}i., rt ,, 
JN^K

where sËationarity has been invoked to shíft the linits of the second

íntegral. The first bracket on the RHS is recognisable as Ø,*(t) As

to the second brackeË, we distinguish the two cases m=k and mfk, and we

^Itake AU to be small.

(i) m=k:

. .Nt
(u*? L \" tt'(r¡(t

rnt. \ 
dt,=exPt)o U.

k

u.))t 
u. , ot =

+ o (nt)

=4+Luutt+o(tt).
Gi) ro#k:

^.L. TAL
("*p i \" 

-at'(o(t') 
-,J.)lk ;rr =

= 
^ 

* f llt) as an adequate description.

| 
(t' *itiult+o(lÐ, m=k

rhus, ø ,(t,,Nt) = 4tal .-,'iv.K .rm 
l c,, -ottt)), rn+k

. (6.10a)

. (6. rob)

NexL, we shall construct Ø,.(t+tt) by averagíng iËs components
JK

4.n(t,Àt) 
over m. To do this, we assign to each Øj*k a sËatistical

weight proport,ional co the probabilíty measure of the corresponding

subspace {itol n m(t) Ak(t+tt) | since the subspaces ror dirrerent m
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are disjoint, their probability measures are additive under uníon. Their

relarive neasures aïe as w { vn(t)nk(t+lt) \ 1COll,'h"'" "1q\bl a"r,o.""

the conditional probability of event a given event b. tr^Ie shal1 need the

sum of these relative measures for the purpose of normalisíng the average.

i^Ie have, as it r.¡ere, a "completeness relaËion"

Therefore,

u^ i 1(o) n rn(t) r'' k(t*at)i = I ¡(ol n k(t+rt) i .

I¡ {v^(t)n kG+Nt)\1tolf -- \^/1 ¡(t+ut)\ itoll = !u(t*\Ð .

The first step follows from the above-mentioned additivity of I^I under

unj.on, rhe second from rhe defÍnÍtíon "r !¡(t) . Averaging the Ø.i^i

as just indicated, !'¡e get

{¡tt*otl = qfu L-Wlrn(t)nk(tt¡r)\ltoliØS,rtl. (6.11)

By application of the Markov property, the conditional probabil-

ities 
"{ 

. \.1 remaining in this f ormula may be broken dor^¡n into si-mpler

ones thaÈ refer to only tT,.ro events apiece. Thus,

W { 'n(t) 
¡\a(t+rt) \ i(ol ! = Wl ttt *rt)\ rn(t)lx Wi r'\(t) I ¡tol !

= Ç[rt) * 1*(t).
InvokÍng th.e short-cime for¡nulae (-6.6). for Ek(Ab), we find

ci) m=k: \¡/ll.$nk(tra)11(otl =qut*l (l-.rot) + o(Nt) .
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(ii) n#i<: \r/{ rn(g nk(t"Ni)\ j(o)l = P*[t) r^?*kNt r o Gi).

Making these subsËitutions for Èhe W{'T'l , along w-ith substitutions

(6. r0) f or Ëhe 4*X , ín f oruula (6.11) , and nultiplying the resultanË

D (t+lt) , \4re serequaEl_on oy tjkt

!,^(t*rt) Ø¡ñ.otl =

=qo(r)qtÐ + [?jk(t)q$r) (Lok .J *åe*fi,^ttlq$).^?,^ulrt+

I o(Àt) .

It is more convenient to deal with the recurring f ot* Q.¡= ?¡¡ Þ¡U

tfran wíth Ø.¡k itself . In terms of the QrU r"O .n.D¡t defined earlier,

we have

Q,6t-ot) = Q¡ñ) + [ t ukQj[t) -!-0,S D-u] rt + o (tt) .

Upon defining matrices

Q,(tl and e=(d,nô3r.) j

we may recast this result as

Q(t+tt) = Q(t) +Q(t)(iQ -D)rt + o(nt)

Expressed as a differenÉial equation, this becomes

àQ(r)/Åt = O(t) ( 'Ç -D)
which has the soluËion

Q.(t) = Q,(o) exp(La-D)t
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The iniËial conditions are readily found. We have

Q,¡(o) : lu(ol 
(.lÎtor 

\u,o
r^re reca11 rhaË !¡(O) = 6rU .

Moreover, 1(O) = 0 always, so rhaË (ui?tol ì, , o = À rhus

Q¡Ñ) = ôjt , and Q(Q) is jusr rhe unir maËïix. lrle conclude rhat

QtÐ = ex? (Lç2-D)t.

I¡ie are at last prepared to f índ the relaxation functíon þ<O .

fn terms of the Q.rr. , G.9) may be wrítten
JI'

Ø(t) = I,,* {,Q¡^ ,

orr in maËriï notaËion,

Ø(Ð = r Q"ttl'¿ ,

rhere ê is the column vector 
-(,1 

,4, ').

By (-6 .72) , Ëhis becomes

ø(t)=1.exp(LQ-D)t.ê (6.13)

The lÍneshape may now be found by using the present resulË for

the relaxatíon function in formula (6.:t¡. This requires that we eva-

ruare QrøC,¡1. we have

r.CD ., .+ -r
Qøt'^l cc \;dt "-.'" $' "*P(ie-D)t 

'ê
_,1

= î i L(A-\¡ À\)-Dl' ["*p(i(Q-\rÀl)Ð)tl]' a l

*i,"t" Àl is the unit matrix. clearly t' ' 'i o = ill ; and we shaI1 argue
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ín the next sectíon that L'" l-; 0

Thus

The lineshape fornula (6.3') becomes

normal1y.
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-Àl a

i"eI tu¡l
J
nc(+ R" I ti(u-ul),\\ -Q) .Df - [i(Cu-ur¡¡1-Q) +01

trrie anÈicipate that, wiËhin the inËeresting range of frequency

vrhere most of the spectral intensity is concentïated--namely, at f.ùsDo--,

only the first square brackeË wí1l be inportant. For here

l-r^l-u"lt'Ir¡-Uol , and rhe second bracker rends ro have much larger

diagonal mat,rix elemenËs t.han the first. Thus the elements of its

inverse tend Ëo be smaller t,han for the first. At all events, in this

work we have found Ëhe conËribution Lo f(Ul from the second bracket to

be utterly negligible at interesÈing frequencies r¿hen acËual computations

have been performed. For practical purposes, therefore,

I(w) R" ì [ r((rn- DJ,lt-Q) +D]-ni'¿c(+ . (6.L4)

f,iith this result, we have succeeded in relating the lineshape

to the relaxation of the bath (as descrÍbed by the sËochastic maËrix D),

and to the naËure of the spectrum (es described by { arr¿Q ) under

quasistatÍc conditÍons, i.e. Ín the absence of relaxation.

6.1.5 LimiËing cases--slow and rapid relaxation

I^Ie shall noT¡r use results from the preceding section to develop

lineshape predictions for the limiting cases of slor,¡ and rapid bath

relaxation. I^Ie sha11 verify that these predictions agree vrith what we

al:eady know about Lhe lineshape in these cases. In the process, \^/e
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shall clarify our earlier assumption, invoked when we evaluated {øtr^l;,
that

exp (r(a- û À\) Ð) t * O as t--*co -

To blunt the accusation Ehat we have not been candid, we or¡rn Ëo

a case in whích this assumption actually fails. In Lhe case of ideally

slow relaxation, that is where D = 0, the maËrix whose linit concerns us

becomes eXP L(Q-LC,ll)t. Thís has rhe sinple form of a diagonal matrix

whose k'th diagonal elemenË is ui(t'l¡t^t)t, Ëhar is a phasor, whích

oscillates in tj¡e without decay. The limit as t+@ does not exist.

This invalidates the algebra rüe used in Ç U.t,2 to reduce the lineshape

formula to half-range transforms: these do not exist independently.

To find 1(f¡) t" the slor,r-relaxaËíon linir, vre must retuïn Eo Lhe pre-

cursor equaËion

which is in Ëerms of fu11-range tTansforms. Salvaging what we can from

the precedÍng section, we sti1l have

ø(r) = {."*9(rç-D)t.ê
this resulË did not depend on convergence of the half-range Fouríer

integral. Secting D = 0, we obtain

¡co :r.rt I
âøCr¡l c( \_."dt ¿"" +'expiat'è

The narrix eX? iSh is diagonal; the. maÈríx product is therefore trivj-al:
I

1 -rìL å f n utnStt'expL\¿t'e = L¡t e'--
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Thus Søto) cc I,$, E(r¡-u¡) ,

and (6.3) becomes

l(r¡) cc L, t¡ [ E(t¡-tù"-Dj) + 6Gr¡-rio-oj)] .

lr
The lineshape is a series (in j) of spikes at Ï1,Ù¡=tJ^+t-ùt, í.e. at the' o J-
various bath-perturbed resonance frequencies of the oscillator. The

specËrum is thus the sr¡.m of independent contributions from sub-ensembles

of oscillators iu¡nersed in different bath sLates. This is the inhomo-

geneous broadening expecËed in the slow-modulatíon linit.

rravÍng seen rhat exp(t(Q-DÀ\)-D)t7-0 '"t*min rhe case

D = 0, one night ask by what righÈ we may ever assume thaL this natríx

t,ends to 0. This uray be justified by a physieal argument. By (6.L2),

we have

ex? ( L(A - i¡ Àl) -D) t = ¿turt Qttl
To secure the result vle r,rant, it therefore suffices to show that the

índivídual maËrix elemenrs QrU$ = ?jk(t) Ø:Ub all approach 0 as

t--@. This indeed happens if the bath relaxes at all, that is if D # 0,

provided that the modulation scheme represeriÈed by D is ergodic, as any

scheme of physical interest musË be. The latter condition ensures Lhat

1(t) becomes randomly dis.ributed as t-øco, whence øj[t)=(ettlU')r,J0 as

t-+@. rrr" ?n(t) "t" bounded above by unit,y, and cannoË so change in time

as ro compensare for the decay of the øjk(t). Thus Qintr)*O as

claÍmed in any case of physical interest. This establishes the conver-

gence of the half-range Fouríer integral we had to evaluate in the

preceding section.
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Final1y, we examine the case of rapid modulaËion. As the bath

relaxaËion becomes more and more rapid, the decay consLants C¡ b""ot.

conutrensurately larger, to the point r¿here the sLochastic matrix D over-

whelns \( ir (6.13). we Ëhen have

ø (r)  r i exP(-Dr) . ê

= T t[\ -Dt +{D't' .)'¿
È

By (6.8), the dot-product of t with any po\^rer )- L oÍ. D is zero, so Ëhat

ø(t)^,i.n,¿ =À ;

t... ø(t) is approximately constant. It follows that

âø(,¡l cr 6(r¡) ;

(6.3) then yíe1ds

I(r^l) a ô(w-Do) + E(-r¡-u")
So under rapid-nodulatÍon conditions the spectrum collapses about the

average frequency tf-ll¡=ti.. Thís is the motional narrovzing discussed

in Chapter 1. There we uade the more specífic prediction LhaË, with

íncreasing relaxation rate, linewidth is asynptotically proportional to

the inverse of that raËe, provided that the bath-sÈaÊe modulation is

Markovian. Our presenÈ finding is consistenË with thÍs, though it is

silent about the behaviour of the lineshape during Ëhe approach to a

E -frrrr"t:-orr.

Ì^Ie conclude that the lineshape f ormalism satisfies our expec-

tatÍons in Èhe slow- and rapid-modulaËion limiËs.
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6,2 Phvsical Model; ConstrucËion of Stochastíc Matrix

Bef ore \.re may actually calculaËe-lineshapes from (6.14), T,,re uust

specífy the sEochastíc uatrix D. Most of the physical conEent of the

theory is encoded in it. To derive D from fÍrst principles would entail

calculating lifetímes of , and transition probabilities beÈ\,üeen, all the

baËh sLates involved in the relaxatíon. In the case at hand (NrO gas

at room teuperaËure), Lhere are some 55 significantly-populated roËa-

t,ional levels, and thus an enormous number of índependent relaxation

parameters, to be dealt r¡íEh. Calculating them ab inítio is beyond the

scope of this v¡ork. 0n the other hand, to infer Èhem from the measured

lineshapes, without. i-mposing any constraint.s to reduce the number of

unknowns, is clearly impossible. Some physical model is needed to

impose a sËTucture on the relaxation scheme, and thereby to reduce the

number of Índependent parâmeters-

6.2.L The physical model

The nodel we sha11 use is the símplest possíb1e. itrhen the

active molecule collides with a perturber, iEs rotaËional leve1 is

totally scrambled (.thernalised). The probability of its emerging from

the collision in a given J-level is thus the same--name1y, the usual

Ëhermal probabilÍty of thaÈ level--regardless of Ehe incoming value of

J. BeÈween collisions, whÍch are assuned instanËarieous, the vibraËion

of the actÍve molecule ís dynamícally coherent: the eigenfrequency of

eaeb- vibrational stat,e is consËanË during such intervals. (The exis-

tence of instantaneous eigenfrequencies PresupPoses the adiabatic

approximaËÍon, which was discussed in $f.:). Therefore, Lhe Bohr

transítion frequency (.resonance frequency) between tr,¡o vibrational
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staEes i-s likevríse constant between col1Ísions, having a value bJ.+Ui
"J

characteristic of the bath state (J-level) Lhen occupied. Thís ís a

"Eransition frequency" only in a hypothetÍcal sense: it r"¡ould be the

transiti-on frequency, as ordinarily understood, if the particular bath
,t-)

state $¡ persisted indefinítely.
J

6,2.2 MoËivation

Apart fron iËs simplícity, this model has been chosen because

iL is also the physical basis of the Gordon "J-diffusíon" model.8 The

Gordon model has been w-idely applied to the analysis of anisotropíc

light scaËtering, in order to study the reorientational motion of

lj-near molecules. It is i"nËeresting thaÈ the s¡me model nay be used

to make predictìons about both reorienËational behavÍour and vibrat.ional

dephasÍng, and hence Lo Ínterpret both Lhe anÍsotropic and the isotropic

spectrun. This furnishes a consistency Èest of the rnodel: values of

its parameters should turn out the same r.rhen obEained by fitting Ëhe

model to either spectrum-

6.2-3 The conditional transiLion probabilitÍes

The relative values of the p.,. appearing in the short-time
IJK

equatíons (6.6) follow irnmediately fron our assumptions that (1) total

thermal relaxation of the rotational state occurs at every collision,

and (2) no additional relaxation occurs (betr,¡een collisions). For a

f ixed incoming state j, the ?¡t then obey

as k varíes.Þ., cc\lK
I
'k

Along wíÈh the normalisation conditions



this inplies +\Utjk

Iut*:, P¡n 
: À Iu{n =,\

0\
-+. )

'J'

and

+ki(À

6.2.4 The decay constants

The decay constants C¡ of the various rotatíonal levels may be
J

roughly anticípated from our physical assr:mptions. The lj.feËi¡oes C;^
J

must be on the order of the tir" tgg between bínary collisions. They

wí11 vary from sLate to state, however, since on our nodel Ëhere is a

certain like1íhood that a molecule will emerge from a collision in the

same J-level it arrived in, and this likelíhood is different for the

varÍous J-levels. The lífetimes may also differ systematically fron

as given by ordinary kinetic theory, because che effective collision

dÍarneter for rotational scrambling may differ from the hard-sphere

diameter used in kínetic theory.

To find the exact relative magnítudes of the Cr for our model,
J

all we need do now that the p.r_ are known is ímpose an obvious require-
IJK

menË of physical self-consisÈency. Our choice of the C; nust squaïe
J

with Ëhe preservation of thermal equilíbrium. As was shom earlier,

thís requires

Expanding this

of D, and Èhen

c.-J
+)Ij

l'\

+D = o

in terms of the

substítuting for

ana ft¡ which compose

k fron (6.15), \,/e get
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. (6. rs)

. (6 .8)

the elements

$uco- I,..no, \(n\) .. Vk,
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whence

K

v¡-

n
vl

K

t
lr- 'k ô
t.^vt {-tr. K

Vt,,

Vt<
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r(t\ -lnl

çl¡,^z-'it+t<) .\- {¡ "i
t.

lrr - "j À_l¡ -J l

of r¿hich the last equaEion becomes

VK

This fixes the relatíve magnitudes of the Cl,. The value of r cannot be
K

deËermined from the equilibrÍum criterion just applied. This críterion

only furnishes a set of homogeneous equatíons in the Cj, and cannot be

used to determÍne them uniquely.

6.2.5 The rotational relaxation raËe

Rather Ëhan burden the theory l¿íth the calculation of r, we

shall leave iE as a free parâmeter--the only one ín our model--ultinately

to be determj-ned by a fit to Ëhe data. AdjustmenË of r affects the model

by alteríng the overall speed of rotational relaxaËion r¿ithout otherwise

changíng its hístory, since the D-natríx as a whole is proportional to r.

The parameËer r may be given a satisfactory interpreËatíon as the

collision rate--where by "collísion" \,re mean an encounter close enough

Eo scramble the rotational state, not necessarily an erlcounter within

the hard-sphere diame.ter. ff r is so interpreted, then rAt is the

probability of a scrambling event within a short time At, and r[t(l-f.)

is the j oint probability thaÈ scramblÍng will occur and vrill succeed in

maki.ng the molecule leave íts previous (jtth) rotational state. Thus

r(.1-f .) is tfre decay consLarit (-inverse lif etime) f or the jrth rotational
J
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state. This is jusË what was staËed by (6.f6). Our interpretation of

is thereby confirmed.

If r has the meaníng of a collision rate' Ehen v¡e "*p.", t-1,

like the inverse lif eÈimes C, 
À 

, to be sj.mil-ar to the kinetic-theory
J

quantity L*g. Again, T^re must al1ow for the possibility that the effec-

tive diameters differ for t,he tlnTo sorts of colli-sion. BuË we do at

least expect r to be proportional (at fixed temperature) to the number

^-{densiËy A of tne Bas, just like the kinetíc-theory collision rate 'UUa

This prediction that

f cc À (6 .77 )

furnishes a EesË of our assumption that the relaxation is caused by

binary collisions. EiËher r./e may fiË values of r to the ueasured line-

shapes aL various densj-ties and check v¡hether they satisfy (6.17) , or

r^re may use some of our data to find the proportionality constant in

(6.77), thence find values of r and corresponding theoretical lineshapes

for the various experimental densities, and compare theoreÈícal vl-ith

measured lineshapes. We shall use the second method in the sequel.

6.2.6 Detailed balance

I,Ie have already ensured Ëhat our stochasËic matrix meets the

requirement of sj¡ple balance (preserves thermal equí1íbriun). We chose

the Ci Eo thaË express Purpose. llowever, physical self-consistency
J

further demands that detailed balance should hold aË equilibrium. That

is, the probability flux out of any bath sÈat. Bj into any other

B¡ shoufd equal rhe f lux returnÍ.ng ttor ßU ao E.., . In terms of

state

the

relaxation parameEers, this is to say
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tr^IiËh our formulae (6.15) and (6.f6) for the p., and the C¡ , we find thatrJK J

l. n.t'',.
'i'jljk ' ti'k '

and sinilarly that r, ñ 
^lr.cñi.i

The two fluxes are indeed equa1, and so our scheme of cransiEion probabil-

ities guarantees detailed balance.

6 .2.7 Sr:mary

We have adopted a physical model accordíng to r.¡hích the J-level

of a molecule is totally scrambled during collísions. This leads to

formulae (6.f5) and (6.16) for the relaxaËion parameters. The resultant

stochasËic matrix ís

D = r -+. À-$. -+=

¡\/
where ti is the thermal probability of the j'Ëh rotational level. The

single free parameter r left unspecified by Ehe rnodel ís an overall

rotaËional relaxation rate. 0n the present model, it may be identified

as a collision raËe, and should be proporËional t.o number density A at

fíxed t,emperature. The relaxation scheme irnplied by Lhe above stochas-

tic matrjx ensures detai-led balance aÈ thermal equilibrium.

6.3 Application to i{D at B5K

Before we apply the lineshape theory of. the preceding two

rônnl-t -+ -+'l lÀ tZ ,Z
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sectíons to our NrO data, we sha11 test iË on a simpler case that has

been studied experimenLally by previous workers. This is the vibra-

tÍonal Q-branch of 1Ð gas near liquid-níErogen Ëemperature. Like Nr0,

HD is of course a linear mol-ecule; therefore, íf our índirect-dephasing

ar.saluz is correct, both rnolecules are candidates for a treaËnent in

which "baËh staËesf' correspond lo rotational J-levels. (The írrelevance

of quanËum number K to the RV interacËion has been alluded to elsewhere. )

This sirnilarity aside, the case of HD affords a clearer test of our basic

assumptions--by allowing us to check them separaÈely--than does t,he case

of NrO.

The vibrational Q-branch Raman spectTum of HD has been measured

by trrliEkowicz and M"y9 for densities ranging up to 486 amagats, at a tem-

peraËure of B5K. Their results are of. partícular interest because, at

thi-s tenperature, only the J=0 and J=l rot,atÍonal levels have signíficant

populations. this means one need only deal with two bath states, and the

D-matrix has the convenient rank of two. Derivation of D Ehen becomes

trivíal; it may in fact be calculated within a scalar multÍple from che

element.ary requirements of (1) unitarity (both ror¡r sums must vanish) , and

(2) detailed balance at thermal equilibrium (which, for a Ëwo-level system,

amounts to the same thíng as simple balance) . trnle ç¡ou1d emphasise thaË D

ís thereby fixed (apart from a scalar multiple) without the imposition of

any arbiÈïary transítÍon-rate scheme such as that proposed in Ç U.t. To

put it another r.zay, any physically self-consistent transiEion-rat.e scheme

must reduce to (6.18) for a two-level system; this fonnula can vary only

i.n the choice of r. This si-mplification does noË occur in nany-level

systems, for insËance j.n our ol¡rrl case of NrO at. room temperature. Here,
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however--provided that the parameter r of the theoreËical lineshape is

sinply chosen so as besL to fit the experimenËal data, raEher than

according to any preconceived relationship like (6.17)--, the comparison

betr¿een Èheoretical and measured lineshapes tests only that part of the

theory which gave us the expressíon (6.14) for the lineshape in Lerms of

D, and not the parË which, for many-level systems, gave us the actual

form of D. The latter part is simply superfluous for a two-level system.

Thus, in the case of HD, the líneshape comparÍson tests only our basic

arrsatz of rotationally-mediated indj-rect dephasiog, and noË the particular

collisíon model of ÇU.r. As a separaËe Èest of the laËter, s/e may check

whether Lhe apparent density dependence of r conforms t.o

rcc À ,

as predicted by the collisj.on model. This

assumptions is not possÍb1e for many-level

D, quÍËe apart from the behaviour of r, ís

rnodel.

. (6.L7)

disentanglement of our several

systems, Í-n which the form of

affected by the collision

Besides the simplicíty of a trn¡o-level system' the case of HD

gsmmends itself to us for study because this molecule has a large RV

interacËÍon conscant 1^..,2 cn-l). As a result, its vibraËional Q-branch

has discrete roEational strucËure up to reasonably high densities, and.

this structure is easily resolved ín ordinary Raman experiments. It

lri11 be interesting to fo11or¿ the evolutÍon of single rotational com-

ponents of the lineshape as density íncreases, something we could not

do in our N.0 experÍments.
¿

One purely Ëeehnical advantage of studying HD was thaË it
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furnished a check of our comput,ational procedures" The general algorithm

we used to iuplement (6.f4) vras somer¡rhat involved; details are given in

Appendix 64. For a two-level system, however, the formula reduces

algebraically to a sÍmple expressÍorrlo ,h"a is readily evaluated. By

comparing the lineshape computed by the general algorithm to Ehat ob-

ËaÍned from the sÍmp1e expressíon, r¡re verÍfÍed thaü the general algo-

rithm had been correctly irnplemented.

6.3. 1 Calculation of Eheoretic4_lineshapes.

formalÍsm

detailed

and

Detailed balance requires

Cl-C,rflz = 0

-C"Prl*Cz = Q

t,, c,r ?rz

UÀ . U¿

Our first step in implementing the Markovian lineshape

is to solve Èhe D-matríx from consideraËions of unitaríty and

balance. From the definítion of D in !U.t.4, we have

( 
^ ..1I c,r - s,,l¿l

D =l 
I

[-t'?.^ ", )
for a two-level sysËelu. Unitarity requires

l^)i
'? 

t2 fz't

t.t= .l-z 'Tl

0 - rlt2 -tl

-.î^ +* |

)

D =)l,tz 'r )

Þ =4tzÀ

-t l2

À -+,.
[o-+^
lr
\.-'n

Thus
Dc(



r,./heïe in the last step we have used the normalisation condition {¡la= ¡

This result for D agrees with (6.18), as v¡e have argued ít musË do, irres-

pecËively of any physical model. All thaË is urodel-dependent, once the

Markovian framework is taken for granËed, is the physical interpretation

to be given the scalar multiplier r in (6.18). On the model of \U.r,

this represented a collision rate. We may preserve ful1 generality

(again, subject Eo the Markovían framework) by \,rriting, as r¡re did in Eø.2,
(\
f r-r -I ì

Tl I r\-rÀ t2 I 
.!-/ l. l L (6'ra¡

I -l r-l It T,t 't- TZI
\ -)

while reserving judgment on the inËerpretation of r.

The other quanËities enËering the lineshape formula (6.14) are

obËained from Ehe spectroscopic constanËs of Èhe isolated rnolecule. In

particular, to constr,r"t fl rve requíre the J-dependence of the vibrational

Q-branch transitíon frequency. The energy terms of a vibraËing and

roËaËing diatomic moleculell .t. given, t.o an adequaËe approximaËi-on, by

158

. (6.le)

Astheir usual synbols.

for t.he fundamental

T = G" * E'J(J+À)

where

IIere the speetroscopic constants are denoted by

a function of J, the Q-branch (À¡=O) frequency

vibrational ÈransiËion 0--Þ.1 is theref ore

Q(J) = ( Gn- G,) - d"J(J+À )

tr"I (l*'t ) (6.20)= Qcol
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Thus Q(1) is displaced by -2%, that, is by twice thetrroËation-vibraËj.on

inËeracËÍon constant," from a(0). We shall take a mÍ1d liberty with

formula (6.14) and redefine tùoas Q(0) rather than as the thermal average

frequency. (The only consequence is that the moËional collapse no

cenËres on Ehe frequency labe11ed Uo b.tt on some oËher frequency.)

longer

0ur

result ror Q t" """7:'*t, 
^ Ilo 0 ta= I I

[o -2nt 
,L2

For HD in the electronic ground state, ffe= L.gg28 "*-'.
The equilibrium distributi-o., I is also obtained from spectro-

scopic constants. The relative probabilíties for the J=0 and J=l sub-

levels Eo serve as initial sËates in the 0+l vibrational transiËion

are just the BolLzmann factors for their respect.ive energy terms,

weighËed by their spatial degeneracies 2J*1. Thus, by (6.19),

l" o (zl*t) exp(-hE J(I*,\)/k-f ) .

.r-'ì -t L2
In this case, l5o= 44.659 cm-'.

The temperature used in our calculations was B5K, since the

experÍ-menËs of reference (.9) v¡ere perf ormed at this temperature. The

normalísed distribution- vecËor works out at

(L rl\T4rT2/ \,3.=er'l=À/

The J=2 level actually contaíns some 32 of the population at B5K, so

thaË the two-level description is somewhat inexact.
0fì

Thus equípped with values for 14 and T2, r¡/e return to (6.18

and find for the stochasËíc matrix
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1-\ l.+o -+oìP= r 
[-*o ,6oj

Though we do not take the collision-rate interpretation of r for granted,

r.re expect r to Eurn out on Ëhe order of the kinetic-Ëheory collision rat.e

at given values of Iand T, if the model of !6.2 setnes at leasË approxi-

mately.

Guided in our choice of r by the kinetic-Ëheory correspondence

between collision rate and À, and using the foregoing results for Q ,Î

and D, we have generaËed a series of lineshapes from formula (6.14) in

an effort to simulate the experimental results of reference (9).

6.3.2 TheoreËical behaviour aE low relaxation
rates--"pseudo-co1lision" br oadeníng

trüe have seen that indirect dephasing due to Markovian modulatíon

of the bath staËe v¿il1 produce asymptotic narrowing of rhe lineshape as

the modulation rate íncreases. This feature is absent. in classic co11ísion

broadening--there, as is v¡el1 knov¡rr, liner,ridth is proporËíona1 Eo collision

raËe. In assessing experimental results, however, it may not do to rely on

t,he narrowing phenonenon as a criterion by which to detecË indírect

dephasÍng. For indirect dephasing may compete with a simultaneous direct-

dephasing process whose effect, acting alone, is sÍmple collision broaden-

íng. This hroadenÍng may obscure the motional narrowing expected from the

Índirect dephasing. In fact, in the límit of complete motíonal col1apse,

Ëhe. complication of overlapping transitions (_which origínated as inhomo-

geneous broadening) Ís removed and, if direct dephasing occurs as we1l,

the situatÍon is identical to ordinary collision broadening of an isolaÈed

transition. Thus, for rapid enough. modulation, all one sees is Ehe

classlc collision broadening due. Èo direcË dephasing, notwithstandíng and
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indeed parÈly

tions.

because of the motional collapse of the component transi-

Since direct-dephasing effects are likely to dominate the line-

shape at high rnodulation raËes vrhether or not indirect dephasing also

occurs, we ought to ask hor.r indirect dephasing night manifest itself at

1or¿ modulation rates, and how thís behaviour contrasts w-ith ordinary

collision broadening.

[^Ie consider the case of purely indíreeÈ dephasing aË low modula-

Lion raEes. Ì^le sha11 presently argue that the individual component lines

of the Q-branch should undergo something like ordinary collision broaden-

ing with rising modulaEÍon rate (¡uhich \^re cautiously refrain from

identifyíng wiÈh collision rate)_. That is, these component lines should

broaden in proportion to the value of r used in (6.18). We shall call

this "pseudo-collision broadening"; Ëhe term is of our or¡m invention.

This behavíour should hreak dorn¡n at. higher r-values r.¿here the profiles

of the. individual Q(J), as exËrapolated from 1ow r, begin Eo overlap.

This marks th.e onset of motional narrowing, which has no counterpart in

ordinary collÍsÍon broadening. For the moment, though, \^7e concern our-

selves only with the behavíour at 1ow r.

To see how pseudo-col1Ísion broadeníng arÍses and horq it may be

distinguished experimentally from ordinary collision broadeníng, let us

consider th.e following qualitative argument. If rotational transítions

are. raïe. enough-, Ehen r¿hen one does occur no oËher is likely to occur

before vibraÈional phase coherence. is lost. (Ihe loss of coherence takes

place- because the vibrational eigenfrequencies have altered values in the

ne!ü roËaËional sËaËe.)_ According to (-6.20), the Q-branch vibrational
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resonance frequencies change by an amount on the order of % during

transitions between (low) J-levels. Dephasing of each Q(.1) vibratíonal

transition therefore occurs r¿íthin a Eime -(Cm")^ 13 
"ft.r a roËa-

tional Eransition, provided that a second roËat,ional transit.ion does

not interverie. A second transiLíon rrithin the dephasing time j.s un-

like1y, however, províded thaË the lifetime of a rotaË.ional staËe--

-1 -1roughly, r ---exceeds (Cffe)--, or r (Cq. Moreover, if the dephasing

time is much less Lhan the inËerval between roËat,ional transitions

(during r,¡hich Lhe vibraËion remains dynarnically coherent), it makes

serrse to regard the dephasing as instanËaneous. If, further, roËat,ional

transit.ions occur randomly in time--as is irnplicíL in the short-time

equations (6.6)--, lhen each. component 1íne Q(J) is entirely like an

isolated transition undergoíng ordÍnary collision broadening. For we

then regain the essential feature of classic collision broadening:

randomly-occurring events that instantly destroy vibrational phase

coherence. As is well knovzn,14 ,n" resultant, lineshape is Lorentzian

and has a wídth (-FI{HM) in reciprocal vzavelength of (fft0)-l, where ,f

is the lifetirne of coherent víbration. In the present case,T is the

lifetiure of the J-sEaEe in question.

All this applies to each Q(J) separately. But each J-state is

expected to have a different lj.fetÍme T", so that, given the above-

noËed dependence of linewídth on lifeËirne, the widths of Ëhe various

QCJ) will díffer. In our two-level case, the lifetímes are

çr = (r(À-+r))-n,
as r¡re find hy inverting the decay rat"s Cr, (The C" are in turn just

the diagonal elemenËs of the. D-matrÍx, which is given by (6.18 ) . )
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cipate from the theory a spectrum consisËing

a(0) and Q(l), w-ith r¡idths
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lolo "-1 f or tÐ) , we anËi-

of separate Lorent,zians at

f(¡) = r(,\-{r)l1-" (6.2L)

in reciprocal wavelengËh.

Thus, by borrowing the mathemaËical solution from a líneshape

problem similar Eo our ov¡n, v7e have arríved effortlessly at an explicit

lineshape prediction for 1ow modulaËion rates. By (6.2L), each Q(J)

broadens in proportion to relaxaEion rate r. This Ís the "pseudo-

collision" hroadenÍng we set ouË to demonstraËe. It is like classic

collision hroadenÍng, for vrhi-ch widËh turns out proportíonal to collision

rate. The point on which we dÍstinguish between Ëhe two is that the

"pseudo-col1ision" mechanÍsm conduces to differenË broadening rates with

respect to r for Ëhe varÍous Q(-J), whereas classic collision broadening--

resulting from a dÍrect co11Ísional interference vdËh vibrational phase,

havíng no regard Ëo rotational state--affects all Ehe QG) in the same r¡ray.

Lapses of rigour in Ëhe foregoing argumenË scarcely maLter. Our

claims about Ëhe theoretical behaviour at low r can be readíly verifi-ed

jusË by calculating lineshapes directly from (6.f4). trnle have done this

for HD aÊ B5K aË a series of low r-values, and have calculated broadening

coefficienÈs with respect to r from the resultanË líner,¡idths. The 1aÊÉer

are. listed in Table 6.1. FÍtËing the lj:rewidths by leasË squares to a

proportional dependence, or1 r, we have ohËained the follow-ing results for

the broadenÍng coefficÍents:
_1 1 _1 , _1I rc) zr = 4.44(77) x 10 *- cm */s
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TABLE 6.1

THEORETICAL L]NEI^]IDTHS OF

FOR }ID AT 85

ftol *o [Ìu
K

-1fWmt (crn -)r

(tolo 
"-r) F<ol [f 'r

7

ö

9

10

tt

L2

l3

L4

15

16

L7

rB

.35

.4

.45

.5

.5

e

.65

.65

.7

.75

a

c

.6

.65

.75

.8

o

.95

1. 05

1. 15

L.2

1.3
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r- -1 1 -'t -1and I (r)tr = 6.95(11) x l0-" cm '/s-' .

Reduced- \2 u^Lu"s of 0.12 and 0.49 were found for the fits of Lhe [-fOl

and iltl linev¡idËhs respectively. This confirus our surmise of a pro-

portional relationship. FurËher, the broadening coeffici-ent.s thus cal-

culated compare favourably to those predicËed by (6.2L), namely

[-(o) rt = (1 - f¡=g) /Ilc = 4.2 * 10-12 "o,-1l"-l

and If ,),r = (r - r --) /[Tc = 6.4 x to-l' "*-tl"-t.
The slight discrepancies are probably due Lo our (inexcusable) choice, in

conpiling Table 6.1, of r-values violaËing the conditíon t ÉCOL -
6 * 1010 s-1. It is amusiqg to verify (6.27) in thís marìner, but not

ínÊeresËing physically. We have merely compared one version of the

theory r'r:lt,h another to show v¡e have done our sums right. IL remains

to compare our "pseudo-co1lision" broadening theory to the low-densiÈy

experimenËal results.

6.3.3 Comparison of theory and experiment
aË low densities

From (6.2I), we expect our proposed indj-rect-dephasing mechanísm

to cause the fo11owÍng linewidÈh behaviour at low modulation rates:

[-rtlaa r as r varies, and

l-ctla (1 - fJ) as J varies.

As it stands, the first point is not susceptible Eo an empirical

test: rre must first assign a physical interpreËaËion to r. 0n the model

of Çø.2, r is a collision rate and Lherefore proportional to density A.

For low À we then expect

I-(r) = B(J) a,

where B(J) is a constant broadening coefficient

(i)

(ra/

(6 .22)

The values of the B(J)
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other hand, follows

B(0):B(1) =

Even íf (6.22) does

l.- f-
I (0): I (1)
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Ëhe theory thus far presenËed. Their ratio, on the

from point (ii) above. If (6.22) holds, l¡e expect

frol, ftt) = (1 - r¡=s):(l - fr=t) rc.n)

not hold, point (ii) sLill irnplies

= (1 - f¡=g): (1 - fr=l)

at lor,r enough modulatisn rates; this much sËands independently of the

physical model adopted in \U.r, and may be used as a separate test of

the indirect-dephasing hypothesis per se if the broadening turns out

otherwise than proportional to density and. the rnodel of !O.Z has to

be rejected.

In the neasure of good housekeeping, we nor¡r sorË out our Pre-

dictíons aceording to their theoretical origins. The proportionality
r-Ì(6.22) of I C¡l to A follows if collisions are responsible for the

modulat,ion, and is consisËent with eiÈher "pseudo-" or classic collj.-

sicrr broadeníng. Once (6.22) is conf irmed and vze. may meaningfully

speak of broadening coeffícients r,ríth respect to density, the Present

theory further inrplíes the relaËion (6.23) between the B(J). This

predÍction is specÍfic to "pseudo-col1isíon" broadening, whích in turn

presupposes indírect dephasing. In contTast, r^/e should expect

B(0) = 31-1¡ on the basis of classic collision broadening. tr^Ie thus have

one criEerion to test whether the modulaËion is collision-induced, and

another, separate criterion to test the indj-rect-dephasing arisatz.

In their experiments orì HD at B5K, ï^Iitk owicz and May9 have f ound

both I COI and \ Cfl ro be saËisfactorily linear in density up to about

80 amagat. They obtain non-zero zero-density íntercePts (in apparent
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disagreement with (6.22)), but explain that Ëheir linewidths were not

corrected for instrumental broadeníng, and that the intercePts were

consistenË \,rith Ehe measured instrumental width. So their results

actually agree wítln (6.22) and indicaËe that the modulation is índuced

by binary collisions" Further, they report low-density broadening

coefficients

B(o) = o.5r(7) x 1o-2 "t-l7.ttgt.
and B(1) = 0.72(9) x

Theref ore, empiricalLy,

This is consisËenË with

B(0):B(1) = (r -

_') -]l0 - cn '/amagat.

B(0):B(l) = 0.7r(13).

the Ëheoretical value

fJ=o): (1 - fr=l) = 0.67

predicted by (6.23), and not \./ith what we should expect (B(0) = B(1))

on the basis of classic collision broadening eaused by direct dephasing.

It therefore supports our indírect-dephasiqg hypothesis, at the exPerlse

of the ordinary collision-broadening alternative.

trrre may wríng one further result from the low-density data, Pre-

paraEory to examinÍng the high-density experiments. Now that we have

some ground for confidence in the assumption that r CCÀ, we sha11 use

Ëhe experj,mental broadening coeffícienLs to calculate the rat,io r: À.

l^Ie. note Ëhat

f(f):A = [-(J),r x y-:À

At low r-values, (6. 21) iroplies

['G),t = (t - fJ) /|Tc;

a1so, empirically,

fcrl'À = B(J),
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the measured broadeníng coeffícíent. Thus

r: À ='ifcB(J)/(1 - fJ).

With Ëhe dat.a already cited for J = 0' \./e get

r:A = L.2O(f6) x 109 "-ll"*agal.

This result may be used to decide the value of r to be used when v¡e

calculate the theoretical lineshape for any given density.

It is not especially startling that Lhe lineshapes thus generated

should agree with experj-ment at. low densities. The value used for r: I

has, after all, been tailored to the low-density empirical results. It

is more int,eresting to compare ËheoreËica1 and experimental lineshapes

at high densities beyond t.he range of linear broadeni-ng. If our surmise

that binary collisions cause the modulaËíon is correct, then r should

continue to vary in fíxed ratÍo wíth À .t"tt after the onset of notional

narrowing. Our point here ís Ëhat the EheoreËical líneshapes at high

density are constrained by a value of rt À thtt, though determíned

eupírica11y, was decided without regard to the high-density ernpirical

results. Comparíson of theoretical and experimental lineshapes in this

rlgine is therefore more ínformative than aË low density; here it tests

Ëhe predictíve value of the theory ín a meaningful way.

6.3.4 Comparison of Ëheory and experiment
at high densitíes

Using the ratio jusË calculated Ëo assocíat.e r-values wíth the

various densities, we have generaËed theoretical lineshapes for several

high densi:ies--76.7, L69., 344. and 486. anagat--studied experimentally

in reference (9), The results are shown superposed on the corresponding
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experimental profiles in Fig. 6.1. The Eheoretical profiles have been

area-nornalised to their experimental counterparts. The posítion of

Q(0) in the 1or^¡-density lirniË is used as the frequency origín. (An

absolute-frequency calibratiorr was provided in the neasurements of

reference (9) by includÍng fiducial lines in the spectra. )

Inspectj-on of Fig. 6.1 discloses that the theoretical profiles

have roughly the right widths. This applies both to the indivídual

Q(J) at the two lov¡er densiËies, and to the overall merged profile at

Ëhe two higher densities. Experiment thus seems to bear out both t.he

iniËÍal line-broadening and, more signífÍcantly, the subsequenË narrowing

predicted by the theory.

One troublesome aspect ís a progressive shift of the measured

spectrum w-ith increasing densíËy. This is aËtTibuted by i^Iítkowicz and

May to direct dephasing; since our theory Eakes no accourit of dírect

dephasing, iE cannoË be expected to reproduce this feature.

Another puzzling feature of the hígh-density measurements is

that the inËegraËed intensity of Q(1) is higher in relation to Q(0)

than one would expect from the relative thermal weíghts fr. Witkowícz

and May speculate vaguely thaË this nay indicaËe an exchange of inten-

sity betvreen coupled systerns vrit,h slightly different resonance frequen-

cies. For our ovrn part, we would draw atEentíon Ëo an assumption in the

theory that was previously left unstated, and whose failure night account

for the presenr difficulty. That the intensities of the Q(J) should be

proportional to the fr, as they are on the present t.heory, presuPposes

thaÈ the strengËh of che mat.Ëer-radiatíon interacti-on responsible for

víbratj-onal Raman scatterÍng--essentia11y, the polarisability derivative
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FIG. 6 .L

LTNESHAPE 0F tÐ Q-BRANCH AT 85 K

(a) 7 6.7 amagat

(b) L6g. rf

(c) 344. rt

(d) 496. '!,

so1íd líne: measured

dotted líne: theoretícal

Frequency origin is at the free-molecule posiEion of Q(0).
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\dith respect to internuclear disËance--is the same in all J-1eve1s.

This assumption effectively entered the theory at the very begínning,

v¡hen the amplítude A in (6" f) was Eaken to be constant and unrelated

to the ínstantaneous resonarice frequency. If the polarisabilÍty deriva-

tive were larger for J = I than for J = 0, the relative j.ntensity of

Q(1) would be larger than is expected from the thermal weights. We

offer this explanation only as a suggestion; we do not propose to defend

iË quantitatively.

fn conclusion, v¡e submít that the theory passably reproduces the

gross features of the high-densÍty measurernents. In particular, the

narrowÍ-ng of the merged profile, quite evident at 486 amagaL, ís success-

fu11y predicted. Sínce the calibration of r vers.ts A used in generating

Èhe theoreti-cal profiles was based on experiments below B0 amagat, and

since we have nonetheless projected the theoreËj-eal lineshape up to

abouË 500 amagaË with modest success, íL seems thaË the theory works

over a consÍderable dynanÍc range of density, and that the agreement

at hígh density is not mereJ.y due to an ad hoc choice of the ratío rtÀ.

6.3.5 Effectíve collisíon diameter for rotatíonal
scrambling--sËrong and lreak versions
of J-scramblíng nodel

The analysis in the last two sections confirms both Lhe índirect-

dephasíng h¡rpothesis and the surmise that binary collísions cause the

rotational relaxation. I^Ie may venture one st.ep further and assume thaË

each collision resulËs in complete rotational relaxation. Thus v¡e fully

implement Èhe urodel of ÇU.r. As v¡as pointed out there, r nay then be

idenËífied as the collision rate.

An interesting thíng ure can do is to derive the effective
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collision dj-a¡reter for rot,ational scrarnblíng. This uray be obtained from

Ëhe knovrn ratio r: À on kinetic-theory considerations. The relatioä

between scrambling ra9e and diameter should be the same as that between

collision rate and "hard-sphere" dirmeter in kinetic theory. To find

this relaËíon, we recall from kinetic theory the fo11ow-ing forr,r1"15 for

the mean free path:

T = (øTTnc't'
where n is the number of molecules per unit volume and Ois the hard-

sphere d.ianeter. In terms .f T, Ëhe collision rate ís

t -,,- /T\c - Y / L ,

where V i= at. mean thermal molecular velocit,y. Eliminatirrg I b.ar..rt

these tlro equations and solving for O, we find

C
Adapting this result to our case of J-scramblíng collisions, \Àre fet S*

denote the effect,ive diameter for J-scramblíng and replace f" with r,

thereby obtai-ning

oR = t (.f-ãtrv)-n

We previously found r: [ = L.2O(16) x tO9 t-L/^magat; corrvertíng amagat

density to number n per unit volume, \^7e get

r:n = 4.5(6) * lo-17 "-l-r3.
For HD aÈ B5K, Ehe mean velociËy is

V = 840 m/s.

The resultant value for the effective collision diameter is

O- = 1.1(1) Å
K

Y-: Yl ]^" .
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This value is less than the Lennard-Jones hard-sphere dÍameËer 6*2.9 i,16

but, reassuringly, is on the same order of magnitude.

One is tempted to interpret 5.p as the range of the mutual torques

acËing t.o reorient the co11Íding molecules. Some cautÍon musË be exer-

cised here, however. This Ínterpretation would be justified if there r,¡ere

any assurance that the effecËive collision diameter 0^ i" in fact a

criËical diemeter for rotaEional scrambling--í.e. that all collisions

T,;-ith impact parâmeters less than Qcause total scrambling, whereas co1-

lisions outside this diameler cause no roLational transitíons at all.

But to identify % r" a criËical diameter, we sha11 see, j.s to carry the

kineËic-theory analogy betr.veen I and the hard-sphere díameËer further
R

than is warranted by the infonnaÈion available from the líneshapes.

That the notion of a critÍcal díameter is ill-suiEed to thís

case may be. understood ÍntuitÍvely as follows. By the nature of its

kinet,Íc-fheory derivatíon, q is an effecËíve impact parameter, as dis-

tincÈ from a disËance of closest approach. At ordinary tenperaËures,

th.e impact parameter of a nearly head-on collision may be appreciably

smaller than the actual distance..of closest approach, which can never

really be, much, less than the hard-sphere díameter f,. For all impact

parâmeters less t,han f, \"re expect Lhe, distance of closest approach

nearly to equal C. Now, iË is the distance of closest approach, not

the jrnpact paramete.r as such, that determínes the prospects for energy

t,ransfer, and therefore (.we sur¡nise)- for rotatíonal transitions. Thus

r¡re er<pect these. prospecËs to be. ahout t,he s¡me at all impact parameters

less than Cl. If q, is to be incerpret,ed as a critical impact parameteï,

then it Ís dísconcerting to find, as. \^re have done, a value of %
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signi-fícantly smaller Èhan G. Such a resulË then indicates thaË rota-

tional transitions occur readily at certain impact parameËer values less

than S, and not at other values which, though larger, are still less

than 6. This is at odds with the expected equivalence of all impact

parameËers less than Ci-.

It. seems vre rûusË relinquish the noËion of a critical scraubling

dÍameËer in the presenË case. \^Ie are noË compelled to abandon the J-

scrambling uodel altogether, though. It may be that, even for impact

parameËers less Ëhan Cf, single collisions produce only partial rota-

tional relaxation. It may Ëake several consecutive collisions to effect

complete scraubling. Such series of collisíons wi11, like single colli-

síons, occur at a rate proportional to densiEy; Ëhus r'7e sti1l expect

rOCÀ. BuE they will of course be rarer, and this will reduce lhe

relaxation rate r and the. effective scramblíng diameter Q from che

values they would have if single collisíons caused toËa1 scrarabling.

IË is thus possible to rat,ionalise the result %aS withouË resorË

Eo a scheme. of roüational Eransition probabílities thaË ís non-uniform

within the range of i:npact parame.t.ers from 0 to 6.

In ËhÍs connection, \^ze now distínguish two versions of the

J-scrambling model, both. yÍelding the stochastic matrix (6.18):

(i) tLe strong version, ín wh-ich Ç is a critical serambling diameter,

fu1ly analogous to the hard-sphere diameter of kinetic theory; and

(ií) tlre weak version, in whi.ch 6*i" only an effecËÍve díaueËer--partíal

scrambling may occuï for impact parameters both insíde and outsíU" %,
the neË rel-axation rate being the. s¡me. as would result from total

scrambling confined withín f*.
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I^Ie noEe that, f or a lwg-_lgvef system, version (íí) is the nost general

possible physical picture of col1i-sion-induced rotational relaxation.

Thus no further infornation derives from the observation that the HD

lineshapes fit the weak J-scrambling model, beyond our previous conclu-

sions that the dephasing is rotationally nediated and that the rot,aËíona1

nodulatj-on is induced by binary collisíons. This is not to say Ëhat the

rn¡eak scrambling model is sirnilarly devoid of physical conÈent in the

multi-1eve1 case. There, t,he stochastic matrix is no longer uniquely

decided by considerations of unitarity and detaí1ed balance, as in a

two-leve1 system; it admiËs possibilitíes thaË are consistenË w-ith neither

version of the scrambling mode1. l¡Ie would emphasise that iÈ is noË

possible to tell directly from the lineshapes which version of the

scrambling nodel applies, in either the Ewo-level or the mult,i-level

case. Both versions imply the same stochastic maËrix (6.18), and hence

Ëhe same líneshape.

To si¡m up the siËuation f or HD, we inclíne toward the r,/eak ver-

sion of the J-scranbling model in thís case, for the reasorls prevíously

stated. Thus we refraín from assigning any definíte physical signifi-

cance, such as a rarige of intermolecular Eorques, to Q. At most, it

nighË be considered a lower bound for this range.

6.4 Application Èo NrO at 294 K

Taking some courage from the success of the indirect-dephasing

hypothesis with IID, we sha11 now exterid the same treatment to N20 gas at

294 K. Because this is a many-leve1 system, the lineshape interpretatíon

problems díffer from those for I{0. In particular, as qre claimed pre-

viously, the stochastic matrix can no longer be derived from unitariEy
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and detailed ba1an.".L7 If a physical model like that of fA.z i"

enlisted to fill the breach, the theoretical lineshape will have a

complicaËed model-dependence; dÍfferent models will give quite inequiva-

lenÈ lineshapes. Disagreement between measured and theoretical lineshapes

nighË stem either from failure of the indirect-dephasíng hypothesis ítse1f

or just from the \,rrong choice of model for the rotaËÍonal modulaËion

scheme, r'rhereas, ín the two-level case discussed previously, t.he urodel

had no bearíng on the lineshape. Thus a failure of the lineshape theory

is more difficult to diagnose in the many-1evel case. By the same token,

success ís less equÍvoca1 when it occurs, and confirms both the índírect-

dephasing hypothesis and the model used to construct D.

We have been sÈressing--perhaps premrtur'ely--the difficulty of

ÍnEerpreting lineshape-analysis resulEs for a many-leve1 system. t¡Ie

ought as '.¡e11 to consíder the difficulties in obtainíng those results

in the first plaee. There are several circumsËances that make the case

of NrO at room Lemperature less tractable than the case of HD at 85 K:

(j) The indívidual QG) are too close together ín frequency to be

resolved in experiments like ours, everi at 1ow density where they are

presumably discreËe. Thus their índividual low-density broadening could

not be examined in this r¡rork, and we are denied the ready Èest of pro-

portionality between r and A that we used in studying IÐ. tr^Ie are also

obliged to find some. vray of calibrating r ,rersus À, other than by com-

paring enpirical and theoretical broadening coefficients as vre did for HD.

(ii) Given the large numb.er of rotational levels ínvolved (55 J-levels

T¿¡ere considered in our NrO analysis), $/e seem to be confronted v¡ith the

technical problem of invert,ing rather large maÈrices in evaluating (6.14).
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The compuËaËiona1 aspects of the analysis are discussed in Appendix 64.

6.4,I Generation of theoretical lineshapes for Nr0

As previously for I{D, we assume the stochasLic matrix has the form

(6.18). This Ëime, of course, generality is Lhereby curtaj.led and our

lineshape predictions v¡il-l be specif íc to the physical model of Ç0.r.

The rnodel-dependence diminishes at high relaxation raËes, hor,rever. This

roay be antici.paËed from Lhe rapid-inodulation linern¡idth formula (1.5"'),

which conËains no reference to model-sensitive details of the modulation
'lo

scheme.-' Stí11, the líneshapes at relaxation rates below the onset of

motional narrowing remai-n model-dependenE.

l,ie begín by generating the matïix )¿ in 6.t4). The Q-braneh

frequencies for the fundamental vibrational transitions of a linear

molecuLe are given by

Q(J) = Q(o) -qJ(J + 1), . (6.20 )

just as for a diatomÍc molecule except that the RV inËeraction constant CCr.
t\

is now specific to Lhe vibraËional mode I i" question. The relevant data
K

10tor N^U are
¿

C(. = 1.72 x LO-3 "*-1 "rrd C(-= 3 .47 x 10-3 "t-1-"1 3

Again, we leË LJo denote a(0). The matri* )( tft"tt becomes

a= 0(,
K

-,1x2

-2 x5

-3x4.

0

The

f¡G

thermal-weíght vector ? i" again obtained from

(2J + 1)exp(-hBoJ(J + r) /Ut) t
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this holds for all linear molecules. For NrO,

-r 19
Bo = 0'41901 cm -'

i^Ie find that, in order to include in the analysis all J-levels with popu-

latÍons )- I% ot that of the most populous level, all J-values from 0 to 54

must be used. Once the weights fJ=' ao fJ=54 have been calculated and

norm¡1ísed so thaË they sum to unity, the corresponding 55-square D-maËrix

rnay be constructed in accordance wíth (6.18). Then only the relaxation

raËe r remains to be specified before the líneshape may be calculated from

C6.14) .

It should be noted that the calculaËions for )^ and )a differ onll

Ín Lhe value of 0Çç multiplying the r"rti* f2. The stochastic matríx is

the same for eit,her vibraËional mode; formula (6.18) conEains no vibrational

ínfornation. If our Ëheory is correct, the conclusíons we reach about the

rotational relaxat,ion process by studying eíther spectral line ought to be

the same. In parÈicular, we should obËain the same value for the ratio r:\

by sÈudying either line. This requirement furnishes a useful check on the

t,heory that was unavailable in our study of IID, which has only one vibra-

tÍonal mode.

6.4.2 CalíbraEion of relaxation rate versus density

As has already been explained, rüe cannot calibraËe r with respect

to À for N^0 in Ëhe way lve did for HD, by examíning the low-densi.Ëy
¿

broadeníng of the individual Q(J). lde can, however, experimentally

measure the overall width of the Q-branch as a function of \. We may

compare this function r,riLh Ëhe dependence of theoretical linewidth on r,

in the hope of finding matching features in the tr¿o functíons. Such

feaËures presumably occur aË physically corresponding values of Ëhe two
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independent variables r and A. Once having found such values, \.¡e ruay

in principle calculate the ratio r: \ froin them. r¡Ie choose to study

linew-idth, rather than some other lineshape parameler, not entírely

because of its special physical significance, but because it is readily

accessible by mere ínspeetion of the profile, wíthout detailed calcula-

tion or knowledge of the analytical form of the profile. Ttrus it is

suited to comparisons beËween profiles of differing or unknor¿n analyti-

cal form. Besides, lÍnewidth is of some physical interest after all,

since its motional narrowing at. high densíty is the outstanding feature

of our indirect-dephasing hypothesis.

Our stïategy for finding corresponding values of r and À is "s
fo1lows. tr^Ie assume that rCC^. Though rre cannot verífy thís by such

direct means as vre have done for HD, r¡re are encouraged by the success

it had Ehere. We then have

1og r - logÀ = loeð ,

where ði" tir. consËarit ratÍo r:A. The constant difference beËween

log r and 1ogÀ suggests a graphfc tecbnique (-íllustrated in Fig. 6.2)

to det,ermine ð. If we plot theoretÍcal linewidth as a function of log r

on the one hand, and experimental linewidth as a function of 1og A on the

oËher, then (provided that the theory holds) the two graphs should be the

same except that corïespondÍng abscissae should be shifted by 1og I

To find a best esËimate of 'ú, 
". may superimpose one graph on the other

and slj.de it horizonËally across the. latter unt,il the two most nearly

coincide. T^Ie may then determine ð by applying (6.25) to any paír of

maEched abscissae log r and 1og A

Some. discussÍon is in order about how r¿e have obËained t,he
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FIG. 6.2

COMPARISON OF THEORETTCAL AND EXPERIMENTAL

LINEI,,]-IDTH TRENDS - 

'A
dashed line: theoretical linewÍdth as funcËion of logarilhm

of relaxatíon rate r

dots/circles: experimental U-ner,iidth data, p1oÈËed agaínst
logarithrn of density I

solíd line: experimental linewídth trend, connecting the
mean line¡,ridths at the several experimental densities

The two horizontal scales are displaced so as to produce the
best agreement between the Lwo trend lines.
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theoreÈica1 línewídth trend appearing in Fig . 6.2. I^Ie are unaT¡rare of

any analytical relationshíp betr,¡een r and the overall Q-branch line-

width, holdíng at low relaxation rates, thaË night permit us Èo predict

the low-r broadening w:ithout explicitly calculating lineshapes from

(6.14). That is, we are unar¡¡are of any couriterpart to the relationship

(6.2I) governing the r,¡idths of the individual Q(J). We theref ore canrroË

predict the low-r broadening so elegantly as \,/e did f or HD. Treating

the enËire range of r as it were terra íncognita, we have aËËempted to

discover the linewidËh trend just by inspecËíon of lineshapes generated

fron (6.14) . These have been calculated for a seríes of r-values falling

aË roughly unifonn logarithmic inÈervals, and spanning the range of

plausible values--i.e. values sími1ar to the kinetÍc-theory collision

rates--appropri-ate to our experiments.

The theoretícal linewidth trend for t, as disclosed by the calcu-

laËions jusË described, has been relaËed to the experimental trend by the

graphic technique explained above. The two trends are shoqm in Fig.6.2,

superimposed in the manner thât produces the best match between them, so

thaL matching values on the r- and [-scales 1ie one atop the other. The

experi:nental linewidËh data are those of Table 4.1. Densíty was calcula-

ted viíth the aid of PVT d.^t^20 at the higher experímental pressures. In

the event, Lhe higher-density data did not. affect our determinatÍon of T

anyway. ft is clear frorn Fig. 6.2 that the theoretical and experímental

linewidth trends diverge caLastrophically at high densities; any sem-

blance of a maËch between theur i-s restricted t.o low densíties.

This divergence certainly cal1s for an explanation. The asyutpËoÈíc

decrease of theoretical linev¡idËh al high relaxation rates is, of course,
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just the notj-onal narrowing of the nV (indirect-dephasing) profile,

inplied by any Markovían modulatÍon scheme. The asymptotic inerease

in experimental linewídth is, rnre think, ordinary collision broadening

due Eo direct dephasing, which was ignored in the theory, buË which must

evenËually become the main determínanË of líneshape as the RV profile

undergoes uotional collapse. Since the horizontal axis in Fig. 6.2 ís

logaríthmÍc in N, and the collision-broadened línewidlh for an isolated

t,ransitj-on is línear in À, the asyrnptotic growth of the collision-

broadened línewidth v¡ou1d appear exponential on our graph. Thís accounts

for the strong high-densíty divergence between the two trends in Fig. 6.2.

By the same token, the direct-dephasing contribution Lo the linewidth

ought Ëo be comparatÍvely Ínsignificant at the low-density end of the

graph. llence our justification for matching the tr¡ro curves aE this end,

and lettíng come what may aË the other.

The onset of mot.Íonal narrowíng in Lhe experiment.al linewídth--

or what we hopefully identify as such--occurs near the 1or¿-densLty end

of the graph, and provídes an obvious poinÈ of reference for rnatching

the tr¿o curves; in Fig. 6.2 we have accordingly placed the local maxímum

of the experimental curve in a vertical 1j-ne with the maximum of the

Ëheoretical curve. By inspection of Fig. 6.2 we find, for insËance,

that

log r = 10.00 and. 1ogA, = 0.18

aË matching points on the EÌ,^zo curves. From (6.25) we obtain

log Ú = g'82'

We thus obcain a calibration

r:A = 6= 6.7 x 109 "-ll.*"grt
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of r versus A. ConverËing amagat density Ëo number of molecules per

unit volume, r¡Ie geE

r:n = 2.5 x 10-16 "-1 *3.

This value--indeed the whole theoretical edifice--remains tentatíve,

since although iË seeures passable agreement with experímental lÍnewidths

(at low A), re have not yeË seen whether it correetly predicts the line-

shapes in detaÍ1.

6.4.3 Comparison between theorv and experimenË--),

Having f ound a value f or r: À , we are norÀ¡ prepared to calculat,e

Ëhe theoretical lineshape for any specified density. Before examining

lineshapes in the enËire, though, let us discuss the linewidth trends

somewhat further.

We have already noted the. strong divergence beËr,¡een experimental

and theoretícal linewidth at high À; this had to be rationali.sed when

we maÈched the two graphs as to horizontal posÍtion.

Another puzzlíng feaËure of Fíg. 6.2 is that, in the lor^z-densiËy

region where the shapes of the two curves agree, the theoretical curve

seens systematically higher by some .03 cm-l. This is disconcerting

because the t,heory ought if anything to underestimate linewidth, inas-

much as it neglecÈs the contríbution due to direct dephasing. We think

this discrepancy is an arËifact of deconvoluting the measured lineshapes.

It was noted in Chapter 3 that our \.ray of measuring the slit function

should tend to exaggerate its widËh, so that the deconvoluted linewidth

should tend to be systematically low. This effect v¡orks out at about

the right magniËude to account for Ehe low-density mismatch in Fig . 6.2?L

The salienË features of the theoretical linewi-dth curve are the
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initial broadening vrith increasing r--this is the collective effecE of

"pseudo-co11ision" broadeníng of the several Q(J)--and the subsequent

mot,ional narrowing. Both appear to be reproduced in the experimental

curve before the onset of ordinary collision broadenJ.ng. It is especially

imporËant that the narrow-ing should be confirmed experÍ-menËally, sínce

this feature is specÍfic to the indirect-dephasing Èheory whereas the

broadening admít,s of uore mundane explanaLions.

i^Ie Ëurn now to the detaíled lineshapes. TheoreËica1 lineshapes

have been calculaËed for !^ ra the various experimental densiËies, Ëhe

values of r being chosen accordingly to the ratio r: À worked out j-n

the preceding section. These lÍneshapes are shor,n: superimposed on their

(deconvoluted) experimental counterparts in Fig. 6.3. The two profiles

are shorm normali.sed to the same peak heíght in each case. The frequency

origÍns are arbitTary. The experimental measurements lacked an absoluËe-

frequency ealibration; therefore the experÍmental profiles have been

arbitrari-ly posíLioned so that ËheÍr peaks coincide \,¡-ith the theoretícal

peaks in Fig. 6.3, This makes for ease of comparison.

The agreement is: convÍncing aE the three lowest densitíes, and

sti11 passahle at À = 25 amagat. Admittedly, at 1.3 amagat,, Lhe theo-

reËÍca1 líneshape. seems to descend much. more sEeeply than Ehe experimental.

BuË this is 1ike1y an artifact of deconvolutl.on, which cannot reproduce

s,harp features accurateJ-y. The agreement deteriorates for uridoubtedly

physical reasons at, the htghest density (82 amagat) studied. This is

li-kely due, as \re have. suggested Ín the preeeding section, to Ëhe increased

inportance. of direct dephasíng, wh-ich- is ignored in the presenË Lheory.

fn s.uumary, despite apparent compe.tition from dj.rect dephasing,
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FIG.6"3

COMPARTSON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL

LTNESHAPET - !¡

(a) 1.3 amagat

(b) 4.5 '

(c) L2 tr

(d) 25 rr

(e) 82 rt

dots: theoretícal lineshape

solid line: deconvoluted experimental lineshape

Frequency origi-n i-s arbiErary.

Ripple due to deconvolution (cf. Fíg. 4.L-2) has been smoothed
out of low-density experimenlal lineshapes.
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our proposed indirect-dephasing urechanÍsm seems to dominaËe the ),, fine-

shape uP to * 25 amagat. Experíment confirms that motional narrowing

Ëakes place; this cannot be explaíned in terms of classic collision

broadening. As regards t.he particular scheme of rotaËiona1 modulation

we have assumed--the J-scrambling model of 5o.z--, we feel that the

detailed lineshapes it implies agree as well as one dare expect \üith the

low-density measurements. trfe would emphasise that, in conËrast $zith the

two-level case (HD) studíed earlier, Ëhe lineshapes here are model-

dependenË, so that an accurate predictÍon of detaÍled lineshapes is a

rnea¡ingful confirrnatíon of the J-scrambling model, noË just of the

Índirect-dephasing hypothesis .

6.4.4 Comparison between theorv and experíment--),

Our calj.bratíon of r r^zíth respect to À ras based on t.he linewidth
.\results from V¡ alone. As has already been mentioned, self-consistency

of the theory requires thaË the value of r: A obtaíned fron !^0.

transferaUle to ù.
5

It is difficult to determine r:À from the )= d"t" índependently

of our previous )¡ results. When applied to !a, the graphic technique

illustrated in Fig. 6.2 proves rather ínconclusive. Nevertheless, for

t.he sake of completeness, we presenË Ehe superimposed linewidth t.rends

for ! in Fig. 6.4, as \¡re did for ! i" rig. 6.2. Rarher rhan Lïy r,o

find l= rr À aner¿ from tir" ! data, we have just retained its value
5

from the ) results and arranged Ëhe graphs in FÍg.6.4 accordi.ngly.
4

Again, the theoretical curve seems to líe systemaËically higher than

the experinental aË low densitÍes; and again, this is likeIy due to the
2L

sysËemati.c error in the deconvolution, alluded Ëo earlÍer. i^Ihen this
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FIG.6.4

COMPARTSON OF THEORETTCAL AND EXPERIMENTAL

LIMI^IIDTTI TRENDS - \)
I

dashed line: theoretical linewidth as funcËion of logarithm
of relaxation rate r

doËs/circles:. experimental linewidth data, plotted against
logariLhm of densityA

solid line: experimenÈal lÍnewidth trend, connectíng the
mean linew-idths at the several experímental densíties

The two lnotízor.xal scales are dÍsplaced so as to produce the
best ageeemenË betr¡een the tv,rc trend 1ines.
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is allor,red for, it roay be seen that the positioning of the graphs in

Fig. 6.4 suits about as well as any, but not distincËly better than

others differing from iE by considerable horizontal shifts, in view of

the relaËive flatness of these graphs at 1ow density. Unfortunat.ely,

the tr¡o curves have no obvious common feaËure r¡re may readily loca1ise.

We do noË observe outright narrowing with increasing À, but rat.her jusË

a reËardation of the iniËial broadening. t¡Ie are denied Ehe obvíous

point of reference (.Lhe onset of motional narrolving) used earlier in

rnaËching tfr" !n linew-idth trends. As w:ith )¡ , \4Ie encounter d,ívergence

beËween the two curves at high density.

The ù linewidth comparíson does líttle to build confídence in5

the theory or in our chosen va1ue. of r: A. For confirmation, r¡/e turn

to the detailed lineshapes. As prevíously for l, r. present the theo-

retícal ). tinestrapes superimposed on their deconvoluted experimencal
5

counterpart.s, in Fig. 6.5. The r-values used in calculating the theo-

retical lineshapes i¡/ere again chosen accordingly to o"r ),1 -deríved value

for r: [ . Details of normalÍsation and origin location are the same as

for )ì. The Eheoretical lineshapes fo11ow the density evolution of the
4

mersured profiles saEisfactorily up to 25 amagat. Just as for !¡, the

Ëheoretical profÍ1e seems to descend more steeply than the experímental

at 1.3 amagat; as before., $re surmise Ëhat thís is an artifact of deconvo-

lution. The apparenË scaËÈer ín the tþgoretical spectrum aË 1.3 amagaË

may be puzzLlng to t.he reader. The specÈrr¡m oscillates on account of its

dÍscre.Ëe rotatíonal structure, which- survives aË low relaxation raËes.

The irregular appearance- near the peak is due to the coarseness of the

ne.t of points on whÍ'ch. the spectTum \^ras evaluaËed. The spacings between
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FIG. 6.5

CO}æARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL

LINESHAPES - \)t- 5

(a) I. 3 arnagat

(b) 4.5 '|,

(c) 12 tr

(d) 25 '

(e) 82 rr

dot.s: theoretical lineshape

solid 1íne: deconvoluted experimenEal lineshape

Frequency origin ís arbitrary.

Ripple due to deconvolution (cf. Fig. 4.L-2) has been smoothed
out of low-densíty experimental líneshapes.
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rotatíonal maxima are non-uníform, and near the (overal1) peak are smaller

Ëhan the samplÍng i-nterval . Consecut.ive sample points are therefore as

apt to fal1, say, both on rotaËÍonal maxima as alternately on maxima and

miniina. IIence the irregular appearance just noted. A trace of this

rotational structure ís also evídent in the theoret,ical \ slectrum aË

1.3 arnagat (cf. Fig. 6.3). It does noË appear ín the experimental

lineshape of either vibraËional mode. This is not inconsistent, since

the structure in question is so fine in comparison Ëo the slit funetion

thaË it can not be recovered by deconvolution, even though iÈ be present

physÍca1ly.

I¡Ihile r,¡e do not det.ect ouLrighÈ narrowing of the experimental

profile wíth increasing density, r,re do observe another feature that is

intellígib1e froin Ehe sËandpoint of indirect-dephasing theory and not

on the basis of classic co1lisíon broadeníng. this is the progressive

symûretrisaËion, wiËh rising densÌt.y, of the initially skev¡ed experimental

lineshape. This behavfour Ís predicted by the indirect-dephasing theory.

It accompanÍes the motional collapse of the RV profile into a single,

homogene,ously broadened Lorentzj.an. AdrnitLedly, someËhíng similar vrould

happen as densiLy increased if ordinary collision broadenj-ng prevailed.

In that case, however, appreciable syrmetrisat,ion could only occur along

with an íncrease in linewidth. at leasË, comparable to the oríginal wídth

of the. spectrum. (J^Ie argued to that effect in Chapter 5.) This would

be at varlancewith o,tr !U measurements. Between 1.3 and 25 amagat, we

observe a striking increase in synmetry of the measured spectrum, accom-

panÍed by only a 307" íncrease in w-idth. So we interpret the observed

increase in symmerry as support for our indirect-dephasing hypothesis.
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6.4.5 Theoretical lineshape behaviour at high
relaxation raËes--transiËion betrn¿een
model-dependence and -índependence

It is amusing to verify that the theoretical lineshapes aÊ high

relaxaËion rates satÍsfy the asymptotic lÍnew-idth relation (1.5"'). To

this end, we have generated Ëheoreticrl I lineshapes over a large range

of r-values. I^Ie have plotted logarithms of the resultant linewidths

versus log r ín Fig. 6.6. At hígher r-values, Ehe graph conforms well

to a straighÈ line of slope m = -1. This indicaEes that linewidth varies

in inverse proportion to relaxatíon raLe, just as was predicËed by (1.5ttt).

ThÍs asymptotj-c narrowing seems to begin at r ¡rz l. * LOL2 s-1, which lies

beyond the range of r explored in our experiments (if our determinaËion of

r: I is reliable). Unfortunately, this could not have been observed

experímentally anyüiay, since collísion broadening apparently sets in

before the as¡nnpËotic behavíour would be expected to occur.

There is good reason for finding, as !¡e have just done, the r-

value at which asymptoti" (I -) narrowing would begín in the absence
f-

of collisÍon broadening, even if the narrow-ing is only hypothetical. As

Ëhe modulation speeds up, it is roughly at this r-value Ëhat the theoret-

ical linewidth, and in fact lineshape, is freed of its dependence on

details of the modulation scheme=-i.e. the form of the stochastic matrix--

and begins to depend just on the overall relaxat,ion rate. Knowing this

value of r therefore gÍ.ves us a useful indication of v¡hether Èhe theoreÈ-

ical lÍneshapes should be strongly model-dependent aL any other r-value

under consideration. In the present case, we see thaÊ Lhe theoretical

asymptotic narrow-ing only begins at an r-value exceeding any eficountered

in our experimenEs. It is therefore likely that attempts to reproduce
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FIG.6.6

ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOUR OF THEORETICAL LINEWIDTH

verËica1 bars: comput.ational error ranges for logariEhm of
theoretical liner,¡idth [- of q specLrrrrtr, aË various relaxation rates

dashed line: trend of 1og[- r". log r

solid line: asyaptote of slope r = -1, apparenÈly coinciding
v¡-iËh Ëhe above trend aË high r-values
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our observed lineshapes from different theoret,ical modulation schemes

would result in quiEe various lineshape predictions. We are therefore

justified in takíng any success r^re nay have here at lineshape predíction

as a confirmation of our particular (J-scraurbling) model. Indeed, the

quality of fit between our theoreEical and experimental lineshapes at

densitíes up to 25 amagat \,zarranËs tentative acceptarice of the J-scrambling

node1, aË least pending accurate calculations of the roËaËional transition

probabilities from first principles.

6.4.6 Effective collision diameter for
rot.atÍona1 scrambling

Pursuing the same idea for NrO as we did

calculaËe an effecÈ.ive diameter for J-scrambling

we apply the formula

in $0.3.5 for uD, we

collísions. As before,

(6.24)oR = f('ÆfiV)-'r r:nl%
obtaíned by analogy to kinetic theory. Recalling the resulË

r:rr = 2.5 x 10-16 =-1t3

obtained from our

velocíty to be

linewidth data, and calculating the mean thermal

Ç=407m/satT=294K,

r¿e find ff 3.7 Â.

This value is very close to the hard-sphere dj-ameter 6= 3. B i (f rom

viscosity d.ata) or C= 4.6 N (-frour second virial coefficiena").À6

I^Iitïr o
K

as large as Cf t,he strong J-scrambling model does noË

t4

run inËo the saue obstacle noEed in the case of HD, ruhere (Ioturned out
¡\

considerably smaller than G But neither should r./e expect % ao exceed (t
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by very much, frorn the standpoint of the stTong nodel. t¡Ie consider the

latter point important enough t,o merit being argued rather c1ose1y, as

follows.

For the sake of clarity ín the discussion of molecular collísions,

we remind ourselves of the difference between an impact paraneter b and a

distance s of closest approach. The latter ís self-explanatory. It nay

differ from b, which is the perpendicular distance between Lhe target

molecule and the asymptoÈe of the incoming trajectory. The two distances

are t.he sâme only f or a straight-line trajectory.

Let us examine the implications of the strong J-scrambling rnodel

in the case Ç>0. trnle shal1 see that the sËrong model leads Ëo a contïa-
K

diction that forces us to abandon it when q>O. It asserts that the

"effecËive" collision diaueter S* is rea11y a crítical impact païameter,

r¿-ithin which Eotal rotational scrambling occurs, and outside which nothing

much of the sort happens. Now, when b >ç¡ little deflectíon results from

the collision, the trajectory is virtually a sËTaight line, and s ry.b. So

if q(>O) vrere a cïitícal b-va1ue, as asserted by the strong scraubling
K

model, it would have also to be a critical s-value, i.e. a critical inter-

molecular distance within which sËrong rotatíonal coupling occurs, and

outside which very litt 1r.22 This conclusion would make sense only if

the Ínter¡uolecular poÈential v¡ere changing radically v¡ith distance at the

distance Q. But thís does not happen at intermolecular distances exceed-
R

íng O-.

Thus an empirical result 5qr$, as much as a result %<q mires

Èhe sËrong scrambling model in contradictions. The hard-sphere diameEer

Oitself is evidenËly the only satisfactory value f.or Ç-, from the
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standpoint of the strong model. It is encouraging that this is just the

value r.re get in the present case. This means that the concept of a

critical J-scrambling diameter is tenable for Nr0 at ordj-nary ËemperaËures.

It should be remarked, however, that the v¡eak version of the J-scramblíng

¡oodel might obËain instead, wiËh an accidental result qa.G
R.

be none the wiser if Lhis r,,rere so--it is not possible from the

to dÍscern between the two versions of the model.

tr^Ie should

lineshapes

6 .4 .7 Sunrnary

Our theory enjoys almost complete success v/-ith N20 up t,o -25
amagaL. The indirect-dephasing hypothesis and the J-scrarnbling uodel

together give lineshape predictions that are substantially correct.

This simultaneously confirms both, since Ëhe lineshapes are expeeted

to be inodel-dependenË within the range of r-values covered by our ex-

períments. Furthernore, the result%LO indicaËes that the strong

version of the J-scrambling model may even hold here. The deterioration

of agreement between predícted and measured lineshapes at higher density

is readily accounËed for by the oriset of dírect dephasing.

The indirect-dephasing hypothesis seems equally successful for

IID; in fact, indirect dephasing appears to dominate the HD lineshapes up

to much hígher densit,ies than for NrO. The strong J-scranbling mode1,

on the other hand, decidedly faíls for HD. We are uncertain as to the

reason for this difference beËween HD and NrO.
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Appendix 6A - ComputatÍonal AspecËs

Some coument. on the numerical methods

theoretical lineshapes is in order, sínce the

in the i^ray directly suggested by Ehe f ormula

2r4

used in generatíng the

calculaËion is not feasible

I twt .c Î. Rei [r((,^r-ul),11 -e)+D]-^. ê 6.L4)

This formula suggesËs that the first step should be to invert the matrix

u = L((r¡-tj.)À\{ì) +D . Practícally, this is cumbersome and numerically

unsÈable because of the large rank (55 in our NrO calculaËions) of M.

The problem is exacerbaÈed by the fact Ehat M is complex.

Since it is not necessary t.o knor¡ M-1 as such, but raËher just
á ,.-1 -\nr =n 

. e, we arm from the outset jusË to solve Ç, in terms of whích

I (,¡) o (6A. 1)

I

Now, w is the soluËion

. (64.2)

than M reduces

soluEion of a

As it stands, (ó4.2) is a system of complex equations containing

as l[any real unknowns as a real system of twice the rank. we may econo-

mise by breaking M and Ç doonr ínEo real and ímaginary parts:

$ ' R"lil,f

of

J

WM

Thus, casting the lineshape formula in terms of I rather

the computaEional problem from a maËrix inversion to the

set of simultaneous linear equations of the same rank.

M=R*iSand-w=-x

^JrJr^Inere K, 5, x and y ate real.

real and imaginary parts,

-r 1 yr

Then (64.2) becomes, upon reduction to
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(64. 3a)

(6A.3b)

R'i - s.Ì = Ë

and S'l+R'Î=0.

inherently singular--all ror,r sums of

in (6¿.:a), qre get

v

From l6A.3b) we obtain
r ^-1x = -s -R.t, (6A.4)

provided that S is invertible. This is a practícable substituÈion to

.r^-Leliminate x, since S - is readily calculated. tr^Ie have

s - t*1Ft! = (il-bo) 4l -a
whích is a diagonal matrix. The inversíon is tTivíal whenever ti is not

equal Ëo any of the exact RV resonance frequencies f,Oo+Q¡¡. trrlhen i;)

takes on such a value, one of the diagonal elements of S vanishes, S

becomes singular, and l(ti) can only be evaluated by taking its lirnj-t

as L0 approaches the value ín questíon.

It is worth noting that (64.3b) may noE be used to eliminate

via
. _]Ì = -n-'s'Ê.

This is because n = nelMf = D is

a sËochastic maËTix must vanish.

SubstituËing (64.4) for î

. -]Gs-'R + s)' Î = -ê,

a set. of simultaneous real equat,ions of the same rank as M. In practice,

we first calculaËe S-l; then we evaluate the matrix ns-h. * S which mu1-

tiplies-y in (64.5). Equations (64.5) are then solved for $ in the usual

^J'Jrday. Once j is solved, ï is recovered fron (54.4) by rnatrix multiplica-

Eion. Fina11y, Ëhe spectrum itself is calculated from (64.f) and the

--¡so-Lutaon ror x:

r(d)cc?. ne{Èf = Ë.*.
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In suumary, the calculation of I(tò) may be reduced from a probleur

involving the inversion of a complex-valued matríx to one involvíng just.

Ëhe trívial j.nversion of a real diagonal matrix, several real-ruatrix

nultiplications, and the solution of a set of simultaneous real equations.

The approach r¿e have outlined here is applicable to any Markovian relaxa-

Eíon scheme (any non-zero choice of the stochastic matrix D), not jusË

the one discussed in Ç0.2.
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Appendix 68 - Error Estimate for Effecrive scrambling Diameter

In view of the importance r^re attached to the value of Oe

r,¡hen ínterpretíng our NrO data according to the J-scrambling model, rve

ought to estimate the random error \üe may have incurred in calculating

that value"

This error originates I^lith the uncertaínties in the deconvoluted

línewídth values for Ehe índividual spectra (cf . Table 4.1). Itrhen these

\,rere presentecl in Ch. 4, we pointed out that the random errors in the

original photon-count data pïopagate through the deconvolution calcula-

tions in a very complex way, and that thís makes it impossíble to assign

"error bars" to the individual poínts on the resultant lineshape curves

(Fig. 6.3 and 6.5). Irie can in prínciple estimare the staËistical error

in each Fourier coefficíeq! of the deconvoluted data array. (rn the

present worko rather than evaluate this erïor explicitly, r{e simply dis-

carded all Fourier components beyond a "cut-off" level at whích their

inclusion apparently introduced more noíse than signal. This r¡as

explained in \ +.-t,+" This suppression of hígh*order Fourier componenrs

gives the deconvoluted spectra ín Fig. 6.3 and 6.5 a ,,smootheè" appearance;

but, sínce it was done accordíng to an objective criËerion raiher than

by sleíght-of*hand at the drawing-boaïd, the results remain hon=si --
apart from some slíghË additional smoothing of the latter sort that rvas

applíed at 1.3 ancl 4"5 anragat.) lroruever, the errors in the varj.ous

l-ourÍer coefficients have a complicated interdepenilence, so Èhai to knorv

them would be of little help in deliniting the erroï in the deconvoluted

lineshape or linewídth. Therefore, we have no practical means of esti-

mating the 'rinternal" eïroï in the width of any single deconvoluted

spectrum. The best \{e can do in the circr¡mstances is to take the scatter
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(lrexternal" error) in our 1íner^rídth results on several experiraental trials

at the same gas density, as the uncertainty ín linewidth at that density.

Unfortunately, our data sample is rather scant for that purpose: we have

measured the spectrum only t\^7o or three ti.mes at each density studied.

Every individual linewidth result is plotted in Fig. 6.2, horu-ever, and

the vertic¿rl distances betr¿een data points at the same density may serve

roughly as "error barstt about the experirnental trend line"

This raises some doubt whether the maximum \{e found in the experi-

mental lineruidth trend is genúíne. Though r{e concede the possíbility

that ít is not, rve would point out that the existence of this rnaximum,

while a satisfying demonstratíon of motional narrowing, is noL essential

to the case we rnake for motíonal narrorving" The (alternatirre) hypothesis

of independent collísíon broadeníng of the several Q (J) leads ro a pre-

diction thar the linewidth trend rvith respect to 1og A should be

everywhere concave upward, and indeed should be exponent.ial- in both the

lor'¡- and high-density límíts. LtIe submit that any attenpt to ciraro a trend

that ís eve.ryr^rhere concave upward through the data points in FÍg. 6.2,

ruill fail. Inspection of Fig. 6.2 shorvs that any such trend wiII pass far

outside some.of our fancied. "eïror bars" (marked off by the data poinËs

at a single densíty) at the crucíal lower densíties. So indepeaôent

collision broadening does not occur exclusively" At !.roïst (f:a= rhe

standpoírrt of confirrning rnotional narrorving), the true línewidth trend

for t{ ,may merely tend to flatten at intermediate densities" as it does

for ts
fal1 "

(cf.3ig.6.4), rather than reach a maxímum and then actually

The flattening ís still evidence of motional narrowing.

Though the maxÍmum.in the lineruídth trend is not indispensable

to our case for motional narrowíng, it was very helpful ín lining up the

experimental and theoretical graphs in Tíg. 6.2, and thus in calibrating
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r versus À . Rather than rely on this maximum, let us try to set

plausible límits on the shift between the 1og r and 1og A scales in

Fig. 6.2. lrïe begin by superposing the tr¡o trend rines as closely as

poésíble (for low A ). Thís involves bodily raisíng the experimenral

graph vertically by some .04 cm-l with respect to the theoretical; this

may be jusrified by our observatíons f { 0.4.3) about systematic error

ín the deconvoluted. linewídths. Thus rue begin ruíth the theoretical curve

in tl-re middle of the s\varrtr of low-density daËa poínts. l."Te then displace

Ëhe curves horizontatly, in eÍther direction, just until Ëhe theoretical

curve falls outside the experímental "error bars" at all three lowest

dens:'-ties. I^Ie consider that thís represents the ]."r; t""roorur.

shift of the two horizontal scales from the relative poéitions shor,'n in

Fig. 6.2" l^Ie fínd that the corresponding uncerraínty in (1og r - log À ),
and hence ín log (r:n), is some .25 in either dírection" since On (

r-
(r:n)t ay (6.24), rhe logarírhmic error ín % is some .125 ín eirher

directíon.

Thus % ís uncertaín by + 3O%- This is roughly the -trncertaÍnty

ín the Lennard-Jones diameter (f itself, as indj.cated by t.he spread among

ü -values obtained by different experimental techniques. So a closer

determÍnation of Og would have no practical valuen from our present stand-

point of resolving whether CR = $



CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSIONS

7.L Theory of Motígnal Narrowing

We have demonstrated that the porver spectrum of an oscillator

coupled to a thermal bath wíll exhibít motional narrowing vrith increas-

ing bath relaxation rate when both of the following conditions obtain:

(í) modulat.ion of the bath state is Markovían and ergodic, and

(ii) the bath states form a finíte set.

rn particular, the lÍneruídth is asymptoËically proportional to the

ínverse of relaxation rate as the latter gro\ìrs indefinitely large"

these conclusions turn out to be substantially unoriginal.

Hor,¡ever, our derivatíon, concentrating as it does on the coherence time

of the racliati.on signal, makes more immediate contact wíth the fundamen-

ial theory of stochastic processes--particularly, in its direct use of

Ëhe ergodie theorem--than do prior derivations starting from tlre auto-

correlation function" ours would therefore seem a more auspici,ous

apProach to certaín theoretícal problems, such as finding whaÈ conditions

must be Ímposed on the density of bath states to r¡rarrant treating an

infiníte manifold of bath states as a finite one (as rve did non-ri-gorously

in this rvork)-.

7.2 Factorisation of Correlation Functions

trnle have demonstrated a fallacy in the conventional analysis of

reorientaËional broadening of víbrational Raman spectra. This is usually
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done by factoring the correlation function 1--.-^(t) ínto a purely vibra-anas

tional and a purely reorientational part. I{e maintain that this is

incorrect even in the absence of intermolecular interactions. The

serÍousness of the error introduced by factorisation has not been dis-

cussed in thís work; but it rvil1 clearly be greatest in cases ruhere the

intramolecular RV coupling effect is largest.

7.3 Indirect Dephasing

We have confirmed that the vibrational Q-branch lineshapes of

HD and NrO are governed by a dephasing process resulting only indirectly

from collisÍons, and mediated by rotation-vibration coupling r^'ithin the

active molecule" That is, collisions produce rotational transitions,

r.¡hich in turn cause changes in the vibrational resonance frequeiìcy"

After oscillation at a rre\^/ resonance frequency has continued fcr some

fÍnite tíme interval, phase coherence r,rith the oríginal oscillation is

destroyed--í"e. dephasing has occurred" I^Ie f ind that our measured NrO

lineshapes are consístent rvith such a màchanism at densities up to ¡v 25

auìagat.

7 "4 J-Scrambling Model

I{e find that the particular rotational-relaxation sc.he-.e Í-nplied

by the J-scrambling model, in conjunctíon iviËh the indirect-dephasing

ansat,z, 'leads to substantially correcÈ predicËions of the detailed line-

shapes for Nr0. trnle believe ours to be the first successful Rauan line-

shape calculations, based on an indirect-dephasing mechanism, for a

polyatornic molecule. Though prior calculations for light diatonÍc mole-

cules have been similarly successful, and the lineshape problern is Èhe
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same in Princíple for any linear molecule, r+e believe the extension even

to linear polyatomic molecules is significant because of their smaller

rotational constants ancl correspondi-ngly larger numbers of populated

rotational levels at a given temperature: the rotational relaxation

scheme becomes crucial to the lineshape problem, and our success r,¡ith

lhe J-scrambling mo<le1 takes on some significance.

The J-scramblinþ model is the same kinematic picËure of mole-

cular reorientation as the Gordon J-diffusion model, r+hich is often used

to analyse reorientational broadening. It ruould be ínteresting to see

how r,¡eIl Ehe Gordon model fares in predicting the anisoËropic vibra-

tional lineshapes for NrO, both in its or.rn righË and as a consistency

check on our present fíndings.

7 "5 Effective Diamete_r*f or Rotational Scrambling

Analysing our NrO lineshapes in accordance r¿ith the J-scrambling

rnodel, \ùe have obtaiuecl ir highly satisfactory value of the effective

scraruÌ-¡ling diamef:er ()Rnea-r:ly equal to the hard-sphere diameter 6. On

the most conservative vi-erv, it is reassuring Ehat this is so ciose Ëo

r,¡hat rve sirould ani-icipate :trom kinetic theory: it confirms tha'r the

match we found beLv¡een theoretical and empirical liner,¡idth treads (cf .

Qø"+.2) ruas noL a mere trappenstance. At our most opt.imístic3 ir'€ r0ê1z

take this result to confirm the strong version of the J-scranblíng model.

Horvever, this cloes not apply to HD, for ¡vhich O] turns out significantly
K

smaller than C.

7.6 Direct Dephasíng

Beyond 25 amagax, our NrO lineshapes seem Eo be dominated by
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direct dephasing. I^Ie maintain emphatÍcally that failure of the J-

scrambling model does not cause the discrepancy betrveen measured. and.

theoretícal lineshapes at high density" For such a faÍlure r+ould shorv

up most prominently at low density, where the indirect-dephasing line-

shape is most model-dependent, rather than at high density, as is

apparently the case here.

It rvould be ínteresting to study the Q-branch lineshapes in the

liquid phase. Here a curious rôle reversal might take place betr¿een the

índirect and direct dephasÍng" The rotational relaxaËion v-ould accele-

rate greatly on account of the large increase in collision frequency:

thus the RV (indirect) mechanism would become completely homogeneous

and would probably undergo complete motional collapse" The direct de-

phasing (due to intermolecular coupling), on the oËher hand, mighË

regeneraËe into inhomogeneous broadening, since the relatíve notion of

neighbouring molecules would become diffusive rather than free and.

molecular environments r^iould relax more. slowly" Thus one uight be able

to study the inhomogeÐeous broadening due to intermolecular couplíng,

wíthou-L inf:erference from íntramolecular effects--the reverse of rnhat

l{e accomplished by studying the gas at 1ow pressure. pendíng such

experiments, r,re declíne to say anything quantitative about direci-

dephasing effects. The theoretícal estimates made in Ëhe present work

involved the dependence of molecular multípole moments on nucleaï geo-

metry, ¡^rhich is not knov¡n at all reliably. By the same token, liquíd-

phase experíments of the sort just mentioned might diselose valuable

informaËíon along these lines.


